ABSTRACT
Pastoralist Ethic and a “Spirit” of Traditionalism:
Livestock, Land, and Kin in the US West
By
Casper G. Bendixsen
What kind of ethical subjects are contemporary US cowboys, or any other keepers of
livestock for that matter? Moreover, how are those ethics distinctly representative of the
United States or its western region and its residents’ sense of character? These questions
are particularly relevant to herders enveloped in folk and nationalist mythology, of which
the US cowboy is one of the most popular examples. After 20 years of combined
experience in ranching, farming, and rodeo—as well as more than 12 months of formal
ethnographic fieldwork—I submit this report: If cowboys and other herders are any sort
of ethical subject, it is as pastoralists— as husbanders to livestock, stewards of land, and
the caretakers of kin; and if US cowboys are a particular kind of pastoralist (as ethical
subjects), the specificities are established through the practice and rhetoric of regionally
identifiable traditionalism. Simply put, if cowboys are virtuous people, it is through their
care for animals, land, and family; and if US cowboys are special types of role models, it
is because they possess certain characteristics and ambitions that fulfill regionalized
cultural categories. This ethnography and the theorizations therein abide by James
Faubion’s recent re-presentation of Michel Foucault’s system of ethical inquiry. In doing
so, it reveals the complex subject position pastoralists often strive to fulfill. While
designed to stand as a case study in an emerging anthropology of ethics, this dissertation
offers corrective insight into theories of pastoralism, traditionalism, and the American
West.
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TERMINOLOGY
A brief note on terms relevant to the theorization that follow: I treat pastoral, pastoralism,
and pastoral care as distinguishable. This has been my own prescription, and the
justification for it is not meant to extend beyond simply providing clarity in my own
work. Pastoral care refers to religious leaders’ care for spiritual flocks and only receives a
passing glance here when the ethics of contemporary pastoralists is deeply fused with
religious commitments. The primary concern here is pastoralism referring to the way of
life (of pastoralists) that directly depends on the maintenance and care of livestock and
the world that sustains all of them. Pastoral, a secondary but important thematic here,
denotes that imagined place, society, and/or time in which representations of pastoralism
reign or falter as memory, theme, narrative, voice, setting, etc. An example drawn from
my life and Larry McMurtry’s Lonesome Dove: My father, after years of enjoying and
enduring ranching and other outright “western” activities, still maintains a sizable horse
herd and occasionally mimics the enlightened pastoral character Captain Augustus
McCray. Robert Duvall portrayed Captain McCray in film and has become a rancher and
horseman in his own right. In different chronologies, and to varying degrees, they both
have performed the pastoral and realized a form of pastoralist life. In between these
realms beats a “pastoral/ist” heart, if you will, capable of all of it—the realization and
mystification, the life and death. Throughout the text I often insert the suffixes – [ism] or
[ist] – as well as strike them—ism or ist—after others’ use of the term pastoral when I
take it to clarify between the social-cultural practices and the literary representations.
Again, consider this prescription only for my purposes here.
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~Introduction~

i.1 National Day of the Cowboy i.2 Thesis Questions and Statements i.3 Origin Stories
and Auto-Bio-Ethno-Graphy i.4 Man, Beast, Dust and Undoing the “Real” Cowboy i.5
Revisiting The Wild and the Tame i.6 Preference for Strong Brew

i.1 National Day of the Cowboy
The highest acknowledgement the President of the United States can bestow on a
resolution passed by Congress is a Letter of Support. I do not think President George W.
Bush hesitated in the least to back Senator Craig Thomas’ proposal designating a
National Day of the Cowboy. In 2005, Thomas, a republican from Wyoming, announced
the resolution at the Cheyenne Frontier Days—the “Daddy of 'em All” in terms of rodeo.
He had this to say about the proposal:
Our country looks to cowboys as role models because we admire their
esteemed and enduring code of conduct. They have integrity and courage
in the face of danger. Cowboys respect others, defend those who cannot
defend themselves, and hold their families dear. They are good stewards
of the land and all its creatures, possess a strong work ethic, and are loyal
to their country. The Cowboy lives his life in a way most cannot help but
admire.
In 2008, Senator Gabrielle Giffords of Arizona and Representative Mike Enzi
from Wyoming sponsored the proposal for a National Day of the Cowboy again, but for
the first time as a joint resolution. It passed both legislative bodies concurrently. Thus,
July 26, 2008 became the National Day of the Cowboy and its fourth annual
acknowledgement. The resolution in its entirety:
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Whereas pioneering men and women, known as cowboys, helped establish
America’s frontiers;
Whereas the cowboy archetype transcends gender, generations, ethnicity,
geographic boundaries, and political affiliation;
Whereas the cowboy embodies honesty, integrity, courage, compassion,
and determination;
Whereas the cowboy spirit exemplifies patriotism and strength of
character;
Whereas the cowboy is an excellent steward of the land and its creatures;
Whereas the core values expressed within the Cowboy Code of Conduct
continue to inspire the pursuit of the highest caliber of personal integrity;
Whereas cowboy traditions have been part of the American landscape and
culture since 1523, and today’s cowboys and cowgirls continue to strive to
preserve and perpetuate this unique element of America’s heritage;
Whereas the cowboy continues to be an important part of the economy
through the work of approximately 656,500 ranches in all 50 States,
Whereas annual attendance at rodeos exceeds 30,000,000 fans worldwide,
Whereas membership and participation in National Day of the Cowboy,
Single Acton Shooting Society, Working Ranch Cowboys Association,
Cowboy Mounted Shooters Association, American Quarter Horse
Association, Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association, Championship
Bull Riding, Women's Professional Rodeo Association, Western Music
Association, United States Team Roping Championships, and other
organizations that encompass the livelihood of the cowboy, continues to
expand nationally and internationally;
Whereas the cowboy and his horse are a central figure in literature, art,
film, poetry, photography, and music and
Whereas the cowboy is a true American icon occupying a central place in
the public’s imagination;
Now therefore, be it
Resolved, that the House of Representatives—
(1) expresses support for the designation of a ‘‘National Day of the
Cowboy’’; and
(2) encourages the people of the United States to observe the day with
appropriate ceremonies and activities.
“Do we get a card with some McDonalds dollars in it? That’s what my aunt sends
me on my birthday,” one of my rodeo buddies remarked as I tried to casually review the
2

varying opinions about such a national resolution. Whether it was self-effacing or simple
disinterest, his apathy was later met by another travel partner’s passionate retort. This
was followed by a lesson about those nationally revered figures that had “learned the
difference between shit and Shinola by walking around pastures before corner offices.”
He included all of the national forefathers—Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, Reagan, and now
the Bushes. He even insisted that Lyndon B. Johnson be included, despite being more
representative of California cowboys than Texas ‘wide-brims.’ The irony of such of an
exception in light of his including Reagan went without discussion. We were just three
rodeo contestants riding in a minivan headed south through a cold, starry night along a
dark Utah highway. As it was, the night proved to be evidence of the spectrum of
cowboys’ emotional investment in political symbols.

1
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The image above (Image 1) is the first National Day of the Cowboy Hatch poster. It was proposed by
National Day of the Cowboy Project Manager, Bethany Braley, and created by AC’s graphics person,
Michelle, Hatch Show Print, and Braley, for American Cowboy Magazine in February 2005.
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The resolution did not inspire this project, at least not any more than my
background, film, fiction, or previous anthropological work. The content of the resolution
does serve my purposes very well however. It cuts what could become very dense
portions into manageable pieces that, truthfully, are more representative of the everyday,
ordinary existence of what I am theorizing and describing here as the pastoralist ethic.
What follows immediately then is a brief discussion about what a National Day of the
Cowboy might mean, and what this dissertation can illuminate about the ethics and codes
of conduct such a day would be meant to embody. The resolution offers a way to
introduce this content and remind the reader (and writer) that there is an ordinariness to
this discussion that should stay in at least the periphery.
Many Americans might say that a national day of acknowledgment for the
cowboy was long overdue, and others would perhaps cynically agree that such a day
seems more befitting of the 1950s. I mingle a great deal with both types of folks. When
the resolution was first being presented in 2005, I was taking my first run at joining the
ranks of the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association (PRCA), half way through my
years of eligibility in the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (NIRA), and
studying anthropology and philosophy at the University of Idaho. Upon its joint passage
in 2008, I was beginning my second year of doctoral training in social-cultural
anthropology at Rice University and still struggling to gain ground in the PRCA. It would
be an understatement to say that I was aware of what people might conceive as
meaningful or meaningless in a national cowboy holiday.
Cowboys represent the Golden Era of US domestic growth, the birth of national
character, the greatest expansion of the middle-class in terms of land ownership, and the
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United States achieving global power. Cowboys are folk heroes thought to have been
born out of uniquely American wildernesses, thrived in the socially tumultuous period
following the Civil and Mexican Wars, and by all accounts have survived with vigor well
beyond their original functional value. The cowboy has also come to represent historical
forms of, ideological arguments for, and current practices of chauvinism, homophobia,
racism, religious intolerance, and anti-intellectualism. With such mythical credentials,
and in spite of any controversy, perhaps a proposal for national recognition is due to
popular concerns about national economic downturn, intellectual insecurities, the
undoing of a state sponsored space frontier program, the spiritual gutting of September
11th, or the ideological warfare that continues to divide our politics. In other words, the
cowboy icon is representative of the United States as a conquering nation, as well as one
of pastoral domesticity and care. The cowboy simultaneously symbolizes justice and
peace, and the raising of arms to preserve them—having holsters for both Bibles and
guns, as it were. In a moment of crisis, the United States was looking for a familiar
ideology, one equipped with ethical tenets to help guide crucial decisions. Perhaps it
continues to search for such a publicly held value system. To be sure, the cowboy,
mythical or otherwise, remains one of the more controversial proposals, especially during
the nation’s lengthiest and most expensive military engagements. President Bush’s and
others’ embrace of the now age-old political slur “cowboy diplomacy” is proof enough.
Nonetheless, the resolution provokes a set of questions that are entirely relevant to
an anthropology of the contemporary. The larger question here is not whether the United
States needs a National Day of the Cowboy or even what such a holiday might mean.
Rather, what ethics do the current cowboys cited in the resolution and elsewhere actually
5

embody? That is, how much of the cowboy iconography is only historical or
mythological? What are the day-to-day ethical dimensions of cowboy life in the
vicissitudes of the here and now? What about those dimensions can be generalized, and
what about them is particular to the United States and its western region?

i.2 Thesis Questions and Statements
What kind of ethical subjects are contemporary US cowboys, or any other keepers
of livestock for that matter? Moreover, how are those ethics distinctly representative of
the United States or its western region and its residents’ sense of character? These
questions are particularly relevant to those herders that are enveloped in folk and
nationalist mythology, the US cowboy one of the most popular examples in American
and international scholarship. US cowboys are cultural icons partly because they remain
recognizable as living human beings that are integral to regionally based cultural,
political, and historical imaginations. This glossing answer is often confirmed by
perusing popular media about the American West and could as easily represent Native
Americans, soldiers, and certain civil servants.
This answer and others like it, however, are inadequate anthropologically,
because they do not speak to the theoretical value and ethnographic depth possible by
exploring day-to-day lives of US cowboys currently. Moreover, they do not attend to the
ethical dimensions sought after here. In other words, this is not another version of the
Cowboy Code or the Code of the West. The ethical subject position I argue US cowboys
may be striving to occupy, the one many enjoy seeing them occupy, is of more historical
depth, cultural value, and significance for understanding social imaginations. Where the
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multitude of folk studies, historical analyses, and cultural critiques leave us dazzled or
dizzy, we can begin to explore the social imaginations of US cowboys. Where the
political surveys, rangeland sciences, and livestock genetics projects leave us informed or
confused, we can discuss the contemporary challenges US cowboys face.
After 20 years of combined experience in ranching, farming, and rodeo, as well as
more than a year of formal ethnographic fieldwork—I submit this report: If cowboys and
other herders are any sort of ethical subject, it is a complex one as pastoralists—as
husbanders to livestock, stewards of land, and the caretakers of kin; and if US cowboys
are a particular kind of pastoralist (as ethical subjects), the specificities are established
through the practice and rhetoric of regionally identifiable traditionalism. Simply put, if
cowboys are virtuous people, it is through their care for animals, land, and family; and if
US cowboys are special types of territorialized role models, it is because they represent
characteristics necessary to fulfill certain cultural categories and possess proper ambition
in the emergence of new ones. These topics and their theorizations will be the focus of
Chapters 1 and 2.

i.3 Origin Stories and Auto-Bio-Ethno-Graphy
While I was born directly into a life of farming and ranching, it is difficult to say
where rodeo and I truly hitched up for the first time. My mother enjoys two action photos
of me at age 7 trying to ride a calf at the Island Park Rodeo. She thinks that it all began
there. In the first shot I am sitting tight, jaw clinched, and eyes wide open with a rangy,
black calf bawling and bucking between my short legs; in the next I am nearly upside
down and on my way out the front. I would like to think that I caught my breath, wiped
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the shit from my pants, took my one dollar day-money from Old-Man Crystal sitting high
on his pick-up horse, and walked into a brand new world. That is as good an origin as any
other, and I suppose there are careers that have been built on less. Nonetheless, truth is I
would not crack out of the chute again for nearly a decade and would not compose a
dissertation on the matter for almost two.

2

This is that dissertation, and it is indeed about my years as a rodeo contestant and
member of the ranching community. At its most basic level, this is an effort to take
biographical and ethnographic content and put them to use in some of the conversations
occurring in contemporary social-cultural anthropology. First, my analysis of US rodeo
and western ranchers serves as a case study for an emerging anthropology of ethics.
Following James Faubion’s re-presentation and extension of Michel Foucault’s system of
2

Image 2, the anthropologist born into the world of farming and ranching
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ethics, I argue professional rodeo cowboys/contestants and stock-contractors, like their
“working” and ranching counterparts, exercise a system of pastoralist ethics. Secondly,
many historical imaginations surrounding rodeo, the US West, and pastoralism
unnecessarily divide pastoralist practices and practitioners into ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’
types and periods. As the ethnographic evidence will suggest, I offer a discussion about
the historical imagination in terms of traditionalism and its relationship with the
contemporary. Ultimately, I see myself continuing an effort to accurately redefine what
traditionalism might be; that it is a practice of carefully selecting a place in the
contemporary for tradition and not an outright refusal to participate in the contemporary
at all. The third contribution is interdisciplinary in nature and draws from established
interdisciplinary practices in anthropology. That is, this dissertation utilizes literary,
rhetorical, and tropological theories in an effort to participate in recent New West
scholarship, bringing to it the anthropological. At the intersection of these conversations
are particularly revealing moments about masculinity, class, social imaginations, and
regionalism in the US West.
My fieldwork in the US West consists of over 12 months of formal ethnographic
research with professional rodeo contestants and stock contractors as well as horse and
cattle ranchers. What gets relayed as ethnographic data, though, is also reflective of my
own personal experiences. I was born in a 600 square foot sharecroppers’ house and
witnessed my parents’ journey from a modest operation to one that owned cattle and
horse herds as well as barley, wheat, and alfalfa productions. A small step beyond
training their horses, I rode saddle broncs and bareback broncs in the National High
School Rodeo Association (NHSRA), as well as rode in semi-pro organizations like the
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Intermountain Professional Rodeo Association, and in the aforementioned NIRA and
PRCA. The highlight of my struggling career was qualifying for the College National
Finals Rodeo, the championship of the NIRA. Another significant experience was being
invited on a professional rodeo exhibition in Spain during the fall of 2009. These exciting
8 weeks are included in the ethnographic vignettes and analysis of Chapter 4.
In terms of striving to fulfill the role of rodeo cowboy, well it was just that,
strife—but of the most enjoyable kind. Some of what I have to say about the US West,
the rural, and pastoralism is gleaned through an “auto-bio-ethno-graphic” lens. While that
term is a bit convoluted, it helps translate between my “native” or domestic position, my
professional fieldwork with interlocutors, and the jarring of my senses of self that I
experienced along the way. “Autobiographic” is an inadequate description and demands
the qualification of “ethno.” After all, “the aim of anthropology is the enlargement of the
universe of human discourse” (Geertz, 1975:14). It seems what accomplishes this end in
discussing rodeo and ranching is simply a different point of view, a point of view that has
been emerging in anthropology for some time, a point of view that might be more
accurately called a domestic anthropology of the contemporary. These methods and the
consequences of theorizing what is so familiar to me will be the focus of Chapter 3.

i.4 Man, Beast, Dust and Undoing the “Real” Cowboy
Before I begin setting out the path for this work or posing any theoretical
underpinnings, I would like to introduce a few of the previous primary scholars and
explain their place and sometimes absence in this work. Rodeo studies, as some have
come to call them, are predominately historical and only rarely ethnographic. These
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scholars are important and have certainly influenced my efforts; they also raise questions
and problems that I try to address. This is only meant to be an early nod in their direction.
In particular, I must briefly contend with the idea of what constitutes a “real” cowboy.
The phrase is dense and slippery. Perhaps some solution can be gathered from parts of
this work. That would be an accomplishment. Nonetheless, it is not the focus and it is
better to sort out why earlier than later.
It is widely agreed that the first scholarly, book-length examination of rodeo in
the United States is Clifford P. Westermeier’s Man, Beast, Dust: The Story of Rodeo
(1947; 1987).3 There are however other important works, such as Charles Furlong’s
Let'er buck, a story of the passing of the old West (1921). Furlong’s self-photographically
illustrated book chronicles the early performances of the Pendleton Roundup, an iconic
rodeo then and now. El Rodeo (1925), by Charles Simpson, is a particularly early
precursor to the now popular rodeo and cowboy picture book. These heavily illustrated
texts occasionally have some solid historical and explanatory essays but are rarely
illuminating on the social or cultural elements of the sport.4 The exception here might be
the recent Arena Legacy: The Heritage of American Rodeo (Rattenbury, Muno, and
National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum, 2010) in which both the photographs
and essay expose the variety of people, prizes, and tools that have made the sport what it
is. Lastly, Foghorn Clancy’s My Fifty Years in Rodeo: Living with Cowboys, Horses and
Danger (1952) is a particularly early rodeo autobiography, and despite the lavish claims

3

Westermeier’s Man, Beast, Dust: The Story of Rodeo (1947) was largely based upon his doctoral
dissertation in history at the University of Colorado in Boulder, CO, The History of Rodeo (1946).
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See also Schnell (1971), Kegley (1942), Robinson (1961), Robbins (1996)
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of knowledge and influence on rodeo it is better representative of the narratives thought
common to the “old-timers” of rodeo.
Westermeier spent an entire career studying rodeo, western art, and the US West.
He also spent nearly a decade “in the field,” as the anthropologist would say, conducting
interviews and earning excellent rapport with rodeo folk. His analysis is both
anthropological and historical. Importantly, Westermeier acknowledges the origins of
rodeo in Mexican traditions, Wild West Shows, and in connection with the cattle
industry. He partially incorporates the role of women, both inside the arena and out, the
development of rodeo livestock, and the contract performers like sharpshooters, clowns,
and circus acts in the early rodeos.5 One significant claim in his comparison of rodeo
cowboys to the nineteenth-century working cowboys is the incorporating of easterners in
rodeo. While he acknowledges the variety in rodeo’s origin, he naturalizes the working
cowboy as somehow native to the US West. In terms of a historical narrative this is one
of the biggest drawbacks to Westermeier’s text. Nonetheless, his text still stands as the
primary point of departure for studies of rodeo. I raise the direct reference to
Westermeier’s work, because as things sometimes work out, there is a significant parallel
here. The theorization of the pastoralist ethic that follows, most substantively in the first
chapter, is focused on the elements of kin, livestock, and land and deserves comparison to
Westermeier’s man, beast, and dust.6

5

One early review of Westermeier’s text (Dobie 1946) argued that Westermeier had not recognized the
steer-wrestling tradition in Thessaly, Greece, but it should be noted that, in fact, he did (1947:51).
6

Other essays on rodeo by Westermeier include: The Cowboy in His Home State (1954) and Seventy Five
Years of Rodeo in Colorado (1951).
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Jeff Williams’ “Prolegomenon for a Field of Rodeo Studies” is an important, but
very brief, review of significant rodeo texts (2006). It is also a proposal for rodeo
scholars to recognize the previous research on cultural and historical phenomena outside
the physical arena and to continue the various lines of investigation through
interdisciplinary efforts. Williams’ call for work outside the rodeo arena is appropriate,
and his argument that rodeo is sustaining a growth in popular consumption, because it is
often billed as “America’s first extreme sport” is interesting and worthwhile. However,
rodeo cowboys will continually argue that “rodeo is not just a sport; it’s a way of life.” In
his conclusion he speculates as to how Westermeier would perceive the field today:
As Clifford Westermeier had observed back in the 1940s, the popularity of
rodeo in America and now around the globe is not waning, and the
globalization of American rodeo will likely result in transformations that
could not have been predicted by Westermeier. This seems to me an
opportune time to set forth this preamble to a field that has been taking
shape over several decades as the ‘wild’ and ‘natural’ offspring of
American Studies. Rodeo academicians within the field of Rodeo Studies
will have new ground to cover as well as old trails to re-ride. (5)
The globalization of rodeo as an extreme sport is at the heart of Williams’ call for future
study. Specifically to his points about rodeo’s diversity and its growth in global
popularity, Williams argues that “as a dynamic aspect of culture, rodeo is able to
represent traditional values while being incorporated into emerging popular traditions and
values” (2006:4). The work here is the re-riding of old trails and attempts to address the
intersections of diversity and those “traditional values” that are being incorporated into
the contemporary.
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The core of rodeo studies is explicitly looking at the Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association (PRCA) as well as its historical precursors.7 To form a contemporary field of
study demands that those biographies, journalistic narratives, photo and film media, and
even the occasional novel also be considered as at least cross-references to the academic
scholarship.8 In the study of mainstream US professional rodeo, there has been an
assumption of maleness, whiteness, heterosexuality, and Evangelical-Christian ideology.
While some core rodeo texts note this and critique its historical and social implications,
many work within those assumptions. Most recognize the variety of rodeo associations
outside US professional rodeo, but any effort to be ethnographically thick or critical
about the minorities within the professional rodeo ranks is fleeting and unsatisfying. At
least one exception to this is Mary Lou LeCompte’s Cowgirls of the Rodeo: Pioneer
Professional Athletes (1993) in which she corrects the glaring omission of any detailed
history of women’s participation in the formation of US professional rodeo as well as allwomen rodeo associations. That work has been included in the discussion of women and
rodeo further in this text.
The history of mainstream US professional rodeo is the most well developed area
of rodeo studies (Allen, 1998b; Fredriksson, 1985; LeCompte, 1993; Westermeier, 1947,
1987). Generally, one of two historical narratives is presented in each account. One
narrative traces the origins of rodeo to its various influences like the charreada, seasonal

7

Some studies have retained some anonymity as far as which professional association they are working
with. They are likely speaking about the PRCA, but I intentionally use phrases like “mainstream” or “US
professional” throughout the manuscript.
8

Rodeo historian Kristine Fredriksson has noted some of the classifications of rodeo texts by the Library of
Congress in her afterword of the 1987 edition of Westermeier’s Man, Beast, Dust: The Story of Rodeo.
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festivals, and Wild West shows. This narrative must also always contend with the
relationship between rodeo cowboys and the nineteenth-century working cowboys and
vaqueros. The second is a narrative of rodeo as an industry and organized sport. The
difficulty of sometimes hitching these narratives together reveals an assumption in the
scholarship of a dichotomy between tradition and modernity. This assumption makes it
difficult to account for what is distinctly modern about rodeo cowboys without
dismissing a great deal of continuity between them and working cowboys, as well as
other pastoralists. This second narrative is largely broached in Chapter Two, and some
resolution is offered as to the problems of the traditional/modern dichotomy through a
subtle revision of traditionalism.
Historian Michael Allen’s Rodeo Cowboys in the North American Imagination
(1998b) is the most complete work about the history of US professional rodeo and rodeo
cowboys in terms of how they fit “into the complex milieu of American folklore and
popular culture” (5). Indeed, it has been praised as the first textbook in rodeo studies and
it has been claimed that it lays the conceptual groundwork for the field (Williams
2006:3). For these reasons I will analyze Allen’s historical argument in greater depth now
and elsewhere. Allen certainly provides the most detailed connections between
professional rodeo cowboys and their consumption in US movies and film, folklore and
literature, art, and music. The work does well to establish the “Cowboy Code,” a central
object in Allen’s arguments, as well as the conflict between rural values and modern
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(urban) amenities in the post-WWII rodeo scene.9 However, the highest praise in this
regard is also met with the most serious criticisms.
The histories and geography that Allen delineates for rodeo studies is much too
narrow, and confusingly so, because early on he declares:
North American cowboy and rodeo culture thrives in an uninterrupted
zone stretching from northern Mexico to the Canadian prairie provinces.
Rodeo and cowboy culture together form a unifying force that knows no
national or ethnic boundaries. Thus a history of the rodeo cowboy in
popular culture must also disregard these boundaries. When you’re a
cowboy, you’re a cowboy.10 (1998b:13)
While it seems Allen is opening up the scope of rodeo studies, he actually narrows it in
two important ways. First, his focus on the North American context is an understandable
one, especially in terms of explicating US popular culture, but the reader does not really
receive a sense of the Mexican or Canadian imaginations (save an analysis of Canadian
singer-song writer Ian Tyson’s work). Allen’s declaration of an “uninterrupted zone” of
“rodeo and cowboy culture” across North America is enticing, but he does not fulfill this
promise in his descriptions or analyses. Plainly, there are significant divisions amongst
the rodeo and cowboy folks. He himself seems to have trouble fully incorporating charros
and charreadas beyond anecdotes in the discussion of rodeo origins and then within his
token chapter dedicated to the “rainbow riders,” i.e. other rodeo associations such as
9

See also, Michael Allen’s article: "’I Just Want to Be a Cosmic Cowboy’: Hippies, Cowboy Code, and the
Culture of a Counterculture” (2005). He treats much of the same material but in a post-1960’s context of
US popular culture.
10

“When you’re a cowboy, you’re a cowboy,” is a quote Allen relishes. It is from an interview with an
African American rodeo cowboy with a journalist at Cheyenne, WY that may have been working to unveil
any racism, sexism, or animal cruelty. The cowboy’s response to the question about whether race was an
issue has been interpreted as a strict re-adherence to rodeo identity and the non-value of race within the
rodeo ranks.
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those for women, gay men, Native Americans, etc. Placing that quarrel aside though,
there are significant ties between rodeo groups in North America, but why does “rodeo
and cowboy culture” stop there? Allen provides no reason or evidence as to why “rodeo
and cowboy culture” does not exist elsewhere and why he circumscribes the frame of its
appropriation to US popular culture. Gauchos, as but one example, share too much
history with vaqueros, working cowboys, charros, and rodeo cowboys to disregard them.
Moreover, the popular culture that appropriated all of these figures was consumed
globally, not just in the United States. Truly, these strange commitments are likely the
consequences of his openly being “unabashedly old school” theoretically and his drawing
greatly from popular media and not ethnographic data.
Secondly, Allen declares that rodeo cowboys are not real cowboys (1998a,
1998b). He argues that rodeo cowboys are only unique professional athletes who portray
real cowboys (1998b:34). His definition of real cowboys is admittedly strict and reduced
to “a man who worked cattle on horseback during the days of the Great Plains ‘cattle
kingdom’- the late nineteenth-century cattle-drive period” (26).11 No matter how much
rodeo cowboys believe they are “really” cowboys, or at least as real as nineteenth-century
working cowboys, Allen argues that they are not real cowboys. Whether or not rodeo
cowboys are thought of as authentic, or think of themselves as authentic, and the degree
to which they are connected to the working cowboys of the nineteenth century are all
important questions, and taking a stance on these specificities is appropriate in the field
of rodeo studies. The problem in Allen’s argument is rooted in the phrase “real cowboy.”
11

Allen’s argument about “real cowboys” is at times a direct quarrel with interpretive anthropologist
Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence who suggests a direct relationship between rodeo cowboys and nineteenth
century working cowboys as well as other pastoralists groups globally (1979).
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It should be removed from the academic register for reasons too many to address here. At
the root, the problem is Allen, as a historian, declares one particular period of cowboy
culture more “real” than any other.
Allen’s portrayal of historical working cowboys versus rodeo contestants is also
limited by a hierarchy of authenticity. For example, like others, Allen lends more value to
the certain rodeo events with more “real” utility but neglects the fact that many events
have ancient origins in practice and spectacle. While some events—team-roping, calfroping, and saddle-bronc riding—do have more applicable skills to a ranch setting, their
value may not equal their utility socially or culturally. Moreover, Allen argues that those
rodeo athletes with slow, simple patterns of speech, that are anti-intellectual, and
altogether wholly familiar with only the rural and the non-technological are the most
authentic, or are at least more valuable in their portrayals. Allen’s limiting of authenticity
and his explanation of the allowable variability is altogether constructed by the popular
media in which he is an expert in. This approach does not serve the anthropologist well or
those interested in the day-to-day lives of rodeo cowboys. Allen’s historical division
sharply marks rodeo cowboys and contemporary working cowboys as all that is modern
and separate from the nineteenth-century working cowboys who are idealized such that
they and their traditions seem unlikely to have ever “really” existed.
Let me briefly acknowledge some other facts about these more widely read rodeo
historians. Westermeier spent many years among cowboys, won their rapport and respect
as a rodeo scholar, and has had his texts openly praised by them in the newer edition.
Allen was born and raised in the shadow of the Ellensburg rodeo arena in central
Washington, his father served on its posse, and he has been one of the greatest influences
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behind the formation of its historical society. Reviews of their work give praise for
having been researched by the most qualified person to date. Reviewers also critique
them and urge them to stop trying to squeeze water out of the stone that is popular
culture. While they never claim any ethnographic authority, they as well as others, at one
point or another, construct certain representations of contemporary rodeo cowboys such
that they fit the historical narrative being put forth. That is not to say that some of their
arguments are not convincing. However, the normative presumptions of these authors
obscure real continuities between the populations on which they focus and those they
exclude.

i.5 Revisiting The Wild and the Tame
My argument that rodeo cowboys of all sorts in the United States are comparable
to other pastoralists around the world, including their working counterparts in the United
States, is not a new one. One previous example is the single most influential text in the
anthropology of rodeo, Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence’s Rodeo: An Anthropologist Looks
at the Wild and the Tame (1979; 1984). Lawrence was a veterinarian and an interpretivesymbolic anthropologist. There are three primary goals in her text: to explicate the
relationships between humans and animals in rodeo, put rodeo cowboys alongside
nineteenth-century working cowboys and other pastoralists, and provide a semiotic
analysis of the dichotomy of wild and tame within rodeo performances and life outside
the arena. Her most important contributions to the study of rodeo have been her efforts to
discuss a comparative study of the anthropology of pastoralism and to reveal the
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dichotomies in certain ideologies around rodeo. This praise, though, must also come with
heavy critique.
Her history of rodeo largely ignores any Hispanic influences, while her
comparisons between Indian and mainstream rodeos are lacking and reify the
nature/culture dichotomy between the two. Women, as well as other minorities, are
constructed as entirely passive as part of her construction of a universal gender dynamic
amongst pastoralist groups. Indeed, it seems she believes that US professional rodeo
cowboys think of rodeo livestock as having more agency than their wives, mothers, or
ethnic counterparts. These arguments grow largely out of over-interpretation. It is a
shame that her comparative work between rodeo cowboys, contemporary plains
cattlemen, and other pastoralists also receives a good dose of over-interpretation by the
end of the text. The history of pastoralists’ skills and values is framed nearly as a
continuous tradition from the African exodus of homo sapiens, or at least as an easily
navigated continuity between groups. Her initial comparisons and the connections with
US ranching in the plains region, though, are good places to begin a comparative
pastoralist project. She certainly provides the most ethnographic description of
mainstream US professional rodeo cowboys’ senses of historical and traditional
continuity.
To her credit, Lawrence also locates certain notions of masculinity within rodeo
performances and a few outside the arena as well. Her interpretations occasionally reach
too far again though. Examples include when she argues the saddle horn is a phallic
symbol and that bodily fluids and livestock excrement are symbolically rich for rodeo
folk. As Frederick Errington’s “Rock Creek Rodeo: Excess and Constraint in Men’s
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Lives” (1990) and J.B. Thomas’ “Pickup Trucks, Horses, Women, and Foreplay: The
Fluidity of Folklore"(1995), Lawrence views masculinity as a hyper-construction of
agrarian masculinity and within rodeo life is designed in an effort to transcend certain
histories and social realities. These moments of gender performance do not fully reveal
the day-to-day senses of masculinity, among men or women, and are sensationalized in
comparison to non-rodeo social groups. Moreover, such an analysis frames rodeo cowboy
identities as highly constructed and cowboys as anxious about their own place in history
and society. To Lawrence’s credit again, though, she begins an important discussion of
masculinity as an important point of connection between rodeo cowboys and other
pastoralists, historically and geographically. This seems to be the main value of
Lawrence’s text. That she frames US professional rodeo cowboys in a manner that
connects them at all with other pastoralists, historically or geographically, is closer to the
social and historical imaginations one finds amongst contemporary rodeo cowboys. This
argument is especially valuable when the histories of women and rodeo and Amerindian
rodeo are compared and contrasted. Her initial moves out of post-structuralism, though
weak and counterintuitive to her explicit arguments, are also important in terms of the
meanings found in everyday life amongst many types of rodeo cowboys.
The social scientists’ and folklorists’ approaches to studying rodeo and its
histories make many of the same assumptions that the historians do, in part because they
are reading and citing them. However, the ethnographic elements and the largely
interpretive and symbolic approaches to research reveals more “stories about the stories”
rodeo cowboys tell about themselves. The traditionalist ethos amongst mainstream US
professional rodeo cowboys becomes much more palpable in these texts. That is not to
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say that they are not revealing of historical ruptures and social forces, they are. Indeed,
Wooden and Ehringer do well to mark the political and economic tensions within
professional rodeo, and Lawrence’s analysis of maintaining the wild and the tame
simultaneously demands recognition of some historical change. The ethnographic and
folklore analyses reveal a lifestyle and social imagination with distinct
incommensurabilities, such as the wild and the tame or the organization of independence.
Importantly though, in brief moments, the existing ethnographic material also
simultaneously reveals a resolute and self-reflexive social group with confidence in a
continuous historical narrative, traditions of skills and ethics, and a distinct lack of
anxiety over the modern incommensurabilities that challenge them.

i.6 Preference for Strong Brew
This dissertation will establish the US cowboy as a type of ethical subject,
specifically as one that abides within those domains we find in pastoralist ways of life:
the husbandry of livestock, the stewardship of land, and the caring for kin. It is an explicit
characterization unlike any before, as it seeks out what is the essential ethos of what it
means to be a keeper of livestock, parsing out those elements that are rightfully
questionable. In another sense, it is as if we were to take the numerous versions of the
Code of the West and the Cowboy Code as freshly ground coffee and boil them into the
strongest brew possible, discussing the grounds on which certain elements are to be cast
aside.
Those talks that made me personally happy, the ones that made my face hurt red
from grinning were often over coffee, on the road, or while sipping beer, better yet,
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Canadian whisky. I consider these my best conversations professionally as well, the
honey from ethnographic experiences that at some point just feel like standing naked
amongst the hives. I have had these pleasantries with such western characters as rodeo
cowboys, stock contractors, musicians, ranchers, and even academics. I have also found
myself running and covering up from the stingers of doing ethnography amongst friends,
family, fellow professionals, and in deconstructing myself. In any case, I have organized
this manuscript as a metaphor, as though it were a single day in the life of a young rodeo
cowboy beginning his efforts to “crack out” into professional rodeo: coffee and chores,
the road and conditioning, the competition, and the enjoyments of afterwards from
whisky to cool nighttime drives. That is not to say that the ethical subject can be revealed
in such a short period of time or in such a densely packed metaphor. It is simply how I
have imagined traversing the narrative. Perhaps it is a textual reflection of me, the
rhetorical stylization to include myself somehow explicitly in this auto-bio-ethno-graphy.
The theoretical positionings and thrusts act as a strong cup of coffee, opening
ever-aging eyes to always newer days and preparing a tired body for chores that will
remain long after its return to dust. The first and second chapters are the early morning
coffee and chores, establishing the cowboy as a particular ethical subject boiled down to
an essential and potent pastoralist ethic. I then figure the pastoral ethic discussed in terms
of regional expressions and practices of traditionalism that influence the particular
character of US cowboys as well as their national, international, and social-historical
reception. In other words, the first chapter establishes the theoretical reach of a program
of study that first reinvests in the value of pastoralism as a general term and then
proceeds from an anthropology of ethics. These arguments begin to be illustrated through
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the description of a contemporary Texas cattle ranch as a place of ethical subject
formation through inter-generational participation and operation. This sets the
groundwork to fulfill the thesis statement introduced here. It also sets forth the essential
descriptive and interpretive elements of a pastoralist ethic, namely: livestock, land, and
kin. Everyday pastoralism consists of these elements and the practice of their care; it is
also what makes those practices accessible to ethnographic inquiry.
Chapter 2 takes on the next effort of what are the early morning chores to
theoretically and contextually guide this text. If the first chapter aims to prove the breadth
possible in an anthropological investigation of pastoralist ethics, the second is the equally
important task of defining how those generalizations and assumptions have been made to
be unique in the United States and its western regions. Importantly, this chapter also
continues a sometimes overlooked effort in anthropology to redefine tradition and the
traditional in the midst of modernity or the contemporary. I argue that traditionalist
practices in modernity should no longer be considered outright refusals; such a definition
has limited theoretical value and represents so few ethnographic experiences. It is better
to consider traditionalism as an ethos that is highly selective amongst numerous possible
cultural fields and very influential upon ethical decisions necessary for those who have
good reason to be skeptical of the whole lot. The description of the same Texas cattle
ranch continues here to illustrate the connection between traditionalism and ethical
subject formation. In this context it becomes clear how a multi-generational project such
as ranching must deal with contemporary issues, such as wind-farming, in ways that meet
a number of qualifications to be part of a tradition and to be considered the right or good
practice.
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Throughout this dissertation, the primary focus of ethnographic inquiry is in what
can be considered mainstream US rodeo and ranching. However, beginning even in these
early chapters, I include scholarship focused on women and rodeo, Amerindian rodeo,
and other minority rodeo organizations. Fine scholarship exists on the history of
mainstream rodeo, and many of the ethnographic details are from my involvement with
those groups. Here, I am aligning those narratives and lived experiences with lesserknown histories and scholarship. This is an explicit attempt to situate, under a rubric of
traditionalism, various histories of rodeo in the US West as approached by
anthropologists and other relevant studies such as those in history. That is, the anxieties
in the scholarship about the US West, its myths and realities, are often revealed by the
way in which individuals and groups tell history. Much of previous scholarship about the
West has reveled in and reified the constructed dichotomies of myth/reality and
tradition/modernity often conflating the two. The analysis here reads for such arguments
about rodeo history, as they are nearly universal in the scholarship, and then proposes a
traditionalist configuration of historical imagination and narrative. The fifth chapter is an
extension of the second chapter. It is an exploration of particular places and events in the
history of the American West in an effort to further illuminate the consequences of
utilizing concepts like modernity and late modernity in the historical imagination.
Chapter 3 is the road and the conditioning, the methods and results of journeying
through the world of rodeo, ranching, and the American West—sometimes in its broadest
interpretations. Like travel between rodeo performances or acting as a range-rider over an
cattlemen association’s herd, these chapters represent what has taken the most time to
gather and establish in a cogent fashion. This section has come to represent where the
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day-to-day meets the mythical more than any other. While this section is primarily meant
to describe the methods used in collecting and analyzing biographic and ethnographic
data, it is also meant to contribute to a growing field of New West Studies. In this regard,
it is an important reflection on what contemporary pastoralism has to do with pastoral
myths old and new and establishes an anthropological presence in what is primarily a
literary and historical venture. Ethnographically, these efforts are illustrated through a
number of experiences from my participation in rodeo, ranching, and horseshoeing prior
to my research efforts. I also introduce my interactions as a field-researcher with
previously established friends in the sport of rodeo. In its totality, this chapter makes
great efforts to illustrate how navigating a complex contemporary can demand
imaginative practices for many subjects involved with the ethnographic process.
The fourth chapter presents and analyses some of the key ethnographic results. It
is the show, the performance, the results of theory and method, training and persistence.
Through a series of ethnographic vignettes and their analysis, this chapter is meant to
take on the theoretical program of inquiry in an illustrative way. It is here where I unload
a personal tale of growth in the husbandry of horses and my doing what is necessary
when an animal is suffering. Second, my participation in a rodeo tour throughout Spain
continues the discussion about human-animal relationships within the rodeo world and in
a comparative fashion with Spanish bullfighting. In this section, I also discuss how rodeo
and pastoralism can come to be gendered. Masculinity is of particular importance
throughout this discussion. In the third vignette and its analysis, I describe my
experiences with the growing presence of Evangelical Christianity in both rodeo and
ranching communities. I cite specific experiences as a horsemanship instructor at a
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Christian youth ranch and a pastor’s effort to recruit me to a cowboy church organization
closely affiliated with professional rodeo. Here the notion of pastoral care becomes
clearer, especially in its being tied with contemporary pastoralist practices.
The sixth chapter is meant to be a conclusion, but it is also meant as an
opportunity for reflection. This section describes what this manuscript has become as
well as what remains to become of it. I hope it also sets this manuscript squarely in an
anthropology of the contemporary, of ethics, and what a domestic/native ethnographer
can produce given these objects of inquiry. Lastly, this chapter is the beginning, an initial
attempt to present the type of translational work that will become my focus as a part of
my new post as a research scientist at the National Farm Medicine Center. That is, I begin
to consider the direct applications of an anthropology of pastoralist ethics and
traditionalism in the efforts to care for the nation and the world’s agricultural
community’s health.
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Chapter One

~Pastoralist Ethic~

1.1 Generalizing Pastoralism 1.2 Ethical Domain 1.3 Husbandry 1.4 Complex Subject
Positions

1.1 Generalizing Pastoralism
Anthropologists and other scholars interested in historical and contemporary
livestock practices in the US West have largely had either a political or ecological focus.
In a region where ranching encompasses a number of social hallmarks and cultural icons,
these modes of inquiry can and often do lead to arguments distinguishing such practices
from the rest of pastoralism, again across historical or geographic continuums and
sometimes both. However, I must contend that pastoralism is better left as the
overarching, general term. Generalizing has become a dangerous practice in many
regards and requires justification. In setting out a theoretical model of pastoralism, one
that applies to a number of practices in the US West and must remain open for other
ethnographic engagements, the more productive project is distinguishing various modes
of pastoralism—ranching being one of them. In what immediately follows, I draw from
historians and anthropologists to clarify why such a generalization must be made, and
how it is better equipped to endure a theorization of ethics and traditionalism as well as
remain enticing for continuing efforts to be descriptively thick.

In Under Western Skies: Nature and History in the American West, historian
Donald Worster claims that during westward expansion throughout North America there
were two “primary ecological modes of white occupation,” the pastoral[ist] and the
hydraulic (1992:230). About pastoralism, he has also argued:
One could travel around the world examining the variety of pastoral[ist]
ways of life. My point in making only a quick discursus is to suggest that
the student of the American West has a vast history to become at least
passingly familiar with and a wealth of possibilities for comparative
analysis. The cowboy belongs to this greater world of human ecology, not
merely to Wyoming. (40)
For Worster, historically the cowboy is at least one pastoralist actor representative
of the American West. Here, he captures a number of key elements that feature in the
anthropological arguments that follow in this section, this chapter, and the metanarrative(s) throughout this dissertation. First, pastoralism as a way of life is suitable as a
generalization, despite how deceptively diverse the forms of its practice can be. Second,
variety exists among pastoralist practices, but none so far as to limit the concept’s
capability of offering wide-reaching comparisons. Third, the cowboy represents a set of
practices distinguishable in both the social and ecological sense. Worster locates these
distinct practices to the US state of Wyoming, admittedly where cowboys are often kings
of a certain kind. Nevertheless, he is calling for some farther-reaching comparisons.
In his history of pastoralism as an ecological mode of settlement, Worster
highlights the Turnerian theory that pastoralism was to be a temporary stage of
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settlement.12 However, Worster declares, the cowboy “came and built a special way of
life” (1987:151):
Even now, in this last quarter of the twentieth century, the pastoral[ist] life
thrives as well as it ever did. The techniques of range and herd
management may have changed, but the basic ecological mode has
remained intact. (151)
Again Worster highlights even more of that which requires attention here and throughout
the text. So in addition, pastoralism continues to be elemental in both historical
imaginations and as everyday practice in the American West. Enter the social-cultural
anthropologist and an investigation of contemporary ways of life, techniques, practices,
and modes of being as well as becoming pastoralists in the US West.
Indeed, the American West as a region, as the home of cowboys, and as an
academic topic has been dominated by historians. As an academic pursuit, a close second
may be a tie between cultural critics and folklorists. Anthropologists of all sorts hold the
lion’s share as far as the US West as a place of indigenous studies. While the US West as
a social-cultural region seems primed for an anthropology of the contemporary, the other
swinging door in this study’s entrance is in the field of pastoralist studies. Thomas
Sheridan has noted that the few anthropological efforts focused on the ecology and/or
politics of livestock practices in the US West are only recent:
The modern North American West is one of the most contested landscapes
in the world, yet anthropologists are just beginning to grapple with its
dynamic political ecology.
Sheridan also notes that:
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See Frederick Jackson Turner’s “The Significance of the Frontier in American History” (1894)
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A search of the anthropological literature on “ranching,” “grazing,” or
“pastoralism,” for example, yields only a handful of books and articles on
the United States or Canada. (2007:122)
The American West is a geographic region, a social-cultural area, a historical
treasure trove for both amateurs and academics, and, perhaps most of all, a mythic place
of fiction and imaginative fuel. Anthropology has been associated with all these fields of
research, but the primary pursuit of anthropology in the North American West has been
investigating indigenous groups and archeological research on their near and distant
pasts. The number of anthropological studies of Indian/Native American rodeo evaluated
here is but one small example. The anthropological study of the non-native,
contemporary North American West is not extensive. The work here is a modest attempt
to point to the gaps in anthropological knowledge of the North American West,
particularly in the United States, and to suggest further research. Sheridan does offer a
possible explanation for this gap in the ethnographic record:
“It is perhaps understandable that ranching peoples have, at least until
recently, received very little positive attention or sympathy from
anthropologists,” Ingold (1980:235) acerbically overstates, “for they may
be held directly responsible for the obliteration of native cultures from
large areas of the globe, including much of North and South America,
southern Africa, and Australasia.” Most ranchers in North America are
white, conservative, and, at least until recently, politically powerful. They
are neither subalterns nor exotic Others, even though many Native
Americans are now ranchers as well (Iverson, 1994). (2007:122)
Treating pastoralism as a political-ecological field, however, is not new. Indeed,
pastoralism is a long-standing favorite quarry for many fields of anthropological
knowledge. Pastoralist studies since the mid-1960s, and especially since Garret Hardin’s
Tragedy of the Commons (1968), have been approached with an ecological conceptual
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framework focused on adaptation in “Africa, the Mideast, Central Asia, Mongolia,
highland Tibet and the Andes, and arctic Scandinavia and Siberia” (Fratkin, 1997:235236). These efforts have been recently reinforced by the growing field of climate studies.
That is to say, pastoralists remain interesting because of their unique relationships with
land and the various resources needed for stock-rearing and stock-keeping. Drought,
disease, land use, and other eco-effects often underlie any efforts to compare or describe
pastoralist groups. Other important work about pastoralism seeks to explain the political
organization and governance of pastoralist groups (e.g. Fratkin 1997). Land tenure,
access to resources, and defining borders are important topics often broached within this
scope of study.
In terms of livestock practices in the United States, one significant conclusion
drawn from these approaches has been to distinguish ranching from pastoralism. The
grounds for these distinctions have been at least three-fold: purity of practices, capitalist
versus subsistence, and domestic versus feral livestock.13 These parameters are useful,
but only in narrow scopes. One immediate consequence of distinguishing ranching from
pastoralism in these manners is that what is politically significant may very well be
ecologically significant as well, and using one as a lens to view the other is likely
diminishing. In order to be precise about its ethical dimensions, I argue that these
distinctions must be at least momentarily put aside, and pastoralism be considered a more
encompassing concept. As a general term, pastoralism describes those ways of life that
depend on the proper management and care of: livestock husbandry, land stewardship,
and kinship relations. Any efforts to be specific here and elsewhere can be accomplished
13

See Eliot Fratkin (1997); Tim Ingold (1980); Nathan Sayre (2002)
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within existing economical, ecological, and political terminology without diminishing the
theoretical and descriptive significance of the general category.
Tim Ingold has argued that ranching and pastoralism are distinguishable
economic and herd management practices. Ingold contends that ranching is “distinctively
capitalist and based on the exchange of products, through the medium of money, for
factors of production including labor and animals,” while the alternative is “one
distinctively pastoral and based on the natural reproduction of herds” (1980:3). Ingold
also describes the differences between his more general categories of stock-keeping and
stock-rearing, whereby pastoralism is a type of stock-keeping that recommends that a
practitioner “slaughter only the minimum of deer (stock) needed to maintain his family,”
but “stock-rearing requires him to leave alive only the minimum to maintain his herd”
(239). Nathan Sayre has declared such distinctions, especially in the US context, as
conflating the history of ranching with history of cattle, offering instead a historically
progressive model, i.e. the steps that pastoralism needs to take to become ranching
(2002). Sheridan offers clarity through treating the various relationships different
pastoralists have with the practice of grazing (2007). Sheridan’s proposal is perhaps the
most encompassing: “Despite the cultural, legal, and economic differences among
pastoralists, graziers, and ranchers across the world, all confront one overarching
ecological imperative: the need for access to large tracts of land” (2007:126). So, it seems
even those focused on the ecological or political have something to share.
To find a group that thinks about stock, land, and mobility wholly in terms of
market slaughter is difficult, but it does seem that the contemporary manager of livestock
must temper the profit motive in a way that is good for all the pastoralist elements. Even
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the most market-savvy US rancher is likely to have a moment when the size of the herd
serves as a better reflection of the ranch as a whole rather than the state of price-on-thehoof. I agree that designs for herd management vary, though not as widely as it may
seem. Nonetheless, the task remains a part of a way of life that understands a dependence
on livestock and land that encourages a certain range of duties. Moreover, many ranchers
set themselves apart from industrial livestock productions along similar logics and many
subsistence herders are connected to global markets. To delineate one way of stockraising as modern, rational, or capitalist prevents acknowledging the fact that many of
these groups share similar challenges in the contemporary.
Pastoralism is not solely an ecological way of being in the world, nor has it
become one dedicated to the politics of land tenure and resource management.
Pastoralism is a unique ecological and political way of being, but it can always be more
complex and with large degrees of simultaneity. One effort to recognize this complexity
is a type of holism found in an anthropology of ethics. Questions about ecology, political
autonomy, and others are addressed in the most sincere ways, because they are integral to
the pastoralist’s ethical domain. Pastoralism remains an anthropological gem indeed! In
any case, for purposes here, and despite any irony, pastoralism is more precise
theoretically as a generalization.

1.2 Ethical Domain
Allowing for a general definition of pastoralism begs the question as to how we
may be ethnographically thick about pastoralist practices. One theory that fulfills the
desire to be holistic, descriptive, and of the here-and-now is through an anthropology of
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ethics. What does it mean for an ethical domain to be pastoralist in one case and, say,
monastic, Christian, or corporate in another? As is explained here, an anthropology of
ethics must promote an open systems approach that entices eager anthropologists to
produce descriptive cases and productive models. Another important matter addressed in
this section is how these domains come to be filled with description while fending off the
faults of being either universalist or relativist.
Treating ethics anthropologically is an emerging practice, but not because ethics
have a new presence in fieldwork. Indeed, as Michael Lambek points out in his
introduction to Ordinary Ethics: anthropology, language, and action (2010):
Ethnographers commonly find that the people they encounter are trying to
do what they consider right or good, are being evaluated according to
criteria of what is right or good, or are in some debate about what
constitutes the human good. (1)
An anthropology of ethics is emerging, at least in part, because most anthropologists have
not been explicit about the ethical elements encountered. One key dilemma in reporting
the ethical anthropologically has been the conflict between relativism and universalism.
That is, for the bulk of the discipline’s existence the ethnographer could: 1) defend a
short list of taboos for all human beings, e.g. incest, in-group homicide, and cannibalism;
2) add to the endless list displaying how capricious the rules are; or 3) as many have
done, deplore any bias and avoid any discussion of the ethical. The exception to this
ambiguity is a fundamental one. Human research is under surveillance by institutions and
highly self-reflective researchers. In this context, ethnographers must register the ethics
of their investigative practices—ironically, even if to justify not describing others’ ethics.
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James Faubion’s An Anthropology of Ethics (2011) is a recent and significant
effort to address this and other obstacles in establishing an or any anthropology of ethics.
Importantly and more than any scholar, Faubion has provided a program of empirical
inquiry—making it the most anthropologically useful. I share Faubion’s sentiment that
any anthropological enquiry into the ethical “consists of diagnostics and theoretical
models” and is not a “definitive anthropology of ethics”—thus [an] and not [the]
anthropology of ethics (13). His simultaneous warning and encouragement: “I offer my
results as additions to the anthropological toolkit and each tool labeled with a simple and
what to my mind is a quite contemporary instruction: use as needed” (13).
Faubion’s “tools” constructed are part of his effort to critically revise Michel
Foucault’s investigations of the ethical domain14—the subject position(s) and process(es)
an ethical actor strives to fulfill. Specifically, Faubion’s program revises the analytical
parameters of Foucault’s ethical domain to afford for more complexity by
accommodating subjects “with two or more ethical commissions” and by diagnosing
relations between ethical subjects and others beyond their candid (i.e. parrhêsiastic)
dimensions (14). Faubion retains Foucault’s four analytical parameters of the ethical
domain (ethical substance, mode of subjectivation, askêsis or training, and telos). These
parameters incorporate the notion of governmentality and its informal incitements for
“actors to make themselves into subjects of esteemed qualities or kinds” (2011:3). Those
that freely and self-reflectively take up such invitations are ethical actors, and part of an
anthropology of ethics is reporting the parameters of their domain, the ethical domain.
14

See Foucault’s volumes of History of Sexuality (1978, 1985, 1986) as well as the interviews and lectures
conducted during the research that resulted in those volumes
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In analyzing the ethical domain, Faubion has five parameters that add to as well
as revise Foucault’s. First, the “mode of subjectivation” is how an actor determines the
possible ethical subject position and a trajectory to it, why and how they are being
recruited to become that subject, and how the ethical subject position is distinguishable
from others. The “mode of subjectivation” also includes the scope, structure, and priority
of the subject position, i.e. its environment, complexity, and precedence compared to
other ethical subject positions. The second parameter is the “mode of judgment” and
includes the routinization of who fulfills the ethical subject position as well as the
justification for those valuations and decisions. Third, the telos of an ethical domain is the
conditions that define an actor’s fulfillment of the ethical subject position. Fourth,
“ethical substance” is the object of ethical askêsis. That is, ethical substance is whatever
demands “attention and fashioning” in order to become a certain ethical subject, e.g.
carnal pleasures, profit motives, the soul, etc. (3). The fifth parameter of the ethical
domain is askêsis and includes the exercises the actor is directed in and those that they
apply to themselves in order to become and continue to be an ethical subject.15
Faubion, following Foucault, approaches the theorization of the ethical domain
and its parameters as an open system (105). Open systems, while ontologically weaker,
assume less and prove suitable for others, like myself, to impose the empirical
qualifications, however general and minimalist, that make our case(s) unique. Such a
quality is important, because it allows the anthropologist or philosopher of ethics to avoid
defaulting to some form of relativism, and it does so without losing sight of what makes
15

See also Faubion’s “narrative-friendly version of the anthropological schematic of the ethical domain”
(2011:115-116).
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one set of ethics distinguishable as well as comparable. Embodiment, then, is not simply
the completion of a project-of-self, and, more importantly, it is not the completion of an
ethical project (42). In terms of an ethical domain as an open system, embodiment can be
understood as the continually dynamic relationship between those conditions that mark
the consummation of an ethical subject and its systematic way of being in the world, i.e.
telos, and the initial state of the ethical substance, “whatever stuff—cognitive, emotional,
physical, or what-not,” that is to undergo the labors in fulfilling the telos (39, 42).
Habitus is a concept that needs attention before I move on to a possible pastoralist
ethic. Bourdieu’s conception of the habitus is very useful in analyzing the reproduction of
habits and assumptions, specifically those of domination (1977, 1990). However, it is
poorly equipped to deal with the possibilities of change, and this is part of the reason why
an anthropology of ethics speaks of subjectivation rather than subjugation (Faubion,
2011:45). A pastoralist ethic, and its possible manifestations as a habitus, must account
for degrees and types of both reproduction and change. Pastoralists are contemporaries,
so the anthropologist regards them as self-reflective actors, and that what they “think and
do, they know very well to mean more than merely what they know” (125). That is, an
ethos is certainly subtle and cannot be conflated with the physical manifestations of
habitus, so the anthropologist, as an outsider, cannot assume that he or she has better
access. Actors, despite their habits, may very well work to demystify the social and
psychological forces they find otherwise motivating. What pastoralists think and do, then,
is not reproductive just for the sake of continuity. As recent ethnography has shown,
pastoralists often think and do things in terms of rupture as well.
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For the good pastoralist, embodiment can include the internalization of an ethos
where the maintenance of an ethical subject, i.e. the reflexive and/or pedagogical training
and its targeted ethical substance, is greatly assumed through the proper care and good
management of livestock, pasture, household, and community. In other words, the ethical
telos in an ideal model of pastoralism and its ethics is that of good husbandry, to be and
always strive to be a good husbander. (“Husbandry” here denotes not only the prevalence
of animal husbandry in terms of the language used in being a good pastoralist, but is also
revealing of how much the practices with livestock extend well beyond the pen and
pasture.) A pastoralist ethic must also be able to sort through and be considered subject to
variability and change. Changes in land tenure and modes of livelihood, increased
sedentarization, climatic change, the increasing powers of institutions, and the reordering
of social capital are examples of significant forces in contemporary pastoralist ways of
life (Galvin, 2009:187-193). Kathleen Galvin frames these forces with an interest in the
adaptations and vulnerabilities of pastoralists in these rapidly changing conditions.
Animal husbandry is the management of but one element in a pastoralist ethic. The
management of land and similar natural resources, either as conservation or land
stewardship, is another. Kinship is the management of relationships and obligatory roles
in coordination with caring for land and livestock. Therefore, a pastoralist ethic must
define what constitutes good pastoralism, but it must also help explicate what constitutes
good pastoralism within the volatile particularities of the contemporary. It is, therefore,
an open system capable of adaptation and change, but one wherein variation is limited to
the coordination of what is usually a minimum of three modes of subjectivation.
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As such, a visual representation of what the ethical domain of good pastoralism,
in all its complexity as far as an idealized model can muster might be something like this:

16

The ideal subject position in this given model is found where the three ethical
commissions overlap, meaning that the ethical actor is fulfilling all the ethical obligations
simultaneously. As is the case with many ethical commissions, though, often pastoralists
find themselves fulfilling one obligation instead of another because of challenging
circumstances. For example, allowing cattle to overgraze a pasture and forego its
irrigation so that the pastoralist can be at a dying loved-one’s bedside might fulfill their
obligations as animal husbander and kin, but fail as land steward—even if it is for an
16

Image 3, my suggested hypothetical visualization of a pastoralist ethic, left open for ethnographic
content and adjustment
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afternoon. It may also be the case that one can conduct good animal husbandry and not be
a pastoralist, the ethical commissions outside the parameters of the pastoralist’s ethical
domain is reserved for zookeepers, game wardens, pet owners, etc. The model above is
open and flexible, but for many cases animal husbandry is the most common practice and
language game present in a pastoralist’s striving to be good, thus its size compared to the
other ethical commissions. This, too, is up for ethnographic detail and diagnosis.

1.3 An Ethos of Husbandry
According to Edward Evans-Pritchard, the Nuer not only understood livestock in
terms of ideological variation, such as the “bovine idiom” or the “cattle clock,” but as
complex bodies where politics and kinship were deeply reflected (1940:19, 101). EvansPritchard’s analysis of the Nuer ushered in an era of pastoralist studies dominated by a
concern for the ecological elements in pastoralists’ lives (1940). While kinship groups
were usually discussed in terms of cattle, political relationships could be normally
understood through the control of important resources and pastures. On these points,
Evans-Pritchard notes that the scarcity of food increased the interdependency of
individuals, and the rules of hospitality became increasingly strict. Moreover, ecological
scarcity limited engagement with larger trade networks and political systems.
My theoretical model of pastoralism is inspired by these important hallmarks of
pastoralism—livestock, land, and kin—and formed primarily through an ethos of
husbandry of animals in particular. That is, in an ideal-typification of pastoralist ethics,
the primary mode of subjectivation is that of the animal husbander. The systems of
kinship and land stewardship are secondary, but are regarded as the usual means by
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which the pastoralist subject position is made complex. This combination allows for the
practice of determining who is and who is not a pastoralist. For example, I do not argue
that pastoralism is defined by those practices of people who depend on livestock and herd
them across marginal ecologies, though this may be often the case. Nor do I argue that
pastoralism is reducible to husbandry. Rather, a working model of pastoralism and its
ethics is concerned with the relationships among the three necessary hallmarks and their
influence in a social sphere and through good husbandry. The argument that a pastoralist
ethic needs to account for an ethos of husbandry is an abstract one that can only be filled
out with ethnographic detail.
Ethos is something internalized and greatly embodied; it is something of our
bones and flesh that we become accustomed to having within us. As such, an ethos is
often misconceived as natural, but, perhaps both importantly and conveniently for the
social scientist, it also produces and is produced by the behavior of the day-to-day. So, a
pastoralist does not necessarily wake in the morning and think to him or herself that the
day is a day for good pastoralism; in more or less words, they may, however, consider it a
good day for branding, irrigating, or a family member’s christening. A pastoralist ethic is
predominately one of animal husbandry, and so the ethos of husbandry contains, or at
least its language describes, many of the habits and characteristics that are considered
virtuous. As with most ethical subject positions, such a simple focus is often complicated.
As will be argued, the complexity of the pastoralist as an ethical subject normally stems
from striving to fulfill not only the role of animal husbander but also land steward and
keeper of kin. Those complex ethical environments, however, are often spoken about as
well as given structure and scope through an ethos of animal husbandry. Thus, the
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Wittgensteinian language game of husbandry and its mode of subjectivation are given
priority throughout, as it seems to be given the same accord within a pastoralist ethic.17
Explicating the embodiment of an ethos of husbandry is an appropriate bridge to a
discussion of an ideal-type of pastoralist ethics and the particularities found in the
parameters of its ethical domain.
In Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle explains the differences and relationship
between ethos and ethic, namely that ethos is the domain of habits as expressed in the
virtues of character (2000). Virtues of thought, like those of character or ethos, generally
need to be instructed and take time to form. Virtues of thought are outside of the realm of
ethos but, like ethos, are relational to the ethical and are distinctive of it. These virtues of
thought are the realization of the ability to think and judge. Importantly, this includes the
ability to recognize the acts and feelings representative of one’s own or another’s
character as virtuous or non-virtuous. Virtues of character are internalized through dayto-day relationships and other, often unspoken, consistencies; they remain, albeit
dynamically, in the realm of ethos. For Aristotle, the virtues of character meant the ability
to act and feel within the principle of the mean, avoiding excess or want. Virtues of
thought and the ability to think and judge that which is ethical, however, are virtues
where more is always better.
A husbander or husband is not required to be a pastoralist, but a pastoralist is
always a husbander of some sort. A pastoralist ethic is predominately one of rigorous
self-discipline as the practitioner and embodiment of husbandry. In the ethos of animal
husbandry, there is the characterological virtue of strength as but one example. It is a
17

For more on language games, see Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations (1953)
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good thing to be and try to continue to be a physically strong person in the management
of livestock, especially when that livestock is also judged to be good in its strength. That
is, strength is a good thing to have in a horse, but this requires an ability to control and
harness that strength to fulfill designated tasks. Strength takes time to develop, and the
ideal type of strength and body composition take time and practice to develop and
maintain. The ethical aspects of strength in the husbandry of livestock are present in the
disciplining of one’s application. The adage that you can take, push, pull, or ride a horse
to water, but you can’t make him drink comes to mind. That is, within the principle of the
mean, the good management of livestock often requires a reasonable amount of physical
strength as well as the ability to judge how and when it is applied. Good horsemen are
thought to have the “touch,” and this is representative of not only the ability to control
one’s use of force, but also one’s calmness, presence, and awareness in working well
with the animal.
Stewardship and husbandry are very similar ideas, and both originally describe
the active management of a household, its residents, and the various resources involved
in their cultivation. Stewardship is the more precise phrase for describing the
management of land because of its identification through place. To be a steward of
landscape demands that the steward become of and representative of that place, where
husbandry demands the management of livestock across a variety of landscapes or places
as well as the seasonality of those places. Importantly, this clarification opens the
pastoralist to comparison to other ethical actors in terms of land management without
making the maintenance of livestock a necessary qualifier for other methods of
stewardship. Many ranchers, cowboys, and rodeo contestants might line up to say they
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are stewards of the West. Many environmentalists, artists, politicians, and technocrats
might say the same. However, the management of the West as a place for livestock is an
important qualification for the form of stewardship taking place and how that place is
imagined.

18

Kinship is likely the most familiar system of subjectivation and includes the entire
domain of socialization. “Kinship continues to be a system in which primary socialization
regularly unfolds and in which existential pedagogies are regularly at the fore” (Faubion
and Hamilton, 2007:536). The mode of subjectivation towards becoming and being a
good husbander and steward often begins where most subject formation does, in
childhood. Kinship as a mode of subjectivation is likely the most significant (compared to
husbandry and stewardship) in terms of recruiting ethical actors. Simply put, pastoralism
is normally a family matter, and actors are compelled and often encouraged to become
and be virtuous husbanders and steward as a part of fulfilling their roles as a family
member. The fulfillment of these subject positions are often validated for the individual
through self-respect and also throughout their kinship as sorts of family pride or dignity
(535).
18

Image 4, “Undaunted Stewardship” is a certification program through Montana State University for
farmers and ranchers to learn about and be acknowledged for making ecologically and economically
sound grazing land management decisions.
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The pastoralist as an ethical subject is not just of individual herders maintaining
themselves and their livestock but also land and community—often assuming that each
exists somehow for the sake of the others. Foucault certainly recognized how the care of
the self was intimately linked with the governance of others and community (Foucault,
1997). This argument, expanded in Faubion’s theorization, is critical to a discussion
about the complexity that can exist in an ethical subject position. It is in the interplay of
livestock, land, and kin that it becomes clear that the ethical pastoralist is not simply
under the power of obligations or rules. Rather, it is in the sincere effort to manage them
and the self as a contemporary system of meaning.

1.4 Husbander, Steward, and Kinsman: A Complex Ethical Subject Position
I turn now to the ethnographic to illuminate the ethical domain of pastoralism and
the modes and exercises of becoming and maintaining oneself as a husbander, steward,
and kinsman. The first ethnographic subject I present below is that of an iconic West
Texas ranch and its multigenerational occupants, the most current of which are making
critical decisions in regards to the role technology will play in the family’s future as
pastoralists.19 The Big Green ranch is often and plainly told as a narrative of a parcel of
land that has hosted a hardy, loyal family, great horses, and the best cattle—all of which
has been supported and insolated by carefully selected technology and innovative
ranching techniques. Thus, this particular ethnographic vignette supplies both the content
of why a pastoralist’s ethical position may be complex as well as illuminates why certain
19

This particular project was executed with Trevor Durbin and highlights an overlap in his interests in
climate change and mine in US ranching.
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pastoralists are unique to regional and historical context and leads to the discussion of
traditionalism in the following chapter.
Bob Green's Big Green Ranch (both pseudonyms) has been in his family since
1895. It is an iconic West Texas ranch and has been featured in high-profile magazines
such as Smithsonian and several books about Texas ranchers, and been a focus of western
photography. The success of the ranch and its techniques are often cited in these features
as well as within their own intergenerational narrative. Therein, we can see not only an
innovative and hardy ranching family, but each generation’s carefully selected
technological contribution. Recently, Mr. Green has been working with a major wind
energy company based in Houston and is preparing to install wind turbines throughout
his pasturage.
The ranch was founded by Mr. Green’s grandfather in 1895 after the crumbling of
the US cattle industry due to overgrazing and severe winters. The US government
encouraged the closing of ranges and privatization of land holdings, thus keeping US
pastoralism on an ecological tether and enticing individual practitioners to adopt more
responsible grazing practices. Mr. Green’s father was the first of what are now more than
a few college graduates in the family. (It is important to note that there have now been
four generations of the Green family that have attended university and most have sought
agricultural or genetic orientated degrees.) He began to breed the first Herefords, helped
formalize the Quarter Horse breed, began removing non-native flora (e.g., prickly pear
and Mesquite trees), and conducted regular controlled burns in order to renew grass
growth and reinstate a more natural cycle of life and death for their grasslands as “the
cattle rancher is first and foremost a grass farmer.” Mr. Green has continued these
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practices and added to them by innovating new hybrid, cross, and composite bred
breeding-bulls and establishing the ranch as an important seed-stock producer. Currently
Mr. Green’s son, with a degree in genetics, has produced some of the most genetically
ideal Red Angus bulls in the country, using some of the most recent techniques and
technology.
We met Mr. Green at his home, a two-story grey colonial built by his father. He
was wearing a clean white cowboy hat on his knee, a freshly pressed shirt, and blue jeans.
At age 74 he sat in an old cracked leather chair, chewing tobacco, and telling about how
he was approached by a Houston-based wind company 2 years before. He told us that he
had no reservations about constructing a wind farm on his ranch. By way of explanation
he continued, “I’m a pretty futuristic type person and I just knew it would be somethin’ I
might not get a lot out of in my lifetime […] but my children, and I’ve got seventeen
grandchildren, could reap benefits off this for generations.” Later, while touring the ranch
in his Ford F150, which was rigged for semiannual controlled burns, we asked Mr. Green
how he thought new technologies like wind turbines would change the future of ranching.
He replied, “I really don't see a lot of change in the ranching industry, I think we'll see
our job continue to get better.” Taken together, these two statements provide a window
into what this multi-generational family ranch means to Mr. Green, and how a wind farm
fits into the moral landscape of this iconic West Texas institution. We argue that the
heritage of cherished traditions and values is secured through technological innovation
like wind farm development that limits the need for, and pace of, social change.
First, Mr. Green describes himself as a kind of futurist. In fact, on the ranch’s
website he, along with his wife, is described as a visionary. This attitude does not merely
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apply to renewable energy. Mr. Green and his family are innovators in several other
domains. Their ranch has become well known for its state-of-the-art genetic approach.
Composite, hybrid, and crossbred bulls are designed through careful breeding, embryo
transfer, estrus cycle manipulation, embryo stimulation, and artificial insemination, and
they produce choice bulls to breed entire herds of other breeds that in turn yield heavier,
hardier, gentler, and better tasting beef cattle. He, like his father, works hard to remove
invasive species such as mesquite and prickly pear that originally followed cattle trails
from Mexico and Southern Texas as well as restore native prairie ecosystems. He is also
very proud that his beef is naturally grass-fed and, unlike pork, does not need to consume
grain that could be used for human consumption. Strangely, Mr. Green’s futurist
tendencies have aligned the practices of his ranch with climate change activists and
foodies.
Second, Mr. Green believes that the future of ranching will not change. However,
since he and his family are actively pursuing technological innovation, we have to
assume that real ranching, from this perspective, is somewhat independent of any
particular technology. To make sense of these statements, therefore, we need to
understand what ranching means to Mr. Green. In fact, when he talks about new
technologies, such as wind energy or the genetic engineering of bulls, it is in the context
of “doing things better.” However, this continuous need to do things better can be seen as
a common theme running through the history of the ranch itself. It is a part of Mr.
Green’s heritage, and one that he obviously hopes to pass on to his children and
grandchildren as a legacy. Ranching, in part, is a tradition of technological change.
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Although he appreciates the income that will be generated from the wind turbines
on his land, their ultimate value for him is their contribution to the security and sustained
lifestyle of his children and grandchildren. He plans to invest the royalties it produces in
the purchase of new land and use it to protect the solvency of his ranch from the vagaries
of the beef market. He also values the cleanness of wind energy production when
compared with his existing oil rigs. Specifically, oil production in this part of Texas
produces a large amount of salt water that kills grass and damages the local ecosystem
upon which his cattle depend. All of this is extremely important, because three out of Mr.
Green's four children and many of his grandchildren have chosen to make a living
working the family ranch. This not only raises the financial stakes of ranching, but also
increases his need for land. His partnership with the wind-company, therefore, is not
about money per se, nor is it about climate change mitigation or national energy security.
Instead, building a wind farm on his ranch is just one of several ways Mr. Green is
working to ensure that his children and grandchildren, and perhaps even their children,
will be able to live and die in a manner similar to his father and grandfather.
This sense of financial and technological insulation from drastic changes in the
rest of the world, applies also to advanced breeding techniques and ecological restoration,
both of which raise the carrying capacity and sustainability of his existing ranchland.
When asked what was so important about protecting and passing on his way of life, Mr.
Green replied: “I think raising kids in a rural area and making them work, and work
around livestock, and to see birth and see death and having responsibilities and taking
care of something… [well,] we just think it's a great place to raise kids.”
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These statements suggest that Mr. Green progressively adopts new technological
innovations in an attempt to ensure the intergenerational continuity of his family's
ranching tradition, one that is not dependent upon any single generation's technological
commitments. Instead, the technological insulation that progressive ranching provides
helps Mr. Green envision a future where his grandchildren and great grandchildren
understand and value the lifecycles of ranch animals, their family members, and
employees despite their use of cell phones, wind farms, and genetic technologies. In this
sense, then, his wind farm can be understood as one component of a temporal incubator
that protects the contiguous development of an intergenerational narrative. It
accomplishes this by absorbing the frenetic pace of technological and social change in the
world at large with the less variable pace of human and animal birth, life, and death at the
Big Green Ranch.
There is a large photo-on-canvas above Mr. Green’s fireplace. It depicts a man
training a horse in a dusty round-pen at what could be the end or beginning of an
important day. It is an important day because along the fence, taking in the practice are a
few children. The title of this photo by David R. Stoecklein is “The Lesson,” and it is
particularly significant to Mr. Green, as he is directly linked with all of its elements—the
people, the place, and the animal. The significance here is for whom the lesson is
intended, and the argument of this dissertation is that it is everyone, perhaps even the
person taking in the now popularized photo. “The Lesson” depicts some of the content of
ranch horse training, the selection and audience with young ethical recruits, as well as the
place and method of pedagogy. It will serve as an excellent example of how the
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pastoralist ethic, as an open model, can be given ethnographic content at any given
moment.

20

One way of becoming and being considered a good cowboy or rancher is at least
partially achieved through the training of riding stock. Normally this means horses, and
Quarter Horses specifically.21 Good horse trainers may be following in a family
member’s footsteps, pursuing their affinity to horses, but some are declared to have good
“horse sense” as a child. This is something identified with a general lack of fear, gentle
but effective touch, and by drawing certain reactions and relationships out of the horses
themselves. A good trainer is, thus, given a path to follow and is judged to be a quality
trainer with the outcome of the horses and his or her integrity as a business person if they
20

Image 5, “The Lesson” photo by David R. Stoecklein

21

There is occasionally and even great admiration for the person who can use and especially train the less
iconic mule. Baja vaqueros are such a regionally identifiable group and others often include those that
maintain herds and rangelands in steep, mountainous areas.
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are being paid to conduct the practice. Poorly taught, abused, or ruined horses are more
often considered a reflection of their keeper or trainer rather than any natural disposition.
Only occasionally are certain breeds, including feral horses, thought by fulltime trainers
and ranchers to be immune to even great training techniques. These animals, the trainers,
and practices are discussed as being good or right, as well as often justified in terms of
their effectiveness in helping reach the greater goals of ranching, cattle herding, and in
the close companionships between horse and rider in many day-to-day practices. The
consummation of such an ethical subject is often defined each time a horse completes a
section or all of its training and is placed into the remuda. Big Green Ranch has been
awarded Remuda of the Year a number of times. Such honors require that horse training
be integrated into the common day, and that the demands of time, effort, and knowledge
be regularly subject to self-reflection and pedagogy. Thus, it seems there is a glimpse of
the significance of children observing their horse cohort in the midst of training from the
person who is also their teacher in some capacity.
Like Mr. Green, my understanding of how to properly do animal husbandry and
land stewardship began as a family matter—an ethics founded in kin relations and
typically identified with, but not confined to, fathers and sons. Mr. Green identifies his
good or right practices with the longevity it might add to his family’s presence on the
ranch, doing what is beneficial for their betterment as well as the ranch itself. The Big
Green Ranch serves as an example of how complex the ideal pastoralist subject position
can be, but also how certain pastoralists can be regionally identifiable. The history of the
ranch and its family is drawn in tightly with the history of land tenure, urbanization, and
professionalization identifiable with the history of the US West, and West Texas in
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particular. How the occupants have been selective in their training, practices, and the
technology present with them on the ranch is representative of a traditionalist attitude or
spirit I find typical in the ranching and rodeo ways of life today.
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Chapter Two

~The “Spirit” of Traditionalism~

2.1 Late Modern and Rodeo Identities 2.2 The “Spirit” of Traditionalism 2.3
Contemporary Pastoralism 2.4 Land as an Indicator of Modernization 2.5 Contemporary
Rodeo: A Sport Born Out of Industry 2.6 Revisiting The Wild and the Tame

2.1 Late Modernity and Rodeo Identities
But to understand, one must look with one’s own eyes on these things.
Then you will feel the stir and the thrill of life of these golden lands of
hopes and achievements, where man extends a generous and hospitable
welcome to those who cross his trails; it is a spectacle which makes you
go away with a bigger, finer feeling toward life, and a genuine respect and
appreciation for the quiet, modest manhood and womanhood who have
“taken chances,” have risked limb and even life at times in their sports of
daring and skill, that you may see how their fathers once struggled in
earnest against unequal odds in order to attain the Winning of the West.
(Furlong 1921)
Furlong’s closing words are fairly representative of his entire text. Let ‘er Buck: A
Story of the Passing of the Old West (1921) is very nostalgic expose of the rodeo
cowboy’s genealogical connection with the nineteenth-century cowboys, indeed in
Furlong’s words, the West’s “firstborn” (121). No doubt this was a more agreeable task
in 1921. The narratives that use the myth and history of the American West are not false
narratives, but are varied and demand considerable contextualization. The project here
then is to explore the unique content, form, and style of those regional identities. If
successfully laid out, at least in part, the content, form, and style of the regional identity
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of the American West, then we may begin to examine those ethnographic moments of the
contemporary. For an example from both the literary and rodeo worlds, Junior Bonner
(1972) illustrates the odd position of the rodeo cowboy and modernity. Aptly placed by
William W. Savage, Jr. in his chapter “Horsepower,” we understand Bonner’s plight of
living out what little remains of the ‘old days’ through rodeo. This point is especially
drawn out in Bonner’s buying his father’s plane ticket to Australia, where it is rumored
that a frontier like in America’s past remains (Savage 1979).
In setting out a pastoralist ethic, I stay close to the US West for ethnographic
purposes, but I do occasionally seek comparison, as the analysis of the pastoralist ethic I
have in mind should remain duly Occamist. Nonetheless, the US West is a particular
place and has a particular history of pastoralism. The North American cowboy is a
distinctly modern actor in the settlement and industrialization of the American West.
Before the advent of the railroad, its refrigerated cars, large stockyards, and the
urbanization of the American West, the cowboy was essentially more like the subsistence
pastoralist we see elsewhere. The 15 to 20 year heyday of the working cowboy then can
be seen as the result of a temporal-spatial-cultural edge or moment in the late nineteenth
century. He was a herder utilizing grazing and husbandry techniques from Great Britain,
coupled with Iberian horsemanship. The breeding of the very cattle he maintained also
reflects this relationship. While often seen as a rural or frontier figure, he was reliant on
the urban centers and their demand for beef and the growing capitalist market. These
together enabled his work and provided him with the technology to accomplish his job. In
this sense, the occupational predecessor of the ranching and rodeo cowboy was a
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confluence of modernity and tradition, as much a result of wilderness aand civilization,
and a member of an entrepreneurial working class that was idealized in its own time.
In this section I will have a particular focus on one of the West’s most wellknown performances – rodeo. Crafting the history of the American West is a complex
and overwhelming task. To wish to write a coherent ethnography of the West is easily
seen as an unlikely goal. I am indebted to the historians of the subject who have lent an
eye to the social as it is. However, pieces and moments can provide the content of
anthropological interest. It is in this manner that I offer a study of America’s professional
rodeo cowboys. Rodeo as a performance and its contestants are not the average
westerner. In that sense, they sometimes occupy extreme positions within the West,
whether that is their actual athleticism or their beliefs. As much as they should not be
looked upon as the most authentic western identity, they do share the space, relate to its
history, and reflect upon its future.
Rodeo as an industry does have a unique vantage point within the contemporary
West. The mobility of the performances, both physically and through forms of mass
media, allows them to occupy space and thought internationally. It also moves its
contestants, stock, and contractors into places that are considered foreign to them. This
includes the important dichotomy of urban and rural that especially occupies the minds of
most westerners. Rodeo industry depends greatly on urban venues, audiences, and
sponsorships to maintain its endeavors. Its image and authenticity though remains greatly
linked to being at home in the rural or on the road.
The organization was created in 1936 when a group of cowboys walked out of a
rodeo at the Boston Gardens to protest the actions of rodeo promoter W.T. Johnson, who
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refused to add the cowboys' entry fees to the rodeo's total purse. Johnson finally gave in
to the cowboys' demands, and the successful "strike" led to the formation of the
Cowboys' Turtle Association. That name was chosen because, while they were slow to
organize, when required, they were unafraid to stick out their necks to get what they
wanted, like turtles might do. Among the organizers was a woman, a four-time national
bronc champion, Alice Greenough Orr. In 1945, the Turtles changed their name to the
Rodeo Cowboys Association, and in 1975 the organization became the PRCA.
Professionalization in the world of rodeo has often meant securing an identity that is both
praiseworthy and critiqued as having a checkered past as well as possibly a bleak future.
Identity politics are evident in the history of rodeo’s origins, but especially in the
formations of subgroups within rodeo and their historical imaginations of the North
American West and rodeo performances. Nearly all previous rodeo studies, popular and
academic, can be organized in terms of which subgroup of rodeo they are specifically
interested in. Indeed, the literature reviews found in opening chapters of book length
rodeo studies also reify and work within these categorizations. Set in a rubric of
traditionalism, these groupings can be both aligned as well as distinguishable in light of
sometimes being marginalized in a hierarchy of rodeo identities and historical narratives.
A critical eye can then be cast on behalf of those rodeo performances that become
socially and historically marginalized. Most rodeo studies and their analysis of such
social divisions also situate contemporary rodeo in terms of its historical origins and what
is distinguishably traditional throughout its history. This traditionalist imagining of
history is an important similarity among rodeo groups. This shared framework of both
historical imagination and contemporary perspective could prove to be a fruitful point of
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departure for more comprehensive studies. This is one proposed path beyond token
chapters of minority rodeo associations, and therefore, a narrative that can undo cliché
origin narratives for mainstream rodeo that assume a white male identity.
Rural sociologist Gene L. Theodori, in both his 1997 literature review and his
Master’s thesis, “A Study of the Social Organization of Contemporary American Rodeo,”
composed the most comprehensive overview of contemporary rodeo organizations in the
United States (1996; 1997).22 It should be noted that these works remain almost entirely
ignored and in the future will hopefully be given the attention they deserve. They are
important, if only for the simple fact that they are written by a previous rodeo competitor
and college rodeo coach. Theodori primarily studies college rodeo, but he also reviews
the alternative rodeo organizations. Theodori associates the formations of these
organizations with the various social movements:
Since the formation of the parent contestants' organization, various nonmainstream rodeo associations have formed on local, state, regional,
national, and international levels. An analysis of the evolution of the
various types of rodeo from an epigenetic perspective (Etzioni 1963)
showed that each had functional elements that distinguished it from its
mainstream professional counterpart (Theodori 1996). The "initiation" and
institutionalization of each type of rodeo is marked by outward and visible
signs closely resembling those of the women's movement (Deckard 1983;
De Leon 1988; Howard 1974), the gay liberation movement (Adam 1995;
De Leon 1988; Howard 1974; Marcus 1992), the senior or "gray"
movement (De Leon 1988; Wallace and Williamson 1992), and the
growth of recreation and leisure time in contemporary society (Dulles
1965; Rader 1990; Swanson and Spears 1995). Several types originated to
combat the latent issues of age, racial, ethnic, and gender discrimination in
early rodeo. Others developed to satisfy the urge to compete and/or
22

Theodori’s works are also crucial because of their efforts to bring conversations about rodeo, rural
sociology, and studies of agrarian ideology together.
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encourage participation in the sport by particular groups in society.
(Theodori 1997:194)
Theodori is correct in pointing to the political formation of rodeo associations
around identity movements. Other recent works also attend to the issue of identity in
contemporary rodeo (Ford, 2009; Hanvelt, 2004; Sanderson, 2006). Indeed, Anthony
Giddens argues at length about the forces of modernity that inevitably lead to selfreflection and identification. In this case, it is even more so because of the
professionalization associated with the groups and within their organizations. A very
modern feature of rodeo then is the professionalization of rodeo associations around
certain identity politics. Importantly though, while these groups certainly form in the
contemporary and long past the nineteenth-century working cowboy, they all tend to
associate themselves with the latter. For them, much like mainstream rodeo, the dates of
when the organizations were founded signify a certain period in which organizing was
the priority. Those dates, however, do not reflect certain historical continuities. What
follows is a brief overview of the historical relationships both women and Native
Americans have with rodeo.
Social theory of the last half century has given much attention to identity politics
and their relation to concepts such as modernity, late modernity, and postmodernity.
Some of these theoretical arguments have posited that forces of modernity, late or
otherwise, oppose traditional bodies of authority, knowledge, and senses of self (Beck,
Giddens, and Lash, 1994; Giddens, 1984, 1991; Heelas, Lash, and Morris, 1996). This is
one component of the dichotomy between modernity and tradition. Sociologist Anthony
Giddens fleetingly recognizes particular cases that may sustain tradition, particularly in
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societies with class divisions that allow existential and structural contradictions to exist
simultaneously within a state, largely understood through the divisions of the urban and
rural. Giddens argues that such a society is not likely in capitalist nation-states and is
more characteristic of agrarian states (1984:195-199). One important detraditionalizing
force of modernity for Giddens is self-reflexivity and the rise of identity politics,
specifically emancipatory politics and then life politics (1991). Like Max Weber,
Giddens also agrees that there are multiple forces of modernization. Where it seems they
diverge, or where we can renew one of Weber’s important questions, is the degree to
which modernity or modernization dismisses tradition and traditional forces.
In response to these claims, I argue that traditional moral authority, knowledge,
and senses of self are sustainable in a number of contexts, including a capitalist state like
the United States. Also, while identity politics are certainly pervasive in the
contemporary, they may very well be part and parcel of senses of self that value tradition
and do so within an understanding of and engagement with modernity. That is, modern
emancipation and late modern life politics may free some from certain traditions but not
all, and the freedom of choice can encourage traditions, re-entrench them, or even
amplify their value. I argue that traditionalist practices in modernity should no longer be
considered outright refusals; such a definition has limited theoretical value and represents
very few ethnographic experiences. It is better to consider traditionalism as an ethos that
is highly selective amongst numerous possible cultural fields and very influential upon
ethical decisions necessary for those who have good reason to be skeptical of the whole
lot. This definition and the relevant theory are very much similar to Anand Pandian’s
discussion of farmers of south India (2009). For Pandian, the cultivation of crops has
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been thought of and remains a mode of ethical subjectivation. That is, the proper
cultivation of crops or husbanding of livestock are traditions of not only agricultural
practice and care, they are traditions of creating particularly hard-working, honorable,
and good-mannered people.
This model of pastoralism and its possible ethics is admittedly formulated for the
contemporary and steers clear of the debates about what is “modern” and what is
“traditional.” This is partly because of the manner in which pastoralism has been
researched and theorized in anthropology up until this point. The model of pastoralism
under development here is specifically designed to move pastoralism away from efforts
to relegate some groups to the realm of the pre-modern. Weber’s working notion of
modernity includes a possible change in the relationship between practice and
practitioner (2002). Namely, the pre-modern practice is done for the sake of the
practitioner, to provide for their children and grandchildren (2002:23). One type of
modern practitioner, though, will exist for the sake of the practice. This is the
traditionalist. Pre-modern pastoralism, if such a thing can be generalized, likely existed
for the sake of its practitioners and their kin. That is not to say that there were not
occasional alternatives, but that the choice was less an ethical one than a practical one. It
is significant, then, that the contemporary pastoralist may exist for the sake of
pastoralism, because it becomes indispensable as a way of life and choosing it becomes
an ethical choice. Traditionalist pastoralists will practice pastoralism not to just provide
for their children and grandchildren but also so they can continue the practice as well.
The debate about modernity and tradition is well drawn out and thorough at this
point. Rather than engage that debate directly, rodeo studies, or the comparative
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pastoralist studies which I envision in their place, can contribute to a long-needed critical
appraisal of traditionalism. The dichotomy of modernity and tradition constructs and
historicizes subjects with traditions as “others” and not as authentic contemporaries.
Rodeo and other pastoralist studies can argue for a contemporary that includes people
who value the traditional within and in relation to modernity. Social-cultural
anthropologist James Faubion has made a similar argument about contemporary Greek
essentialists in Athens: “Ardent traditionalists, they were also ardent enthusiasts of
industrial development and technological modernization. They were quite convinced that,
without fear of inconsistency, they could be both at once” (1993:xviii). This does not
assume, though, that traditionalists are those who reject everything that is not traditional.
A traditionalist designates someone as something of a “cultural classicist,” wherein
modernization can amplify tradition, and this is the more valuable end than simply
refusing modernization or accepting what it brings about without question (119).
Some rodeo scholars deliberately commit certain aspects of rodeo to being
modern and others to being traditional. However, most point to the difficulty in making
such distinctions. By highlighting these points throughout the bulk of rodeo studies, the
project here can recognize an almost universalizing discussion in the scholarship. That
rodeo scholars disagree about the nature of tradition and modernity within rodeo is no
surprise, but a resolution is offered here. By committing to a discussion about
traditionalism, rodeo studies can work beyond the unfruitful disagreements about what is
traditional or modern, whether the two are mutually exclusive, and significantly expand a
body of knowledge concerned with how age-old performances, ideas, and senses of self
are sustained, thrive, or wither in history and the contemporary.
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2.2 The “Spirit” of Traditionalism
Social theorists such as Anthony Giddens and Jean-François Lyotard suggest that
skepticism regarding institutions and their meta-narratives (such as science, government,
and history) is a symptom of postmodernity (1984; 1991). This skepticism is coupled
with the high amounts of trust needed to live among these modern institutions and can
cause anxieties of authenticity and authority. If so, chaos, consumerism, and fascism have
all been diagnosed as a possible futures. I begin with the broad question then: What
seems to be a meaningful alternative? At the heart of this question I am not interested in a
social forecast of modernity. Nor am I accounting for a day-to-day means of securely
knowing one’s self in society. It seems like a matter of constant revision, whether
modernity is framed as a tragedy or as a comedy. I hope for the possibility of a
contemporary story where the particular actors seem to at least display local
understandings of the conditions of modernity and the relationships among them and
other actors. These understandings include, for me, those cathartic complexities that
allow individuals access to meaningful, positive performances such as solace, love,
loyalty, and eagerness, but also can account for the tragic as well. I am reminded of an
excerpt from the opening words in A new paradigm for understanding for today’s world:
Each time our view of ourselves, our environment and our history
changes, we have the impression that the old world has collapsed in ruins
and that nothing is emerging to replace it. This is our sense today, but as in
the past I am going to try to construct a new representation of social life
and thereby avoid the agonizing impression of a loss of all meaning.
(Touraine, 2007)
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A sense of tradition as not only compatible but suitable is one plausible representation of
a complex contemporary in the American West.
Weber described the “spirit” of capitalism as those essential attitudes and
motivations for the individual to acquire and embody an ethos of modern capitalism, a
particularly ethical orientation towards economic activity and work (2002:8-28). The
“spirit” or those attitudes and motivations, Weber argued, went hand-in-hand with
Protestantism, especially in regards to the ethical significance of work in daily life. For
Weber, capitalism was a force of modernization but not the only one. Note that Weber
defines traditionalism, but in a markedly different way than I just have. For Weber,
traditionalism acted in contrast to his “spirit” of capitalism and “is present when workers
prefer less work to more pay, when during working hours they seek maximum comfort
and a minimum of exertion, when they are unable or unwilling to adapt themselves to
new methods of work” (Bendix, 1960:73). This definition of traditionalism certainly has
different relationship with virtue and the ideas of working or striving towards an ethical
telos. However, under the more open yet selective type of traditionalism I have described,
the two can be directed towards mutual ends.
Elizabeth Rata makes an important distinction between neotraditionalism and
traditionalism in the context of contemporary identity politics among the Maori of New
Zealand (2005). Neotraditionalism is the “belief in the revival of traditional social
relations” (268). What makes the discussions about mainstream, women’s, and
Amerindian rodeo distinct is a rhetoric of continuity and that their associations and
performances are not revivals of any sort. It seems counterintuitive, though, to
continually maintain a performance and traditional sense of self that is marginalized, as it
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seems to be in the case of women’s and Amerindian rodeo. Michael Herzfeld has noted,
that traditionalism can work both ways: “It [traditionalism] appears to elevate its bearers
to a glorious role; yet, it can also be a reason for marginalizing them. Its ironies are thus
fertile ground for the play of cultural intimacy behind facades of national culture”
(2005:56). Importantly then, the traditionalist sentiments of women and Amerindians,
despite being marginalized, can maintain and value a complicated sense of place in
history.

2.3 Contemporary Pastoralism
It is necessary to highlight what both political and ecological models of
pastoralism contribute in terms of explicating its hallmarks. In these respects, I am
indebted to Kathleen Galvin’s review of anthropological literature about pastoralism and
change (2009). Galvin’s focus is appropriately narrowed to two major disruptions in
contemporary pastoralist systems: first, the fragmentation of physical space and natural
systems, and two, climatic change and climate variability (185):
The changes [in contemporary pastoralism] could be seen as a collective
tipping point at which pastoralism as we have known it disappears. Or, the
changes could be seen as adaptive. The changing modes of production and
land tenure along extensive social networks may actually show pastoral
resilience based on dynamic responses. Depending on one’s time horizon,
pastoralism as an economic activity may be seen to be dissolving in the
short term, or it may be seen as undergoing just another adjustment to
changing circumstances in the long term. If resilience is based on
flexibility and adaptability, then pastoralism is showing some of both.
(194)
The theorizations of pastoralist ethics and traditionalism offered here respond to her call
for further study, if not at an ecological or political level, then at least at a cultural one.
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James Ferguson provides us with a particularly good example when the
perception of ‘traditional’ Basotho livestock management gets characterized as irrational
by ‘modern’ development planners (1985, 1990). Ferguson develops the notion of a
Bovine Mystique, in which cattle have a symbolic value distinct from their economic
value, which marks age, gender, and other elements of identity in Basotho society. The
scope of pastoralism as solely an economic form of land management can leave very little
room for such understandings. For Ferguson, contemporary Basotho values cannot be
simply regarded as rational or irrational or as traditional and not modern. That is, “dualist
theory serves us no better; although there is a degree of 'separateness' between livestock
and cash, this can in no way be expressed as a division between 'traditional' and 'modern'
sectors” (1985). Livestock in pastoralism is a particularly important continuity, point of
comparison, and signifier of change. This is especially true for those that would
characterize the non-capitalist or pre-capitalist herder as a traditional or pre-modern
pastoralist. The tempering of profit motives has become an important issue for
contemporary pastoralists, exposing important ethical dilemmas. As bodies or symbols,
pastoralist livestock can signal when certain incommensurabilities, ethical or otherwise,
are particularly powerful, as well as the manner in which pastoralist ideologies adjust for
or defy them.
Ferguson is concerned with how the Basotho value their stock and how
anthropologists have attended to the matter (1985).
It is clear that a structured social practice such as livestock keeping cannot
be understood simply as the outcome of choices by 'rational individuals',
as the utilitarians would have it, for we have seen that what the 'choices'
will be and what will count as 'rational' are themselves part of the system
of rules which is at issue. As for the 'dual economy' theory, my entire
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argument has indicated that the Bovine Mystique in Lesotho is not a
'traditional' relic, gradually melting away in the face of the modern cash
economy, but a contemporary institution, finding its points of support in
diverse places and drawing on a range of power relations which transcends
dichotomies such as 'traditional/modern' and 'pre-capitalist/capitalist'.
(668-669)
Ferguson further argues that the most basic theory of ‘dual economy’ holds that
the Basotho overvalue their livestock symbolically and cling to traditions only to have
them penetrated by modern economies. The opponents of the ‘dual economy’ theory
contend that the Basotho are simply engaged in irrational economics and are unable to
participate in the larger economic system. Ferguson does well to point to a third
interpretation of Basotho values—their relationship with livestock and the sorting of
profit motives. He argues that the Basotho are engaged with a “perpetuation and
recreation of traditional modes of stock-keeping” (649). Ferguson holds that the cultural
rules of livestock keeping in the Bovine Mystique are continually challenged by various
cross-cutting forces. When those rules are challenged, the conflict is played out in
contests of social roles and statuses as well as dynamics of power and prestige.

2.4 Land as an Indicator of Modernization
The care of land, family, and herds are certainly interconnected, but they can also
be sorted in detail by practitioners:
If family is a cowboy’s essence and horses and cows are his passion, then
irrigating, fencing, and tractor work are the bane of his existence. Taking
care of pasture is weary work. Working herds and remudas are labors of
love. (Interview, 2009)
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Animal husbandry is demonstrative of the general ethos and language games one
finds among US cowboys and their striving in the pastoralist ethic. Kinship is the better
exemplar about how conservative an ethical system can be, as well as how careful
selections by traditionalists can re-entrench long held family organization. Land and its
stewardship, however, is the most explicative domain within the pastoralist ethical
complex as to how change can become a regular part of an ethical system, and as to how
traditionalists regularly take active roles within their contemporary. It seems very often
that a good measure of what ethical substance a working US cowboy is struggling with
can be brought forth by questions about water rights, land tenure, and the use of public
lands. It is likely that the land governance is the prime interface the Unite States as a
nation has with its working cowboys rather than through beef and film, as many might
imagine.

Insofar as some form of pastoralism is part of the conceptual apparatus of
all persons with western educations interested in leading more naturesensitive lives, it is to be expected that pastoralism will be part of the
unavoidable ground-condition of most of those that read this book. Even
if, as is clear, pastoralism interposes some major stumbling block in the
way of developing a mature environmental aesthetics, it cannot but play a
major role in that endeavor.(Buell, 1995:32)
In these opening words of The Environmental Imagination (1995), Lawrence
Buell is pointing to an important generalization about the western world’s imagination, at
least as far as the environment is concerned. He is also spurring us to keep pastoralism in
the frame, even as a stumbling block, as new eco-critical narratives emerge:
The western United States has left its frontier days well behind. We can no
longer pillage the land and move on because there is no other place to go.
We cannot even get into space without support from the Earth’s bounty.
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Now is the time for learning how to live better with nature. If we cannot,
our proud nation could go the way of many civilizations that preceded
ours. (Wilshire, Nielson, and Hazlett, 2008:375)
In The American West at Risk: Science,Myths, and Politics of Land Abuse and Recovery
(2008), geologists Howard Wilshire, Jane Nielson, and Richard Hazlet document
longtime land-degrading practices in the US West, their inadvertent and severe effects,
and how understanding these practices can better inform a way forward into a sustainable
North American West. It is foremost an explanation and critique of those practices that
were born out of a cultural ethos maintaining that the North American West was an
Arcadia, an endless bounty primed for agrarians, pastoralists, and other laborers of
extraction. Land stewardship, especially in the context of the US West, is perhaps the
clearest indicator that the pastoralist ethic is an open system that has endured significant
change over time.
A model of pastoralism must acknowledge the possible values of and
relationships with land. Moreover, it must also contend with the manner in which
pastoralists imagine and construct certain notions of landscapes. Pastoralism needs a
certain stage upon which to work, contemplate the past, and imagine the future. These are
the spaces and places that influence the pastoralists’ livestock, communities, and
ideologies. An essential element of the ecological anthropologies popular during and after
the 1960s was evaluating the land itself, i.e. its carrying capacity, biological diversity,
aridity, etc. These anthropological accounts resemble government resource reports, and
indeed many of them were. Even still, it was, and remains, important to recognize the
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manner in which pastoralist groups understood their and their livestock’s relationships
with certain places.23
In particular, the governance of lands and their commercial development have
been major disruptions for contemporary pastoralists (Fratkin, 1997). Relationships with
land are perhaps the greatest signifiers of modernization amongst pastoralist societies. It
is clear that pastoralists have often seen fluctuation in herd size, occasionally taken to
sedentary practices, and even engaged in agriculture. Like a drought, disease, or warfare,
the modernization of land tenure and categorization can no doubt challenge the practices
and beliefs of pastoralists. The nationalist projects of border production and the
bureaucratic take-over of lands and their management, though, are important forces in a
discussion about contemporary pastoralism and the ideological challenges and thresholds
pastoralists may encounter.24
The working cowboy is as much a product of civilization as wilderness. Thus, our
image of a solitary cowboy riding amidst the grandeur of the Western landscape is a
result of the Romanticism we can associate with a Euro-American pastoral imaginary
(Marx, 1964). Placing rodeo cowboys in similar imagined spaces, as if they returned to
the range after every performance, is simply a habit of spectatorship. Nevertheless, many
rodeo cowboys do enjoy ranching and communing with nature, and they think of
23

According to Evans-Pritchard, the Nuer not only understood livestock in terms of ideological variation,
such as the “bovine idiom” or the “cattle clock,” but as complex bodies engaged with the land and natural
resources (1940:19, 101).
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Contemporary Mongolian herdsman Tserendash Namkhainyambuu disdains the current condition of
land tenure (Rossabi, 2006). For him, the ideal pastoralist landscape is free from motorcycles, dry artesian
wells, and overgrazed pastures, all of which are consequences of government policy (208).
Namkhainyambuu’s critique of national land policy is certainly framed with an ideal pastoralist landscape
in mind.
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themselves as features of the contemporary Western landscape. Just as working cowboys
were defined by their experience of open range, trails, cow towns, and stockyards, rodeo
cowboys are defined by their navigation of many different scapes, including the road and
the urban environment. Indeed, rodeo cowboys are distinctly American in their
relationship to automobiles and highways, even as, like other pastoralists, they are
defined against the urban alternative. The rodeo cowboy must understand and navigate
these divergent landscapes within the pastoralist ethic. That is to say, the performance of
rodeo cowboys amongst the urban is formed exactly because it necessitates them
eventually leaving for a place where they are more suited. For rodeo cowboys, this more
natural arena is often found in the act of traveling between urban venues.
Secondly, the pastoralist ethic is influenced by its value of land and landscape.
“Frontiering was a global phenomenon, as old as the idea of the West, which was
freighted with significance even for the Greeks”(Limerick, 2000). In modernization, this
moving and often indefinable frontier became the rural. In many respects we must admit
the myth of pastoral ideals of land, landscapes, and relationships with place (Marx,
1964). The more historic and experiential element is how we associate certain
characteristics to those who are rural and live there. The taming and management of
livestock demands also the taming and management of places. Doing this brings
wilderness into the cultural domain, and this seems to be very much the relationship the
pastoralist takes on with the land. The rub genuinely comes from the simultaneous need
for wilderness so that it may be tamed, but not without having more wilderness(es) to
replenish the livelihood and masculine wells in pastoralist life. Pastoralist land and
landscape may be mapped in opposition to and recognition of urban spaces, the
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value/utility of those rural spaces tamed by animal and keeper, and importantly by the
watchful eye for new wilderness to serve their purposes. Significantly the pastoralist
masculine body, mind, and the performance of both may need a certain stage upon which
to work and in this case it is those spaces and places that serve his livestock and
community. Those spaces then can be measured as marginal in many senses, often
making marginality an important element of the pastoralist ethic.
The pastoralist ethic is also influenced by the degree to which its presence is
marginal, and related to this marginality are the skills and values of land and livestock
management. Historian Donald Worster (1992) defends the notion of a “cowboy
proletariat” because of his marginal ecological resources and position in the growth of a
capitalist nation which would pay more for his image than his labor. The demands for
more grazing in arid conditions, and the hierarchy of East and West, and certainly within
the West itself, established a working class character who was supplying beef,
imaginative fuel, but never getting paid enough to be anything else. Pastoralist values in a
similar manner are formatted with marginal spaces whether they are ecological, social,
and/or economical.

2.5 Contemporary Rodeo: A Sport Born Out of Industry
In the citational record, social scientists and folklorists have been inconsistently
cited by other disciplines and perhaps more so between themselves. One oddity in the
citational field are the works of anthropologist Beverly June Stoeltje. Frankly, despite
being cited in many works, her work on rodeo has not really been fully incorporated into
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the discussion.25 Stoeltje examines rodeo as symbolic performances filled with
metaphors, ritual value, and interpretations (1981, 1983, 1987a, 1987b, 1989, 1993).26
Her 1989 article “Rodeo: Custom to Ritual” follows the changes in rodeo from its origins
in industry, the Wild West Shows, and the Hispanic charreada. She accounts for the
effects of vaudeville and other dramatic forms during rodeo’s development and the
marketing of the exotic in contract performers and cowboys themselves. She argues that
early performances were “natural expressions of customs” and that the more modern
competitions have become ritualized celebrations of heritage. Her 1983 article, “Power
and Ritual Genres: American Rodeo,” attempts to explicate notion of power and
discourse in the development of rodeo. Examples from her analysis include: the tension
between origins in the form and production of rodeo, the role of women and non-whites,
producers versus performers, and the ritual genres that come to prevail during certain
moments of rodeo history.27 Importantly, even though Stoeltje is confining her analysis to
the interpretation of formal performances, she is not reducing the rodeo cowboy to simply
the portrayal of those historical figures. Rodeo as a ritual, which is an arguable point, is a
performance of heritage in the most living sense of the concept. Though Stoeltje does not
take a stance about the degree of social and historical continuity between rodeo cowboys
and the nineteenth-century cowboy, she certainly leaves open the possibility.

25

Some have specified avoiding postmodern approaches to studying rodeo and it seems they may be
addressing Stoeltje, though it is unclear why her material has been continuously cited and then ignored.
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See also, Beverly June Stoeltje’s Rodeo as Symbolic Performance (Dissertation) (Ann Arbor, MI:
University Microfilms International, 1979).
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Stoeltje is also one of the first to analyze gender in rodeo (Cohen, et al. 1996; Stoeltje 1975; 1988) and
is discussed later.
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Furthermore, she endows both the senses of what is traditional and what is contemporary
with such meaning and value as to complement the rodeo cowboys’ sentiment.
Stoeltje has also interpreted the role of rodeo clowns and gives them more
attention than any other previous researchers (1981, 1985, 1989). The role of the barrelman, the light hearted, foolish clown is particularly important because, for Stoeltje, it
signals the maturation of the performance of rodeo, playing the serious and the comedic
juxtaposed to one another, but is also a remnant of the complicated history the customs of
rodeo have. Her analysis of the bull-fighter, who happens to dress as a clown, is less
accurate and needs more distinction from the barrel-man. For her, the barrel-man exudes
the jovial and the cowboy the serious. Moreover, the barrel-man acts to point out certain
elements of rodeo and its performances, its authenticity and the lack of, the danger but
also the fear, as well as the assumed and less understood. These performances of
metaphor and the flow clowns provide through scheduled chaos are elemental for Stoeltje
in understanding the semiotics of rodeo performances. Her analysis is in depth and
convincing; however, her work is largely restricted to inside the arena, and she
overextends some of her interpretations, as folklorists and symbolic anthropologists, have
been known to do.
A number of other folklorists have also analyzed rodeo, and cowboy lingo has
been an academic and popular pursuit as well. Kathleen Mullen Sands’ “‘Got a Hole in
Your Trailer?’: Metaphor as Boundary Marker in Cowboy Culture” (1990) examines the
use of folk metaphor between cowboys that can often designate insiders from outsiders.
Ed Cray’s “Cowboy and Rodeo Beliefs” (1963) reviews a number of rodeo cowboy
superstitions, especially those around their performance within the arena. Marshall W.
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Fishwick’s “The Cowboy: America's Contribution to the World's Mythology” (1952) and
Moady Boatright’s “American Rodeo” (1964) offer similar arguments about the location
and role of the mythic cowboy. Boatright explicitly attempts to link such myth with rodeo
performances. Lawrence Clayton’s “Ranch Rodeo: an Expansion of Ranch Life Ritual”
(1990) and J.B. Thomas’ “Pickup Trucks, Horses, Women, and Foreplay: The Fluidity of
Folklore"(1995) both discuss the folklore and ritualistic elements in ranch life and the
free adaptive qualities it retains as it is incorporated into varying performances.
Beverly Stoeltje has directly analyzed senses of time in “cowboy cosmology”
(1983). Stoeltje argues that values and senses of fellowship are directly linked with time
in each other’s company as well as the vicissitudes of a group’s given moment in history.
Her analysis of an “Old Time” cowboy funeral describes the efforts of speakers to both
align themselves with their late friend as those that shared a certain social and symbolic
milieu. This is done effectively through being explicit about the deceased’s ethical
culpability and practices. Her description of how the deceased’s values were summarized:
This set of values concerns not only social relationships but also the
relationships between men and animals and those between man and the
natural environment. Thus while the service is overtly about the
supernatural domain, it also articulates values and principles affecting the
social and natural domains in cowboy cosmology. (30)

The influence of being rural and of the American West is recognizable in
Stoeltje’s analysis. So, while some claim that the connections between rodeo cowboys
and the ideology of working cowboys and pastoralists are constructed and simply
portrayals, they ought not to speak up at a cowboy service. James Faubion argues for a
discussion of tradition, in Athens and beyond, that is not simply reducible to invention or
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appropriation. “Some traditions, some customs may be commodities for some persons all
the time: especially the pasts and traditions of ‘others.’ But some are bound always to
retain too much existential force and flavor to allow for brokerage” (116). Michael
Herzfeld also agrees on this point and critiques Hobsbawn and Ranger’s position that
some traditions are invented (Herzfeld, 1991; Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983). Herzfeld
proposes that “if any history is invented, all history is invented” (12).Traditions are all
invented and may be poised for innovation, but their ‘existential force,’ their value in
day-to-day performances remain legitimate for practitioners. “Indeed, if we deny the
consumers of tradition any role in recasting them or investing them with distinctive
meanings, we simply reproduce the state’s own denial of ordinary people’s participation
in real history” (12). In discussing traditionalism then, distinguishing what traditions are
invented from those that are not is not productive. Rather, in studying traditionalism,
what is at stake is which traditions are being considered for reinvention or not and the
degree to which those changes or continuities are less self-reflective or undergoing
conscious refashioning.
Westermeier, Fredriksson, and Allen’s histories of rodeo are decidedly divided by
notions of tradition and modernity; and Allen’s (arguably the leading text in the field)
openly disregards rodeo cowboys’ traditionalist sentiments in favor of his own
periodization and regionalization of rodeo and cowboy social groups. Many of the
historians of rodeo make passing references to the influence of the charreada and the
Wild West Show. If they connect rodeo with the nineteenth century, they replay the
standard story of cowboy-play to sport, eventually separating them historically, usually
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with a particular date or event; others simply ignore such a connection and its bearing on
the contemporary.
The historical and social analysis of women and rodeo generally follows one of
two narratives. The first addresses the current gender dynamics in US mainstream
professional rodeo, i.e. as barrel racers, royalty, secretaries, and as male rodeo folks’
partners. The other addresses women’s role in the early formations of rodeo, in the Wild
West Shows, and as contract performers in exhibitions of frontier skill. Both generally
recognize the formation of women’s professional rodeo association and the existence of
women in early rodeo organizations. An important absence from the current work is an
explication of the contemporary cowgirls’ relationship to frontier women and other
female pastoralists. Indeed there is a general absence of an analysis of any of these
female groups as well.
An important exception is Mary Lou LeCompte, who has researched women and
the history of rodeo (1985, 1989, 1993). Her Cowgirls of the Rodeo: Pioneer
Professional Athletes (1993) belongs in the core of rodeo studies. It is the initial
booklength treatment of women and rodeo, though some recent works may prove as
important (Ford, 2006; Sanderson, 2006).28 LeCompte notes the influence of the Wild
West Shows, Hispanic traditions, and the US cattle industry. She notes the presence of
women as jockeys, trick riders, and occasionally as ranch hands. She also recognizes their
absence in early ranch contests, but cites their participation in some local rodeo events as
28

"Home on the Range: Women in Professional Rodeo: 1929- 1947” (1990)

"Cowgirls at the Crossroads: Women in Professional Rodeo: 1885- 1922" (1998)
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early as 1896. Big, iconic rodeos like Calgary, Cheyenne, and Pendleton were open to
female contestants early on. Importantly, LeCompte also accounts for parallel
developments in other athletics, like the Olympics, as well as major historical events like
wars and economic turns. She cites the fact that women were present in the formation in
the early twentieth century of the Turtle Association, the precursor to today’s
professional association.
LeCompte explains the effects of media and celebrities. Gene Autry is often given
credit for marketing rodeo and bringing it further into the national spotlight. As
LeCompte notes though, he was also a major influence on the barring of women’s events
from sanctioned rodeos and their participation in the standard events as well. In popular
media, too, Autry usually hired actresses with no ranch or rodeo skills, while male
cowboys were often given roles in his films. In post-WWII women formed the Girls
Rodeo Association (GRA), and LeCompte recognizes other amateur rodeo associations
that included women’s events when the larger, mainstream associations did not.
Moreover, she notes the political problems within the GRA, especially when mainstream
rodeos were appropriating barrel racing contestants with larger paychecks. The GRA
changed its name to the Women’s Professional Rodeo Association in 1967 and is largely
an association of barrel racers, with a healthy relationship to the Professional Rodeo
Cowboys Association and the Canadian Professional Rodeo Association. The
Professional Women’s Rodeo Association is a related organization that includes allwomen roughstock events and roping contests, though as LeCompte notes, their numbers
continue to dwindle, and its members seem to avoid corporate or media attention.
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LeCompte makes a few critical mistakes.29 She does not cite Westermeier or
Stoeltje, and she operates largely from the claim that rodeo is one of the first sporting
events where men and women compete as equals. While rodeo is certainly an interesting
instance of intermittent equality in the US context, the modern Olympic Games,
especially in the equestrian contests, has had men and women competing together for
some time. Her history of men and women competing or being alienated from rodeo and
equestrian games could be much broader and more accurate. Another precarious
argument in her text is whether or not women are ever formally banned from all PRCA
events. While there is no doubt that social forces discouraged their participation, and
some rodeo committees made such things explicit, rodeo is decentralized in many ways.
Certain rodeos and other professional associations should be more closely examined. In
the 2000 paperback edition, she does note that the PRCA had removed all sanctions in the
events, but again, individual rodeo committees may maintain a distinct gender boundary
in the contests.
LeCompte could have greatly benefitted from reading anthropologist Stoeltje’s
work on rodeo, especially in order to fill out her notes and citations. Granted, Stoeltje is
as an interpretive anthropologist interested in folklore and performance, but nonetheless,
her contributions to the discussion of gender and rodeo are important. Stoeltje’s work
includes analysis of women and gender (1975, 1986, 1988). “Gender Representations in
Performance: The Cowgirl and the Hostess” (1988) is particularly insightful about the
roles of women as semiotic signs at a Cowboy Reunion and rodeo. Stoeltje examines the
29

It should be noted that LeCompte is not a historian or an anthropologist. She is a professor of
kinesiology and health education at the University of Texas at Austin.
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complex navigation of socially constructed community roles and independent contestant
roles. She primarily focuses on the roles of the Hostess, a female representative of the
community, and the Sponsor who is normally a barrel racer. Stoeltje grounds this
discussion in many of the important gender texts at the time as well as a very complete
list of studies of festivals and rituals.
The study of women and rodeo should not be restricted to the history and
significance of female athletes. Stoeltje’s Hostess is a good example of this. Other
examinations of non-competing women and their interaction with both male and female
contestants include journalist Josh Peter’s Fried Twinkies, Buckle Bunnies, & Bull
Riders: a year inside the professional bull riders tour (Peter, 2005) and DeAnn K.
Gauthier and Craig J. Forsyth’s sociological article “Buckle Bunnies: Groupies of the
Rodeo Circuit” (2000). Gauthier and Forsyth discuss the casual sexual encounters
between male rodeo contestants and female spectators and acknowledge the roles of men
and women outside the arena as well as a masculinity of mobility. Lastly, they also
compare and contrast the behavior of other groupies that pursue personal relationships
with athletes and entertainers, often because of their performances.
Another group of women in rodeo with a complicated history and relationship to
the sport are the rodeo royalty (Burbick, 1996, 2002; Laegreid, 2003, 2004, 2006).
Historian Renee M. Laegreid’s Riding Pretty: Rodeo Royalty in the American West
(2006) is particularly good at establishing the notions of tradition and modernization in
terms of royalty and their relationships with rural communities. Laegreid cites the
Pendleton Roundup and its 1910 contest as when rodeo royalty were first introduced.
Laegreid argues that the royalty began as a promotion of local identity and values.
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Royalty were often chosen as representatives of a community’s character and largely to
the degree to which the community was safe, accomplished, and uniquely independent.
Like Stoeltje, who Laegreid cites properly, she argues that the role of Hostess or Queen is
heavily laden with meaning about the community as a whole, and their roles are often
framed as a type of boosterism.
Laegreid’s more interesting argument is in trying to distinguish rodeo cowgirls
from rodeo queens. She only accomplishes this partly in that queens seem to maintain
traditionalist sentiments and performances, and cowgirls are modern in their penetrating a
male-dominated sport and lifestyle. However, the queen is also her vehicle for translating
local and national identities. These can also be easily interpreted in traditionalist terms.
Lastly, Laegreid acknowledges the complexities of queens and cowgirls. Many of the
early rodeos like Pendleton, named bronc riders like Mabel Strickland a queen.
Biographical accounts of cowgirls are another source for insight (Allen, 1992; Blake,
1982; Frasier, 2005; Marcell, 1911; Reynolds, Terry, and Wilson, 1957; Smith, 2006).
Today some rodeo cowgirls will do some “queening” as an act of civil service but also
maintain some sort of contestant’s status.
The history of women’s involvement in US rodeo is a rapidly expanding field.
What is significant about an analysis of women and rodeo is its direct relationship with
the history of mainstream rodeo. The shifting of women away from competition, the
construction of Hostess roles and queens, and the masculinization of frontier and western
figures are all important in the assumptions that are made about mainstream rodeo.
Women’s rodeo scholars all do well to acknowledge the continuous involvement of
women in competition and acknowledge that this often meant developing alternative
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associations or performing as exhibitionists billed as somehow exotic. Important, though,
is the recovery of the frontier woman in the history of cowgirls. Though they at times
naturalize her existence in the frontier, the recovery of a similar historical narrative to
cowboys, miners, farmers, and Amerindians is essential in revealing the traditionalist
imaginations of cowgirls. Specifically, a traditionalist positioning of women’s history in
rodeo incorporates the frontier woman and early rodeo contestants in a manner that
breaks down the maleness assumed in mainstream rodeo and accounts for the
construction of gender roles in conceptions of the West as well as in popular culture.
Indian rodeo has been given as much if not more attention from scholars than
women’s rodeo associations. Jan Penrose has done an excellent job of explaining the
place of Amerindians in early rodeos and Wild West Shows as well as the development
of all-Indian rodeo associations. Penrose’s article, “When All the Cowboys are Indians:
the Nature of Race in All-Indian Rodeo,” (2003) explains that the early relationship
between Indian and cowboy identities greatly overlapped and had more in common when
compared to the people of the non-frontier. Anthropologist Ian Dyck makes a similar
argument in his article “Does rodeo have roots in ancient Indian traditions?” (1996). The
constructions of the dichotomies of cowboy/Indian and culture/nature are at the heart of
Penrose’s explanation and history as well as her critique. She is especially detailed about
the formation of all-Indian rodeos as the result of at least three issues (2003:693-669).
First, throughout the twentieth century, Indians have required permission to leave their
designated reservations, and Indians that requested to leave to pursue rodeo and Wild
West Shows were often denied. Second, early rodeos and Wild West Shows allowed
Indians to participate largely because of the appeal of the exotic to the expanding tourist
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industry. Indian cowboys were often not allowed to participate in some of the rodeo
events and were required to make other performances like relay and stampede style races,
dances, or frontier skills exhibition, i.e. how to build a fire, pack a horse, put up a teepee,
etc. They were often underpaid, cheated, and made to camp in “Native Village”
exhibitions and sell trinkets. This separation of skills intensified the now popular
dichotomy of cowboy/Indian and culture/nature. Third, Amerindians have found it
difficult to succeed in mainstream rodeo because of racism and stereotypes.30 Rodeo
Indian cowboys were often scorned as immoral, excessively fined for transgressions, and
plainly underscored in the judged events (Mikkelsen, 1987; Morrison, 1989).
All-Indian rodeo and associations began to form in the 1950s. The leading body
today is the Indian National Finals Rodeo (INFR) which organized in 1975 and served as
an umbrella organization over the existing regional associations across the US and
Canada (Brito, 1977; Penrose, 2003). Penrose argues that these all-Indian rodeos are
significant performances of a history under erasure and challenge the constructed
dichotomy of cowboy/Indian (Morrison, 1989). Penrose makes the important point that
Indian cowboys were among the first working and rodeo cowboys and that they
understand their history as one of agency and not passivity (2003:699). Lastly, Penrose
explains that Indian cowboys “use hegemonic notions like ‘race,’ ‘culture/nature,’ and
‘history’ to legitimize all-Indian rodeos and the alternative Indian cowboy identity that
they support” (2003:700). Penrose is particularly concerned with reevaluating the term
race and acknowledges that all-Indian rodeo associations require contestants to prove
30
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their Indian racial identity and the very power to secure identities re-entrenches racial
divisions.
Many texts examining all-Indian rodeos take on the issues of complex nationalism
and its relationships with the performances of regional and tribal identities (Burgess,
1992; Dubin, 1989; Furniss, 1998; Jawort, 2003; Keillor, 2002; Mannik, 2006). Notable
among them is Allison Fuss Mellis’ Riding Buffaloes and Broncos: Rodeo and Native
Traditions in the Northern Great Plains (2003). Mellis’ work focuses on the Crow,
Lakota, and Northern Cheyenne groups of the Northern Plains and parallels the
development of rodeo with the dynamic Indian policies of the United States. Texts like
Joyce Rockwood Muench’s “Navajo Rodeo” (1959) and Ben Chavis’ “All-Indian Rodeo:
A Transformation of Western Apache Tribal Warfare and Culture” (1993) focus on one
particular Indian group’s relationship with rodeo. Mellis confirms Peter Iverson’s
argument and agrees that the emergence of ranching is an important development during
the assimilation and intense reservation periods prior to the turn of the twentieth century,
and that these changes lead to an appreciation of rodeo as a performance of identity
(Iverson, 1994; Iverson and MacCannell, 1999). Importantly, Mellis details the
similarities between rodeo and the tribes’ traditions of horsemanship. Like Penrose,
Mellis advocates for a history of agency and “selective adaptations” to maintain
important tribal traditions and identity, while still recognizing white hegemonic power
(2003:4). Fourth of July rodeos are a particularly important example in Mellis’ text, as
they serve to explicate the complex political identities of Native Americans, their
regional or tribal affiliations, and their relationship to the United States.
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Similar to mainstream rodeo and women’s rodeo, Amerindian rodeo cowboys
highly value the notion of continuity between the contemporary and the nineteenthcentury cattle industry. This is especially true in regards to the skills of horsemanship. Ian
Dyck’s argument about the origin of some rodeo events in Amerindian customs is
directly reflective of this. Importantly, many authors recognize the whitening of the US
cowboy figure well after a historical period when many cowboys of many creeds and
ethnicities were all working rangelands. Another common argument is in regards to
assimilation and reservation policies in Canada and the United States. While mainstream
rodeo developed as directly dependent on mobility and the tour format organized by Wild
West Shows, Amerindians were often confined to reservations and under strict
surveillance. The rise in all-Indian rodeo associations in the 1970s reflects an enthusiastic
return to mobility as well as a distinct understanding of racial segregation. The historical
imaginations about Amerindian rodeo reveal a distinct traditionalist sense of continuity in
skills and values associated with horsemanship, competition, celebration, and mobility.
The traditionalist historical imagination also accounts for Amerindian cowboys’ distinct
relationship with such modern institutions and social forces as bureaucracy, surveillance,
and identity politics.
Professional rodeo cowboys rarely fret about whether or not they are authentic or
contemporaries. If they have any anxiety it is likely produced by the degree of
misunderstanding that might exist about their way of life and the region in which they
live. US professional rodeo cowboys generally associate the sport of rodeo with a
performance of those skills that were developed by the US cattle industry, but they rarely
equate the two periods or professions. The historical imaginations of most, if not all,
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rodeo associations also make these assumptions. Historical continuity generally in these
narratives is seen in the passing along of certain pastoralist skills. The effects of
modernity in the history of US professional rodeo are expressed in economic growth, the
professionalization of performances and associations, the consumption of rodeo as a
spectacle of popular culture, and especially in the globalization of the cowboy figure.
Rodeo studies of women and Amerindians significantly reveal these changes and
contemporary assumptions, as well as distinguish a field of research that must account for
racial and gender hierarchies and discrimination. Importantly though, they also reveal
that important similarities, including traditionalist narratives of history, do not necessarily
exclude one another.
Important continuities in the historical imaginations of rodeo cowboys, across
genders and racial identity politics, include: senses of horsemanship and cattle rearing to
a lesser degree, connections with frontier figures and skills, and agency in meeting the
challenges of change and modernization. That is, each group decidedly argues for a
history wherein modernity did not dissolve traditions entirely, but rather where
disruptions are acknowledged along with meaningful adaptations that were not simply
invented but essentially traditional. Women, for example, did not form a rodeo
association simply because they were not allowed to ride in mainstream rodeo. Forming
another association was part of their traditional and continuous rural life and values. The
same values and skills have not been presented as a part of women’s lives in popular
media. Cowgirls were connected to historical notions about the place of women in the
frontier prior to ranching and rodeo. Cowgirl traditionalism, then, is no more or less an
innovative adaptation than the formation of rodeo associations or ranching after the
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privatization of US rangelands. Rodeo cowgirl associations and their members do,
however, hold those innovations and continuities in a different light and value them
differently than their male or Amerindian counterparts.
Similarly, and perhaps as part of a deeper historical identity, Amerindian cowboys
formed rodeo both despite and because of the confinement of reservations. Moreover,
racial identities being performed in all-Indian rodeos are informed by and acknowledge
the modern forces of nationalism. Mannik’s Indian rodeo cowboys specifically go about
performing not only tribal identity, but also exercise the opportunity on a foreign national
stage to claim a distinct understanding of Canadian national identity (2006). One does not
exclude the other. Moreover, Amerindian rodeo cowboys’ reclaim mobility and associate
their performances with a distinct relationship with landscapes in the West. Coupled
together, rodeo studies of women and Amerindians reveal an assumed whiteness and
maleness in the history of rodeo. However, the discussion of them and the dominant
history of mainstream US professional rodeo also make a shared history of pastoralist
skills and traditional senses of self more legible. The discussion of traditionalism is
important beyond the notions of history and identity. Nonetheless, allowing for
traditionalist senses of history seems far more fruitful than dividing certain groups’
historical imaginations. Such divisions, like pitting the modern against tradition, do not
reflect the continuities and disruptions those groups recognize and have come to value.
In his 1999 review of Wayne S. Wooden and Gavin Ehringer’s Rodeo in America:
Wranglers, Roughstock and Paydirt (1996), Allen notes that, since Westermeier’s 1947
text, rodeo studies have either been historical or anthropological, and that their text “will
now occupy an important place situated somewhere between the historians and the
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anthropologists of this field” (1999:80). Wooden and Ehringer offer a brief history that
accounts for ancient influences like those of the Greeks, Spaniards, Cossacks, Mexicans,
and Native Americans. They acknowledge the women in early rodeo, the Wild West
Shows, and the early attempts at organizing the professional sport. The text also begins to
describe other elements of rodeo that had been mentioned and then ignored, such as the
judges, the youth and rodeo, support and health programs, and rodeo committees.
Ehringer and Wooden dedicate an entire chapter to the discussion of women (186-200)
and another to the variety in rodeo, including black American rodeo, senior rodeo,
celebrity/special event rodeo, Hawaiian rodeo, Native American rodeo, MexicanAmerican/Hispanic rodeo, gay rodeo, prison rodeo, and police/firefighter/military rodeo
(201-220). The text concludes with an economic analysis as well as an interesting insight
into the possible futures of professional rodeo.
Wooden and Ehringer have a chapter entitled “Rodeo Cowboys or Professional
Athletes?” They really do not answer the question, rather they provide a particularly
useful categorization of rodeo athletes: the traditionalists, weekend warriors, professional
athletes, and elite athletes (1996:70-83). Their category of the traditionalist is different
from the social and historical sense being put forth here. For them, “traditionalist” serves
as a statistical category within rodeo and marks persons, sometimes a rancher or ranch
hand, who long to be nineteenth-century cowboys and enter rodeo to publicly perform
their icon once in a while. They rarely win and value the social scene around rodeo more
than its performance. This categorization is troubling, because it omits a certain group of
cowboys that are ranchers or working hands. Wooden and Ehringer’s quotes from rodeo
cowboys about this type are more likened to how rodeo cowboys recognize the redneck,
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wannabe, or hometown plowboy, and they dismiss the genuine respect rodeo cowboys
often have for ranching and other agricultural occupations. It also segregates ranchers and
rodeo cowboys on the basis of education. While it is true that many rodeo cowboys now
attend college, it is also true that many ranchers have higher education as well. Again, the
categorization of traditionalist is misleading and would be more appropriately called the
nostalgic or melancholy; it is too loose in its including the rancher and working cowboy.
Within these modifications, rodeo cowboys are in agreement with Ehringer’s and
Wooden’s analysis, and think that these types have misrepresented their nostalgia for and
idealization of the myth of the nineteenth-century working cowboy for actual cowboy
skill and athletic ability. Nonetheless, Allen is correct is positioning their work as
importantly between the historical and the social accounts.
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Chapter Three

~Asphalt Cowboys: Ethnography in the New West~

3.1 Methods 3.2 An Act in Becoming an Asphalt Cowboy 3.3 Excerpts from the
Ethnographic Rodeo 3.4 The Need and Design for a Robust and Generative Method 3.5
Good and Bad Characters 3.6 Reciprocating Between Disciplines: New Pastoral Western
3.7 New Pastoral Ethics

3.1 Methods
A National Day of the Cowboy or Wall Street being held to the Cowboy Code of
Conduct is appealing, because of what has been made public and popular about the
cowboy as an ethical actor. Much of this has been accomplished by literature and film.
Baby-boomers saw an entire decade of television during the 1950s dedicated to telling
good guys from bad guys simply by the color of their cowboy hat. While the acts of
husbandry, stewardship, and kinship extend well into history beyond the romantic,
nationalist cowboy figure of the twentieth century, they can certainly be expressed with
all the cultural trappings that have made their daily lives so translatable today. For
example, the asphalt cowboy is a modern colloquialism that has been crafted and worn
proudly by rodeo cowboys and over-the-road truck drivers. It marks the romantic,
adventuresome spirit in modern trappings. Many literary critics and theorists have
approached the romantic and historical cowboys in light of the Cowboy Code. Here, I
explore how that helps interpret the ethnographic contemporary. It is also an effort to

explain how the relationship between the imagined and lived American West became a
place of where certain methods were necessary for the analysis of my own experiences.
On October 10, 1930, on the front page of the Coconino Sun, a local newspaper in
Flagstaff, Arizona, there was an article titled “Zane Grey Says He Will Never Again Visit
this State or Write About It.” Candace C. Kant’s account of the controversy is worth
retelling here (1984). In autumn of 1929, Grey had planned to film parts of his bear hunt
in the Tonto Basin, just outside Flagstaff. This was to supplement a sport film that was in
the works. New government regulations prevented Grey from obtaining any normal,
seasonal permit. His attempts to arrange for a special permit to kill a nuisance bear were
denied. The subsequent media attention and the claims that he was engaging in unethical
hunting practices were said to greatly dishearten Grey. He openly felt betrayed by the
Arizona public and the public officials he once trusted. While the popularized account of
the bear permit incident was the final straw for Grey, he also cited his observations that
“the forests and deserts of Arizona were being sacrificed for commercial interests,” and
that the agencies charged with the protection of these natural resources were indeed
participating in their destruction. He was said to be unable “to watch as the Arizona he
had explored, written about, and loved was destroyed" (Kant, 1984). Thereafter, Grey
only wrote about what he referred to as the “real” Arizona, the one of his past, the one
found in his fiction (Kant, 1984; Kimball, 1993).
I can understand Grey’s sentiment of “losing” Arizona to what seems like a
bureaucratically entrenched, foul type of modernization. In my favorite hunting area of
Idaho, there was a drastic decline in mule deer during the harsh winter of 1992-1993.
Despite this obvious decline, the outfitters and drawn hunters were allocated the same
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amount of hunting permits for the next 4 years. Wisely, many simply refused to use them.
But often this is not the Idaho I reflect on or relate to my Texas constituents. I too, tend to
straddle romance and reality when discussing Idaho, as it seems Grey admits to having to
do in his fiction and about Arizona. He and I are being nostalgic about our Western
homes and experiences. These are some of the topics broached in this text: the unusual
space amongst the lived West and the West of the imagination and how common themes,
like nostalgia and authenticity, can overrun spaces and help us understand those that seem
to straddle the border.
This text is not about writers, like Grey, and anthropologists, like myself,
submitting to the romance and myth of the American West, but it is about the question
that can be asked of those who seem to do so. So when I speak of Idaho or rodeo, or
when Zane Grey speaks of Arizona, gunmen, Mormons, etc., it begs the question: What
West do you speak of? Is it the imagined West, or is there some fact of the matter being
presented? This is a very difficult question to answer, and one I do not think would get
much response from my ethnographic informants. Indeed, rodeo cowboys have more to
say about how they believe outsiders imagine the West than about any distinctions they
make regularly. However, it is the sub-textual concern at work here. To attempt to answer
such an abstract question, let me discuss now what I am specifically after with regard to
my ethnographic investigation of American rodeo, its relationship to the Western
imagination, and the proposed place of literary criticism.
My goal is to explicate a method for when my ethnographic collaborators, mostly
rodeo cowboys, refer to what seems to be the imaginary or imagined American West.
That is, I want to know more about rodeo cowboys’ conceptions of the imagined West.
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Where do they locate themselves and their performances in the American West, both the
real and imagined? I want to find the imaginary space these modern cowboys are working
in and/or out of. For example, they may relate their values to specific characters and
themes found in literature, music, television, and film. Beyond simple references to pop
culture though, they will behave and represent those tropes in their performances and
dialogue and make them a part of the ethnographic experience. Much of what can be
quickly regarded as part of the imagined West will become a part of the ethnographic
reality. There is a blurred border between the living West and the West of the
imagination, or perhaps a tension between them. This is space where I have the urge to
engage in literature and in literary criticism, or at least measure the degree to which my
constituents do.
There is need of a method and one that is not new to anthropology. Work seeking
the ethnographic depth in performances and their poetics often include: Victor Turner’s
work in the anthropology of performance and experience (1979, 1986; V. W. Turner and
Bruner, 1986; V. W. Turner and Turner, 1985); Clifford Geertz’ ‘thick description,’
blurred genres, and interpretive anthropology (1973, 1983); Judith Butler’s notions of
performativity and citationality (1993, 2006); James Fernandez’ tropology (1986, 1991;
Strecker and Tyler, 2009); Michael Herzfeld’s social poetics (1985, 1987, 1991, 2001;
Strecker and Tyler, 2009); and the recent Rhetoric and Culture project led in part by Ivo
Strecker and Stephen Tyler (Carrithers, 2009; Strecker and Tyler, 2009). The more I
divulge about the ethnographic experience, the more I reflect upon my own behavior,
attitudes, and imagination. I also begin to recognize referential discourse among rodeo
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participants and myself about an imaginative space regarded as the North American West
and its social and creative performances.
For the discussion here, I will use the themes of fraternal partnerships, nostalgia,
and authenticity. Or, as they uttered in the field: buddies, the love of home and region,
and being western. Nostalgia and the concern for authenticity are themes that resonate
clearly throughout the creative works of the North American West, not only in the
imaginative works, and in the rodeo lifestyle and its performances. Nostalgia can also
mark the loss of better times, more ethical times for some, and render older practices
some ethical weight despite their uncertainty in the contemporary. Rodeo buddies are an
example of those fraternal bonds that often resonate in Westerns. They also mark those
individuals that one may be held accountable to in their ethical positions. I think these
themes serve as appropriate points to reflect upon here. If these connections can be made,
then perhaps it may be said that these rodeo cowboys can describe for us the connections
and interaction between the lived West and the imaginary West via their performances
and dialogues, occasionally with explicitness.
At this point it is important to note that this is not an effort to build up the welltrodden trail of dichotomies. The North American West has many active dichotomies in
the manner it is researched and analyzed, not limited to: modern and traditional, rural and
urban, wilderness and civilization, as well as native and non-native. I wish to confuse
such a simple model of western life, and despite the risk of reifying the most popular
dichotomy in the academic study of the West, I begin my analysis with the imagined and
the experienced only to show the weakness in the borders between them. The
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simultaneity of experience and imagination in North American West will hopefully be as
palatable here as it has been in my life and as the fieldwork has revealed.
The first section of this chapter is an introduction to some of my personal
experiences as a rodeo cowboy. I have been involved as a contestant in the sport much
longer than I have been researching it, but those margins are closing quickly, and it seems
opportune to briefly introduce how performances that are often associated with rodeo
operate from an intimate, emic perspective. I also draw upon a story from my early days,
long before I even thought about ethnography or literary criticism, and submit it here to
my proposed method. It is here where I initially draw upon literary critic Stephen Tatum
and the significance of border-crossing he finds in the western genre (2002).
The second section is also ethnographic in style and content. Here I will bring in
recent experiences that I have had while researching rodeo. I will be relaying my
experiences with informants who have interacted with me both as a fellow competitor
and as a researcher. It is here where I will begin to showcase how people involved with
rodeo refer to the North American West, their conceptions of its reality, and also to those
imaginary and creative sources such as novels, film, and folklore. Fraternal partnerships,
nostalgia, and authenticity will be the central themes gleaned from the data and used as
prime examples of how these references point to the mutual existence of their
conceptions in the ethnographic reality and imaginative spaces. The test here will be to
investigate whether such a method is equally revealing when the researcher is not the sole
generator of the performances and dialogue under analysis.
The last section will be forwarding two arguments. Firstly, I will argue that rodeo
contestants and participants spend much of their time blurring the imaginary and
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contemporary North American West, again using performances and discourses of
nostalgia and authenticity as only a few examples. I think this is true in both their
performances, inside and outside the rodeo arena, but also in their discourse between one
another and when they are knowingly in dialogue with a researcher. I propose then, a
method of ethnographic analysis that shares those found in literary criticism, one that is
especially suited for the contemporary, social North American West. The analysis of
tropes and themes in the performances of rodeo life, under the same lens as the imagined
West, takes the ethnographic production where it might not otherwise have gone. I also
propose one such method and investigate whether it is robust enough to be generative for
both my and others' research questions regarding an anthropology of ethics in this
particular contemporary context.

3.2 An Act in Becoming an Asphalt Cowboy
During my years rodeoin’ I have had many experiences. When I consider one of
the most cowboy or most wild and wooly moments though, I always reflect upon one
particular night:
“Pssst, hey bud.” I threw my chin at Bill. We leaned on our pool cues and turned
our backs to the now very expensive game of billiards. “We’re not going to actually take
their wedding bands are we?” The question was not whether we were going to win,
especially with Bill, but what we were going to do when we did.
The bar was crowded, smoky, and seemed to be ignoring us with ease. The other
pair of men, leaning on their cues, assessed the table and waited for our reengagement.
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They were bigger, older, and angrier. It had been made obvious that they did not enjoy
having all the rodeo contestants and the subsequent tourists in their local bar.
“Nah, that would be pretty low, even for us Cap. But after we take all this money
off them, they might be getting divorced soon anyway.” Bill spit into his empty beer
bottle, sorted his chewing tobacco back into his lower lip, and turned back to the game,
“Your turn.”
I trusted Bill and quite a bit at this point. Playing a best of three with these guys
was easy when Bill was at the top of his game, which was generally three beers in. While
I could simply shoot to try to win, he could shoot to shark or swindle those who did not
pay attention. I looked at the remaining balls and their predicament; I became worried
about our own. Bill was laughing with another bronc rider, and I tried to think how we
came to have $800 dollars in prize money bet in a pool game.
We were young and well, frankly, stupid. Bill would be the first to agree and add
that things have probably not changed that much. We were high school rodeo buddies,
travel partners, and in general, good friends. Now we were making a run at the local,
semi-pro rodeo circuit. We were popular with a lot of the rodeo guys and gals. The more
experienced bronc riders would give us tips and teach us, but never all at once. So, for the
first half of the season, we were essentially donating our entry fees to the winner and
tasting the arena dirt from Big Piney, WY to Moab, UT.
But that night, in central Idaho, we had finally won some prize money. We had
both drawn good broncs, mine being the better, and he making the better ride. The usual
events following these rodeos were the older cowboys teasing and discussing who was
going to treat us to a meal or a beer, but we were left to use our winnings that night.
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Everyone traveling on the circuit that year knew better than to play pool with Bill. Pool
was not my favorite pastime either; I would rather be dancing and joking. This night
though, Bill brought me in as a partner in his game against two locals. Rednecks are what
we called them, not cowboys.
In game three of this series, we had bet all of our winnings, $800. This was
matched with our opponents’ cash and their two weddings bands. The stakes went
through my mind as I calculated the possible shots. I had none. With two of our balls left,
and one of theirs, my only hope was to scratch the cue ball subversively, making it look
like a true attempt at one of our remaining balls, and give them a chance at a long bank
shot, something they had struggled with all night. If they missed, Bill would clean up,
and we could collect. When I successfully scratched the cue, my feeling of assurance was
disrupted by a violently swung pool cue to my head. My silverbelly Seratelli went flying
under the table. We were found out.
“Come here you little sharkin’ bastards!” Another pool cue swung across the
table, it was Bill, “Grab the dough pard!” I scooped the cash into my hat and left the rings
on the beer soaked bar.
“Oh! Billy and Cap are about to get theirs!” Our rodeo friends were watching with
a measure of happiness, as Bill had finally been caught in the act and I with him. “You
boys better run, those fat-ass hillbillies look pretty mean.” Run we did, Bill took another
drunken swing, and I grabbed him by the collar, throwing him towards the door. Our
friends cleared a path. As I looked back, I almost laughed but for the fear choking me.
Some of the barrel racers’ wives and girlfriends of our rodeo compadres were flashing
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their breasts at the two men running after us, while buddies were dowsing them with
pitchers of beer. I do not think hitting them could have slowed them down more.
“We ran out of that bar like Butch and Sundance!” Bill later reminisced, “or
maybe it was like Bonnie and Clyde?” he would rib.
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“Come on Cap, they ain’t gonna fight’em for us!” Bill called back at me, running
into the street festival.
“Take off your hat Bill, and we’ll sneak through the street festival.” We carried
our hats through the herds of tourists and farmers, ducking and weaving towards the
31

Image 6, one of the original promotional posters for Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969)
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rodeo grounds and my pickup. We jumped in the grey Ford F-250 diesel pickup that I
called Zane and Bill called Buffalo Gal, and fired it up. In a cloud of diesel smoke, we
sped off down the two-lane, mountain highway toward home. The darkening blues in the
horizon matched the bruising flesh on the side of my face.
Driving down the highway that night, probably being chased by two very angry
men, it had to have been quite the scene. Straight out of a movie some say, and the way
we act it out, they assume that we could be the starring roles. Bill, half-drunk, leaned
back in the captain’s chair, snoring; our gear bags were strewn in the back seat with
muddy bronc saddles and spurs on top, and twenty-dollar bills strewn all over the floor
boards and dash. I blared the Chris LeDoux CD, lowered the window, put in some
Copenhagen long-cut in my lip, and could have howled at the moon the whole way
home—if not for the urge to check the rearview mirror now and then.
I still laugh at that night. It is a great story, and one of the most fun to tell. It
stands out for me as one of those adventures that one needs to have experienced at some
point to call themselves a rodeo cowboy. There were no feathers, but there was blood,
crowds, and money, and Geertz might agree that I am “saying something of something”
in retelling it now (1973: 243-253). Not only did we pass through some initiation over the
season by finally beating the more experienced bronc riders, but we took on that
impromptu hooligan trickster role that we had known about. This was more than hiding
each other’s gear or shortening your buddy’s stirrup leathers, so as to have him riding like
a jockey; this was genuine, dangerous play. Just as in the arena, the performance and “the
drama is not farce” but, rather, points to an important “cultural locus” of rodeo (Geertz:
1983:63). The masculine identity of the rodeo cowboy is closely associated with play and
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mischief (Lawrence, 1984). We were the wild rodeo cowboys in town, riding broncs,
telling jokes, and outsmarting both those that complained about our presence and
satisfying those that admired our performances.
Beside the socialization of two young cowboys though, let me discuss the
elements of storytelling at play here. The way Bill and I tell this story now is as a
connection with our past, before and as we became recognized as authentic rodeo
cowboys. Bill’s comparison to us as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is a historical
reference, but leans more to the side of the imagined West found in film. Our exit from
the bar that night, the scene of being on the run and into an open space, as partners in
crime, is directly tied to the well-recognized movie poster and cover to the 1969 film
starring Paul Newman and Robert Redford. It is also equally tied, though in a sarcastic
and emasculating humor, to the sensationalized historical figures of Bonnie and Clyde.
Nonetheless, the point remains that we had each other’s well-being in mind.
Without directly addressing either specific reference, let me first instead focus on
the context and performance of this story. I would argue that often, rodeo cowboys who
are discussing westerns or the West are engaged in imaginative border crossing. For
example, when Bill and I relate this tale, we admit to a period of being novices, but by
the end we have passed through some initiation and into authenticity. The rigidness of
this path though, makes for a trajectory too linear, as I believe that Bill and I could try to
claim authenticity a number of ways; and, in that respect, this particular story might
become less meaningful to us. However, if we introduce the idea of border crossing, I
think we can draw more from this tale of two young cowboys seeking authenticity and
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being nostalgic about how they claim to have found it and could plan on pursuing it again
in the future.
Literary scholar, Stephen Tatum, describes a more fluid space that exists in
western American literature: chiasmus, “the marking and intersection of two separate
entities” (1998). This space is created through various and multiple border crossings, and
speaks to the often destabilizing and disruptive stories that occur there. Bill and I present
ourselves in a space that we claim as not our own; we are simply passing through as
rodeo contestants tend to do. However, we locate particular events in the space that seem
to be authenticating us as rodeo cowboys. Our crossing into areas as self-declared
outsiders, but simultaneously discussing some known boundary crossing as becoming
more of rodeo cowboys, is an example of a type chiasmus. We present not only mastering
bronc riding, but also mischief. That we won the bronc riding seems to be a very
legitimating event, but its emphasis is really front material for our trickster story. Rather,
we pose our engagement of mischief and outlaw behavior as a meaningful alternative. In
this sense, the chiasmus being explored is also very much like the ethnographic and
rhetorical conceptualizations offered in the Culture and Rhetoric project (Strecker and
Tyler 2009: 8-9). That is, the chiasmic activity is mutually influenced by ethos and
kairos, and the story-telling performance shapes us as much as we shape it, and we can do
so strategically. Passing critical eyes over the event, there may be a critique on our behalf
as to the routes and events deemed as authentic. Tatum is engaged in a specific
conversation about Cormac McCarthy’s The Crossing when mentioning the concept of
chiasmus (McCarthy, 1994, 1999; Tatum, 1998; V.W. Turner 1986). The concern for
"states of being" in McCarthy's Border Trilogy resonates here as well.
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By empowering the storytelling as an active practice of enriching personal
histories through themes and tales of crossing borders, it enters the ethnographic data into
conversations that challenge linear self-histories as well as social histories (V. W. Turner,
1986). Moreover, the moral organization of facts reveals the simultaneity necessary to
draw from both the imaginary and memory (39). The notion of the chiasmus operative in
the recent Rhetoric and Culture project, like Tatum, views its acknowledgement as
crucial for uncovering the multivocal and the negotiations between knowledge,
representations, sign/symbols, and episteme (Strecker and Tyler, 2009). Therefore, if we
simply conclude that storytelling amongst rodeo cowboys is a nostalgic practice for the
sake of authenticating only single origins, we commit them to a distorted past that has no
reflection in the present or possibilities in the future. Rather, if we make an effort to view
these ethnographic moments as critical practices, we have vibrant, living subjects
committing to “map-making and breaking” (Tatum 1998). Bill and I are being nostalgic
about western outlaws and partnerships, themes that are rampant in rodeo. Indeed, we are
reaching for the old days, but in many ways bring them to fruition, critical of their
position in our own social history and their significance in our futures. It is also an
important consummation of our obligations to one another as rodeo buddies, partners in
an effort to attain certain skills and standing within the rodeo and western community.

3.3 Excerpts from the Ethnographic Rodeo
In the following ethnographic excerpts, I will try to showcase those instances that
arise and fall within the dialogue that I feel need to be used in the method I am utilizing.
The fluidness one sees in citations of texts, film, and music is a fast paced performance
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with multiple layers of meaning. The subtleties in which rodeo cowboys produce these
citations are often marks of quick-wittedness, something cowboys value, but they can
also mark self-reflexivity or self-theorization, processes that cowboys often find pointless
and uncomfortable. The presentation of these important moments can be deceiving and
throw the analyzer to the theoretical ground.
“You’re just staying in school so you can avoid working, Cap.” The three of us
sat out on the patio of a local coffeehouse. Their full-sized pickup was taking up two
parking spots. I thought to myself, I bet people can guess these guys are here for the big
rodeo. We all set our cowboy hats back on the top of our heads. “Plus you’re getting
kinda fat on these mocha lattes aren’t ya?” He lifted his cup at me and took a sip.
“Are you kidding? That kid thinks harder than I ever could. Plus he rides broncs
and calls it research! You get fired from every job when you go on a rodeo run. They like
it when he goes down the road. That’s just working smarter, dipshit.”
“Shit, didn’t you quit school after Mrs. Whatshername caught you touching
yourself on the playground in the fourth grade?” We all laughed and I could feel the
critical, yet somehow interested eyes upon us from the other tables. “I couldn’t stand
living in offices and apartments though. That has got to be tough. I bet your university
has a nice gym with lots of pretty girls though, doesn’t it?” He smiled and raised his
coffee cup to the women at the next table.
“Yeah, living in apartments gets me pretty nervous. I did dorms and firehouses as
an undergrad, but that was in Montana and Idaho, ya know, places where a guy could
find some elbow room when he needed it.” I purposefully did not bother giving an
answer about the gym or its female patronage.
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“You know what you are Cap? You’re the professor from River Runs Through It.
And ol’ Colt there is your troubled brother that gets the shit beat out of him all the time!”
My two rodeo buddies, informants for the moment, began to laugh and reach for their
coffee.
“Hear that gals? He says I look like Brad Pitt!” smiling big, “Goddamn this fancy
coffee is good!”
“The book, shit-for-brains.”
This conversation typifies how many begin when I get the chance to sit down with
my more actively traveling rodeo contacts, and this instance is loaded with ethnographic
wealth. Let me draw out what I glean as referencing the themes of nostalgia and
authenticity. In the opening of this paper, there is a call for me to explain the strange
predicament of being a rodeo cowboy and in graduate school. My informant declares that
I am avoiding work in the sense of what contestants will typically do to support their
“rodeo habits.” Jobs like being a farrier, selling western wear and tack, firefighting, or
being a ranch hand are more traditionally the work of part-time rodeo cowboys.
However, these guys are sponsored and go rodeoin’ full time and are going down the
road 9 to 11 months out of the year.
Schooling, especially higher education, often comes under playful, critical eyes,
as we can see here. Quitting school or getting a “degree in rodeo” on a collegiate rodeo
scholarship is seen as much more legitimate and what authentic rodeo cowboys would do.
It should be noted that many contestants now finish degrees in agricultural business or
science (Mahoney, 2004). During this instance though, one of my buddies comes to my
aid and helps make sense of the situation. Comparing me to Norman Maclean’s semi105

autobiographical character is linked with my reference to Montana and appreciation for
both education and the outdoors (Maclean, 1976; Redford et al., 1992). This informant is
also a good fly-fishing buddy of mine and reinforces that friendship here. We have fished
the Gallatin and the Yellowstone Rivers together, and I think they must have flowed
through both of our minds at some point during this conversation. This mutual nostalgia
for a familiar, natural location, and our affinity for spending time there, rather than
somewhere urban, is intertwined with our discussion here.
Importantly, nostalgia here is not only a matter of longing for distant places and
times gone by. Rather, nostalgia in this case notes a past experience or knowledge, its
idealization, some dissatisfaction with or measure of difference from the current state of
affairs, and a significant desire for a particular possible future. Arthur P. Dudden has
presented a similar notion of nostalgia in the shifting of optimism about progress in the
contemporary United States (1961). In the valuing of progress, Dudden notes that any
sense of nostalgia as a dissatisfaction with the present “had somehow to be disguised
paradoxically as a forward-looking restorative impulse” (1961: 517). It seems that this
particular case of mine is more than simply wanting to go fly-fishing.
Nostalgia is an essential, narrative, function of language that orders events
temporally and dramatizes them in the mode of "things that happened,"
that "could happen," that "threaten to erupt at any moment”(S. Stewart,
1984). By resurrecting time and place, and a subject in time and place, it
shatters the surface of an atemporal order and a prefab cultural landscape.
To narrate is to place oneself in an event and a scene to make an
interpretive space and to relate something to someone: to make an
interpretive space that is relational and in which meanings have direct
social referents. (K. Stewart, 1988)
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Nostalgia is an important link between the literary and imaginative realms and the
ethnographic experience. Moreover, as Susan and Kathleen Stewart note, nostalgia pulls
a sense of self, collective, place, and temporal movement into not just a known past but a
future that can be volatile. What is lazy or smart in a contemporary where rodeo cowboys
might have any level of education or means is laid out as problem with places in the past,
the imagined, as well as the future.
I think it is also important to see the interplay that is occurring amongst the
cowboys drinking coffee on the patio. One cowboy immediately thinks of the film A
River Runs Through It, while the other is discussing tropes from the novel; this displays
the multi-referential dialogue that occurs. One makes the pop culture reference and uses it
immediately in his cross table flirtations; the other uses the literature to legitimate his
argument about my situation and it being somehow as authentic as a Montanan river. All
the while, the three of us are drinking “fancy” coffee, instead of the authentic, black, cupof-Joe, that “real” cowboys would or should be having. The play or free activity in citing
imaginative works is ordered significantly by acts of authentication and flirtations with
the new (V. W. Turner, 1986). Indeed, those public performances have an important
element of audience as well as familiarity among buddies. The audience and public
nature of the performances bring about those well-rehearsed senses of self, as Judith
Butler notes about gender, as well as those internal rhetorics that drive certain citations
and styles (Butler, 2006; Strecker and Tyler, 2009). Let me now share another
ethnographic encounter that is both juxtaposed to this one and reinforces many of its
same points with concerns for nostalgia and authenticity.
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“You gonna come play cowboy tomorrow?” My boss broke the silence in the
early morning. I was a farrier’s apprentice for the summer, learning to shoe horses. My
boss was highly regarded in the trade and quite the bronc rider in his time. He also owned
a herd of cows that was part of a cattlemen’s association up in the nearby foothills. He
was headed there for a range-wide sorting and health check the next day.
“Sure,” I said, elated to not be bent in half, pulling at horse feet for the day.
“When we get done we can shoe a few on the way back, and you can throw some
new shoes on my young horses.”
I laughed and looked out at the rising sun. “I figured there was a catch.” I spent
much of the day thinking about the phrase ‘playing cowboy,’ and we discussed it that
afternoon.
“Well then what do you consider a real cowboy?” We drove along with the
windows down, trying to keep cool.
“You just take those ol’ boys from Nevada and Oregon. Those buckaroos, with
their flat brims, circle wire-rimmed glasses, and beeswax in their mustache, you put them
in a place that only Zane Grey could describe, that’s the real deal. Shoeing horses and
riding broncs is cowboy too, but it’s only a piece of the whole. Those boys are out there
every day, doin’ that job, homeschoolin’ their kids, and making it work.” He waved his
hand in a smooth preaching motion. I did not know what it might be imitating, but that it
was necessary to what he was saying.
“So are you a real cowboy in that definition?”
“No, I’m just one kind of a cowboy. I’m a farrier who occasionally gets a wild
hair and tries to ride broncs again like when I was sixteen.” He turned into the long
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driveway of our next customer. “It’s just like the Chris LeDoux song says, rodeo
cowboys are a special breed. It doesn’t say the breed.”
At the forefront of this discussion is the concern for what the authentic cowboys
might be like and where to find them. I have seen the buckaroos that my boss was
describing. I had been in a ranch rodeo on the Idaho-Oregon border. They came from all
around; it was a festival environment, and they looked just as my boss had described, and
there are many that do remain. What was of concern for me though, at the time, was
whether my boss was describing the end of the West. Looking back now, I see this
highway dialogue as raising some of the same issues at work in Sam Shepard’s play True
West (Shepard and Chaikin, 1981).
In Shepard’s play, there are two brothers at odds with one another over the nature
of the West. For one brother, Austin, it is gone, a thing of the past that cannot, would not
exist with highways, smog, color television, and all too convenient grocery stores. The
other brother insists upon the themes of freedom and highway as somehow the new open
range and horse trails. The two, in conversation with one another, seem to be the
nostalgic connection with a historic path, but one that brings upon itself the appearance of
a modern West. My boss, as those fraternal bonds allow (on both stage and highway),
brings to the discussion the more idealized version of the historic West, although he is
less nihilistic than Austin, and he gives characterizations of those last remaining vignettes
of true cowboyness. My position, though be it much more passive, is that of Lee, asking
whether or not rodeo cowboys have any claim on authenticity, as it seems those blacktop
cowboys who speak so much of the freedom found on the highway match Lee’s version
of the nature of the West. In any case, we were two farriers/cowboys/rodeo
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contestants/college graduates driving down the highway and negotiating authenticity.
This signals at least a few significant modes of sincerity and the rethinking of an
“ideological landscape” to use Michael Herzfeld’s etymology (Strecker and Tyler, 2009).
Here again, nostalgia as a concept is juggled about on the ethnographic stage and given
new depths upon the theatrical ones, specifically the possibilities or impossibilities of the
future.
Let me pose one more example:
“You know what really pissed me off?” The caffeine had made my traveling
partner’s voice fast, and it occasionally cracked. He turned down the stereo. We sat in the
pickup, motionless with doors wide open, leaning back in the bucket seats, waiting for
the rodeo to begin.
“What?”
“That in the movie Lonesome Dove they left out the part about that big ol’ bull
they bring up from Texas.” He waited for my reply, “you know, when that big ol’ ornery
bull that gets attacked by the bear when they get up north. McMurtry has this great scene
when this hooky bull that the cowboys have just been begging to slaughter the whole
drive gets in this fight with a grizzly bear that’s been taking heifers for lunch. He’s
fightin’ this bear on a mountainside, protecting his harem ya know. Well he saves the
herd and those cowboys go to patch him up and save his life. That’s the best part.”
I sat there and realized the only part of the movie that even remotely mentioned
this was a passing scene of the cowboys entering Montana as a bear is eating a cow
carcass.
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“It’d be like a rodeo with no bareback riding!” He swatted me on the shoulder,
“can you imagine such a thing?”
This brief mention of Lonesome Dove, in both its film and literary form, serves as
the final examples of nostalgia and authenticity. The film and the novel are very common
references for something like the Old West. Here, the film's fatal flaw for this informant
is to capture a particular storyline. The place of this storyline is said to have as important
a place in the performance of the West as one particular event in the rodeo performance.
Briefly then, in one moment authenticity and sincerity might be signaled by the
willingness to renegotiate the ideal, but in another moment, especially in the act of
storytelling, completeness is the measure. These faults in authenticity and in the possible
designs of history, story, and futures are the points at which nostalgic performances can
intervene, redesign, or re-entrench what is appropriate.

3.4 The Need and Design for a Robust, Generative Method
There is a well-known stock contractor in the northwest United States. He is
generally fair, honest, and respected. Those bronc riders that do not know him will
sometimes be approached by him while they are waiting for the rodeo to begin.
Interrupting their pubescent prattling, he will ask the most obnoxious, “Do you
want to trade pocket-knives?” He holds out his three-blade Old Timer displayed
confidently in his calloused palm. He looks squarely at their now befuddled and dumblooking smile.
Generally there is one of two responses. Either the young man agrees to trade, and
hastily reaches into his jeans pocket or nearby gear bag, or, he will admit that he does not
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have one to trade, but one gets the impression he would if he had one. Onlookers with a
little more experience will often chuckle at this point, because there is rarely satisfaction
with either response. If he agrees to trade his knife, the contractor exclaims, “I don’t want
that piece of junk!” often before the beginner can even display his knife. If he has no
knife to trade, the contractor will ask him, “What use is a man that doesn’t have a pocket
knife?” Willingness to trade the knife, though, may also be interpreted and performed as
a significant matter of trust, authenticity, and equality.
When I was the dumbfounded teenager who agreed to trade his knife, only to find
out it was a test I had failed, I was as red as the iron-rich arena dirt. The next time I was
approached by this man, he smiled and began the test just as he had before, looking at
me, smiling wisely. I smiled in return and asked, “Why would I want that piece of junk?”
nodding at his familiar knife. I already had mine, a single blade Old Timer that had
belonged to my grandfather. Pulling it out of my pocket and displaying it on a flat,
confident palm, he laughed and swatted me on the back. “You never know when you are
going to need a good man with a sharp knife.” An important alternative to this game of
authenticity is a game of trust. This version allows a man to perform his trust or
trustworthiness through a willingness to trade knives at any time as a sign that he knows
the other will also have a suitable tool. The person will always be the object of judgment
prior to the knife, and when a sharp edge is needed, the most experienced person will
often find a trusted person with the proper equipment.
Without diverging into a lengthy analysis of this scene, the point here is that
sometimes a cowboy or an anthropologist can only be judged as good as the tools he has
and uses. Good tools should not be up for trade, and those without the proper tools cannot
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always be useful. It is at this point that I have envisioned the fully developed method
within my research. I needed the critical tools to discuss how to understand the complex
combination of what is ethnographic realism and what is imaginative space. As other
anthropologists before me, I propose that literary criticism can be used as a method in
diagnosing and understanding the ethnographic, especially in an ethnography concerned
with the American West.
Representation is my first concern when analyzing ethnographic material, not
only in the sense of how I can textualize the experience, but also how the discourse itself
sometimes is a representation of what I am calling the West of the imagination and real
experiences intermingling with one another. I do not want to claim any psychological
insight. Rather, when we have evidence of coexisting themes and characterizations,
perhaps there is room to treat it somehow as a poetic representation of what exists not
only in reality, but in the imagined. Regarding these two spaces not as dichotomous, but
as active and mutually influential and simultaneously part of the dialogue is a necessary
part of our description of the discourse.
For example, take into consideration the statement “you just take those ol’ boys
from Nevada and Oregon. Those buckaroos, with their flat brims, and circle-rimmed
glasses, and put them in a place that only Zane Grey could describe, that’s the real deal.
Shoeing horses and riding broncs is cowboy too, but it’s only a piece of the whole.”
There is a poetic representation of those thought to be the authentic cowboys and where
they exist. The aura developed by Zane Grey and his description of places in the
imagined West, taken from his experiences, are at play here.
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In one of Grey’s (westerns), the reader might find vivid descriptions of the
land, including mini-Edens such as the Garden of Eschtah and Surprise
Valley of Grey’s first two commercial successes, Heritage of the Desert
and Riders of the Purple Sage respectively. (Kimball, 1993)
We can see that the informant conceptualizes that authentic cowboys belong in
this imagined landscape, the lost Edens of the West. What is alluded to here, though, is
that cowboys, of a particular, perhaps more authentic type, do exist, specifically in the
remaining rangelands of Oregon and Nevada. In some essence we have an attempt at a
representation of some social group, but it is entangled with the means to describe the
imaginary. We have an elaborate scheme of poetics at work.
Nostalgia should unquestionably be challenged and critiqued for the
distortions, misunderstandings, and limitations it may place on effective
historical interpretation and action; but, in the modern West at least,
nostalgia should equally be recognized as a valid way of constructing and
approaching the past - recognizing, that is, as a general structure of
feeling, present in, and important to individuals and communities of all
social groups. (Tannock, 1995)
For our work here then, concepts like authenticity and nostalgia, as well as their critique,
are not only tools and skills of the observer but of the subject.
I do not propose to simply discuss and believe in the “natives’” myth, nor is that
what rodeo cowboys are doing among themselves. Jorge Huerta explains at one point
what may be the difference between how insiders and outsiders view myth (Huerta,
2000). For those that have some degree of belief in the myth, or even more so, an
investment in identity, emotion, or authenticity, the myth can become doctrine. Instead of
adopting this strict dichotomy of myth/doctrine and etic/emic, we need to engage
references to the imaginary critically, within the context of dialogue. Firstly, we must be
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wary of the mythic discourse, as it is “produced by selective history, literature, visual
arts, and popular culture that authorizes and privileges the dominant stories of the West"
(Campbell, 2000). This is not the varied and rich dialogue I encounter with rodeo
adherents. I believe we can look at the ethnographic dialogue about the West in a more
generative and robust way.
To begin, these are new discourses about rodeo and its participants exploring the
New West, while simultaneously interacting and coexisting, in essence in a dialogue,
with themes from the imagined West. This is the polyphonic, hybrid space that Campbell
is describing in opposition to rigid mythic discourse. This hybrid space is created and
exists when cowboys reference the West, both as real and imagined. In this way, rodeo
cowboys are not demarcated by a linear myth in which they may believe. Rather their
discourse is varied and “in dialogue with the old” (Campbell, 2000). If ethnographic and
discourse analysis is conducted through this hybrid space as a lens, then there is a chance
of not committing those ethnographic informants to being linear, unchanging, and
uncritical of themselves or, in this case, of the American West.
Let me return to my coffee house experience with my two rodeo buddies and their
reference to Norman Maclean’s A River Runs Through It. Ethnographically, we have
elements of relationships, fraternal joking, flirtation, and an active discourse that is partly
about whether an authentic cowboy can simultaneously be an academic. That
bookishness can be a deplorable quality amongst authentic cowboys is a generality
conveyed in some ethnographies (Allen, 1998b; Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, 1984).
What is being conveyed here, though, is a break in that attempt to naturalize cowboys’
anti-intellectualism. While one informant seems to claim that I could not possibly be a
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real academic, but am simply being somehow lazy between rodeos, the other attempts to
challenge whether or not the two are mutually exclusive. He cites a specific novel and a
specific character to make his point.
This reference is born from nostalgia about Montana in one essence. It also
springs from recognition of some theme in the literature that speaks to not just a regional
geo-cultural imaginary, but a mode of being. Norman Maclean is cited as an example of
new regionalism in western literature, and to have narrated his stories in a way to orient
the imaginary “toward feminist social emplotments” (Comer, 1999). In this sense,
masculine characters, within the western landscape, and in the historically orientated
model, can take on intellectual roles. The informant in this case is not making a large,
feminist argument. However, he is using literature loaded with such arguments as a part
of his case, a case that is in conflict with generalizations made about the assumed deep
entrenchment of anti-intellectualism in the rodeo culture. This, I think, broadens and
deepens the discussion. It not only asks the ethnographer to enter the discussion about
new regionalism and post modernism in the literary West, but also gives those active in
that discussion new examples and contexts in which to engage.
By following these references into the imaginative space, glimpses of identity
appear and point to signifying cultural representations in a way that frees them from
declaring any one point of origin (Campbell, 2000). Campbell’s vision of the rhizomatic
west and westness, “constantly reframed and reinvented” (2008), comes to life for me in
the ethnographic experience. The appropriating and use of references to the imagined
West are enveloped into both the discourse and performances of my informants. For the
purposes of analytical method, though, it is important to recognize those rhetorical
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strategies that cite specific elements and tropes that maneuver the complicated
ideological landscape. Judith Butler has argued that performativity cannot be reduced to a
single act, but a repetition of norms (2006). The notion of performativity here, however,
allows for more change and actually invites new performances. While the rhizomatic
nature might obscure origins and free us from committing to linear tales, the
performances, tropes, and rhetorical turns reveal the repetition of identities navigating
those intricate ideological trails.

3.5 Good and Bad Characters
Larry McMurtry once reported that some cattlemen and other property owning
ranchers regarded rodeo cowboys “as lazy fuckups, men, essentially, who fear danger
less than they hate work.” He compared these attitudes to those who saw cowboys as
heroic and as defenders of some greater kind of freedom (Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence,
1984; McMurtry, 1974). I do not think that either of these generalizations rings very true.
Rather, I think you have a large space in which both can occur and can be in conversation
with one another, not only because, plainly, opinions and cases vary, but also because
there are both realist and imaginative discourses at play.
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I have tried to showcase a method of ethnographic analysis here that reveals this
active border between the imagined West and the lived West, at least as it is encountered
by rodeo cowboys. This method of analysis is arguably more like literary criticism and is
a method of both reading ethnographic data and analyzing specific moments found in the
text. I have attempted to show how this method could operate when examining examples
of auto-ethnography, ethnographic moments during my fieldwork, through others’
journalistic and ethnographic accounts.
The auto-ethnographic account, while rich with ethnographic possibilities, seems
to get reduced to simply another passage into manhood for two adolescents. In some
sense, it was just that. However, in terms of engaging some sort of lived chiasmus, a term
posed both in discussing the rhetorical devices of modern western writers (Tatum, 2002)
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as well as ethnography (Strecker and Tyler, 2009), we can open up the story to reveal
more than what was uncovered by only engaging the lived or social elements. The
concern for authenticity becomes a polyphonic, layered theme throughout the tale. It
offers for us, then, the opportunity to discuss the nostalgic story (and its tellers) as
making efforts to become a part of the social history of the West, specifically in the way
that is sensationalized by the film Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. This nostalgia,
too, is not simple waxing, but signals possible investments into the future of the
American West as both a geo-political and imagined region. This effort to be border
crossers, both geographically and into new social statuses, is better voiced and examined
while under a multidisciplinary lens.
I have briefly engaged in this kind of reading of other ethnographic moments
from my fieldwork. I dealt with not just simple pop-culture type references from which to
make my leaps, though, I think they can be made on occasion. I chose, rather, to use the
deeper social schemes at work. I made an effort to make those dialogues and
performances the subject of the literary critique and juxtaposed to it. That I am not a
literary theorist or critic has been obvious at this point. My first tentative, but specific,
steps into analyzing the ethnography as though I were one, have given over fruitful
discussions. A researcher of literature or society might be begging to ask a rodeo cowboy
(who speaks in such high regard in the American West, its landscapes, its norms), “What
West do you speak of?” I hope that I have shown that the question is important, and that
it is legitimate, not for just my rodeo buddies and our prattling, but for those who straddle
that border between the West as imagined and the West as it is lived. We cannot just
simply ask it, though; it has no real productive value in terms of revealing anything about
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the informants. The answer to this question is revealed through the ethnography of this
borderland space of real and imagined. The plethora of performances and dialogues that
reach for the imagined space, sometimes making it into reality, are numerous and subtle,
and one needs to be prepared for the sometimes wild results.
Ultimately, I urge western studies to embrace expansive, flexible
interdisciplinary methodologies, since the kinds of western meaningmaking processes occurring today in so many parts of the world will
entirely exceed processes conventionally delimited by “the literary.”
(Kollin, 2007)
I believe that what is happening socially in the American West, and specifically
amongst rodeo cowboys, is one of these ‘western meaning-making processes’ that is
entangling itself among the literary and imaginative spaces. In that sense, I believe that
ethnographers and literary theorists and critics interested in the American West have
some work to do together. Ethnographers and literary theorists and critics need to enter
the same rodeo, making efforts to delineate discussions of the West, both lived and
imagined, towards broader and richer dialogues. Perhaps even ones over which cowboys,
anthropologists, western authors, and literary theorists of the American West could have
coffee. In doing so, I have found those concepts of performativity, citationality, and
certain models of tropology and rhetoric as the most generative and collaborative fuel.
My efforts here have been to show how one proposed method of doing this might aid
ethnography in this interdisciplinary focus, but I can hope that it resonates with anyone
curious about the American West, its imaginative spaces, and its lived experience.
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3.6 Reciprocating Between Disciplines: New Pastoral Western
Forging a sustainable North American West is one of the most complex, largest,
interdisciplinary, collaborative projects facing scholars, lawmakers, citizens, the lands,
the waters, and the non-human life of the region—and not at all necessarily in that order.
That is, many minds are contemplating, and many voices are discussing the concept of a
sustainable West. Literary theorists, cultural critics, and, in my case, social-cultural
anthropologists interested in the region have the opportunity to contemplate the possible
social imaginations of a sustainable West. In what follows, I argue that new pastoral
narratives are coalescing to both critique and sustain a culturally identifiable North
American West, especially while the region undergoes the growing pains of changing
economic, political, social, and environmental arrangements. Moreover, one
interdisciplinary conversation to have between social-cultural anthropologists, cultural
critics, and literary theorists is about the pastoral/ist ethics espoused within literary and
ethnographic representations.
I have outlined an anthropology of ethics and its recent emergence. Here, I will
explain how it renders articulations of ethical forms of life ethnographically, particularly
in the mode of subjectivation. Specifically, I describe the pastoralist ethic and its mode of
subjectivation integral to the contemporary North American West and how it is imagined.
Second, I argue new pastoral narratives and ethics have already been articulated in the
western genre and interpreted by literary theorists and cultural critics. Here, I summarize
Terry Gifford’s criteria and arguments for postpastoral literature (1999, 2006) and Georg
Guillemin’s ecopastoral narrative (2004), both of whom find examples in the works of
Cormac McCarthy. I draw the anthropology of pastoralism and ethics as well as new
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pastoral literature together through Steve Tatum’s analysis of ethics in McCarthy’s work.
Lastly, I describe a method that enables an investigation of a pastoral/ist ethic and
propose that Krista Comer’s Surfer Girls and the New World Order (2010) is an example
of a very similar kind of project, at least in terms of the ethics of place.
First, I argue new pastoral narratives and ethics have already been articulated in
the western genre and interpreted by literary theorists and cultural critics. Here, I
summarize Terry Gifford’s criteria and arguments for postpastoral literature (1999, 2006)
and Georg Guillemin’s ecopastoral narrative (2004), both of whom find examples in the
works of Cormac McCarthy. I draw the anthropology of pastoralism and ethics as well as
new pastoral literature together through Steve Tatum’s analysis of ethics in McCarthy’s
work. Lastly, I describe a method that enables an investigation of a pastoral/ist ethic and
propose that Krista Comer’s Surfer Girls and the New World Order (2010) is an example
of a very similar kind of project, at least in terms of the ethics of place.
One conclusion is that new pastoral narratives can elaborate a complex concept
like sustainability as it is entangled with previous agrarian and pastoral ideals, especially
in the North American West. Another is that literary theorists, cultural critics, and socialcultural anthropologists are good collaborators to describe those ideals and their
entanglement with contemporary actions and imaginations. My proposal is that such a
program could begin with discussions of pastoral/ist ethics.
All the world knows that the American West is fundamentally a land of cowboys.
It is not a myth, however much the fact may have been mythologized in fiction
and movies. When the cowboy arrived and commenced punching cows, the West
ceased to be a vague frontier of exploration and began, over broad reaches of its
territory, in every state from the Great Plains to the Pacific, to take shape as an
articulated region. (Worster 150)
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There have been a number of arguments about what kind of pastoral narratives
Cormac McCarthy has used to articulate the American West. In what follows here, I
summarize only enough to establish what it might mean for him to be a postpastoral or
ecopastoral writer. Others have pointed out that there are new pastoral modes of
representing the West. What I argue, though, is that what is largely new, post-, or ecoabout them is the ethics they espouse in those representations.
Terry Gifford has presented a number of arguments for defining postpastoral
writing (Gifford, 1999, 2006). He has set forth six criteria: First, Gifford argues that the
postpastoral attempts to unify the sublime and pastoral visions of nature, a unification of
“humbled humans with their environment in the face of cycles of elemental power”
(1999). Second, the postpastoral recognizes a balanced universe, one that is equally as
destructive as creative. Third, the postpastoral presents an inner human nature that “can
be understood in relation to external nature.” Fourth, postpastoral literature conveys “an
awareness of both nature as culture and culture as nature. Fifth is the acceptance of
responsibility in regards to nature’s dilemmas. Sixth, “the exploitation of the planet is of
the same mindset as the exploitation of women and minorities.”
For Gifford, Cormac McCarthy’s work embodies many of the postpastoral
criteria. One of his examples is in the final lines McCarthy’s The Crossing (1994), “He
sat there for a long time and after a while the east did gray and after a while the right and
godmade sun did rise, once again, for all and without distinction.” For Gifford, this
represents the postpastoral element of a unified vision of nature, one that expresses the
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vulnerability to the sublime as well as having been granted a position of favor, in the
occasional sunshine if you will.
Georg Guillemin has argued that McCarthy presents an eco-pastoral set of
narratives (2004), and his critical terrain is the most fertile to proceed into a discussion of
a general category of “new pastoral” social imaginations. More than any other criterion,
the eco-pastoral aligns with Gifford’s postpastoral in terms of the balance and unification
between actors and the environment. Guillemin is interpreting McCarthy through a
compositional triangle of melancholia, allegoresis, and pastoral. He follows a path
through his works from the traditional pastoral, through wilderness turns and biocentrism,
and then finally the eco-pastoral in the Border Trilogy (2004, 3).
Perhaps the most extreme interpretation of McCarthy’s pastoral elements is that
of Robert Sickels and Marc Oxoby. In response to Lawrence Buell’s argument that the
term “‘pastoral’ has become almost synonymous with the idea of (re)turn to a less
urbanized, more ‘natural’ state of existence” (Buell 1995, 31), Sickels and Oxoby write:
By this definition, if a movie star builds a mansion in Montana, he or she
could be said to be living a pastoral existence. The West is no longer a
pastoral land in which one can escape the pressures of urbanization and
industrialization; instead it is a theme park, a place where middle-class
Americans take their families to Disneyland. The increasingly urbanized
American West is no longer an adequate setting for pastorals. (Sickels and
Oxoby, 2002:348)
If the issue was simply finding settings for classic pastorals, I would concede to Sickels
and Oxoby. However, merely because the American West cannot fulfill a forsaken
pastoral ideal does not mean that pastoralists do not still call it home. A movie star with
an oversized cabin may own a pastoral pastime, but he or she is no pastoralist.
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Indeed, Robert Sickels and Marc Oxoby argue that McCarthy’s works, especially
the Border Trilogy read chronologically, should signal a true “post” position to the
pastoral.
The traditional American pastoral vision celebrated at the start of
McCarthy’s trilogy is forsaken by its end, replaced by what can be called a
contemporary American pastoralism, which recognizes that regardless of
one’s desires a pastoral existence is not merely beyond the frontier, but
permanently impossible. (Sickels and Oxoby, 2002:348)
The pastoral myth that Sickels and Oxoby are referencing is certainly impossible,
although we live amidst the remnants of those who sincerely believed in its possible
existence. Importantly, mine is not a proposal to revisit that myth and pursue its goals.
Rather, it is an observation that a sustainable American West does satisfy the traditional
pastoral telos in significant ways. We must, therefore, be prepared to reconsider those
myths and their contemporary forms before dashing the entire ethos down the river. Their
arguments of urbanization and technological change do not necessarily impede a
pastoralist like Mr. Green; in fact, they may allow him to increase his pastoralist holdings
and his “more natural state of existence” (2012:348). Cast in this light, I do not know that
the “dreams of pastoral future” have been replaced with “nostalgia for what can never be
attained again” (2012:359), but they have certainly been complicated. This, I think is the
farthest limits of a new pastoral mode of thought, if not for the simple fact that people are
likely to wake up tomorrow and realize many pastoral trappings in very sincere ways.
At the very least, literary works reveal ethical forms of life and the question
remaining is: What exactly is the relationship between them and the ethical practices and
domains I have already described?
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3.7 New Pastoral Ethics
I find myself compelled to believe Gifford, Guillemin, and Buell, that there is a
new movement in literature that “seeks to define a pastoral that has avoided the traps of
idealization in seeking to find a discourse that can both celebrate and take some
responsibility for nature without false consciousness” (Gifford 1999). An important
element in a new pastoral ethic, then, must be a recognition of pasts gone awry and now
disappeared—something more deeply informed than the melancholia Guillemin defines.
A new pastoral narrative articulates the manner in which the contemporary American
West contains and requires grief.
What is the relationship between literary representations of ethical forms of life
and those forms of life themselves that are subject to ethnographical investigations? This
is an important question, and its answer will undoubtedly depend on how those literary
representations are rendered. That is, styles, genres, and other elements of literary
representation, as well as their theorizations and critiques, are significant variables in an
inquiry of the ethical forms of life articulated in literature and art.33 The pastoral design,
as always, circumscribes the pastoral ideal (Marx 1964:72).
A major point of contention in defining a new pastoral narrative is the
incorporation of “modern” technology. Frankly, the tenet that an ideal pastoral existence
is one without technology commits contemporary pastoralism to a shallow history and an
even shallower future. We must be prepared to rearticulate pastoralist ethics outside the
Arcadian myth and utilize a traditionalist understanding that technology may be the
saving grace and amplification of long-held values. In action, the balanced relationship
33
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between gardener or shepherd and the environment has been a trial of new methods and
tools. Some forms of sustainable energy will likely be the most sophisticated technology
of our era. A new pastoral narrative must be able to incorporate the mixed technology
that many suggest will be the basis of sustainable lifestyles. The shepherd’s crook and the
simple spade must be poetically placed in the shadows of humming wind turbines.
In terms of scholarship linking ethnographic and literary representations of the
ethics of place, I look to Krista Comer’s recent interdisciplinary volume Surfer Girls in
the New World Order (2010) as one example. Another volume that I find similar in terms
of an interdisciplinary voice is Larry McMurtry’s In a Narrow Grave: essays on Texas
(1968). Between these two texts I find a refreshingly candid discussion of localism that
may be a place to begin a conversation about a type of land steward and animal
husbander that both surfer girls and cowboys could admire. What are goals if we do not
occasionally bet on the longshot, anyway?
I begin again with the mode of subjectivation in new pastoral narratives and
Comer’s report on the relationship between the northern California female surfers and the
bountiful local environment. First, Comer describes inspirational women from the area
and reports the sentiment that they were produced by the “icy water” and “pounding surf”
(2010:170). These iconic female figures “revered for their ‘hard-core’ abilities” and
bravery are excellent examples of three kinds. In one sense, the narrative of female
surfing speaks directly to Gifford’s criteria that the postpastoral expresses culture as
nature and nature as culture as equal and simultaneous dialectics. That is, the nature and
culture of Santa Cruz produces good surfers as much as good surfers produce the nature
and culture of Santa Cruz. It is the latter relationship wherein Comer inserts the activism
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of women surfers, and I would highlight their stewardship. Part of the criteria that begin
to form for a land steward in surfing, then, is an engaged program of both being shaped
by the surf and of protecting it. The Santa Cruz case also provides us with an example of
Gifford’s postpastoral criterion that the exploitations of land be understood as similar to
those of women.
Lastly, Comer’s ethnographic investigation of surfer girls in Santa Cruz
illuminates Guillemin’s point about eco-pastoralism: that the relationship to land in the
West is still largely allegorical more than historiographical (2004:143). That is,
wilderness has come to be allegorical to our senses of civic virtue, and the eco-pastoral
highlights these types of citizens as representative of the American spirit more than an
urban character. Unlike the folk heroes of the frontier who represented what wilderness
could do to men, though, the eco-pastoral narratives about contemporary surfer girls
present a more egalitarian approach. It is not post-humanist, but certainly moves away
from an anthropocentric pastoral.
In pursuit of sustainability, we are in essence pursuing pastoralist ideals,
especially in the context of the US West. There is perhaps little need to revisit the
pastoral idylls, but in a sustainable relationship with land and other resources, we are
enacting an ancient program of ethics. That seems to be the valuable substance we can
still find in the myth. If this social-cultural anthropologist can make any contribution to
new western literary theory, its related criticism, and its critical regionalism, it is to
simply relay messages from the ethno-experiential. On my best day, though, the most
significant remarks will distill the relationship between ethical forms of life in the
western genre and ethical domain(s) of human beings that bleed, sweat, and cry the
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essence of its west(ness). Although Leo Marx and I may be interested in different forms
of the shepherd, his words will always stand to be reckoned with by any literary theorist
or anthropologist of the North American West: “No shepherd. No pastoral” (2000).
Striving towards a sustainable West, whatever that is, without considering pastoralism or,
how the pastoral might be renewed.
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Chapter 4

~Scenes Along the Trail: Ethnographic Vignettes and Analysis~

4.1 Putting Down 4.2 A Spanish Evening 4.3 Pastoral Care: Any Ditch Will Do

4.1 Putting Down
Some days it is easier to fulfill certain ethical obligations than others. In one
instance, in the experience of living up to certain obligations empties the subject and
leaves her exhausted and dizzy. In another, they are beaming, exhilarated, and, again,
dizzy. Fulfillment runs the gamut from these polarities and amongst the more subtle
incarnations. It would seem that effervescence, social facts, charisma, core symbols, and
the entanglements of significance all have attachments to the heartstrings. The point here
is that what plucks and tugs at those heartstrings is culturally produced and can be of an
ethical sort.
What follows is a story of strife that explicates the detail and the partial and
temporary nature of fulfilling the role of pastoralist. It lands fairly obviously in the
domain of the ethical as a subject of good animal husbandry, but eventually lands
squarely in the realm of kinsman and, for me personally, has thrived much longer there:
I walked outside at about 10:00 AM to freshen the water troughs. It was a hot and
dry summer’s day in Idaho. A soft dusty breeze came out of the east. It was difficult to
tell how long the horse had been lying there, no longer than a few hours, but he was so
still. The left foreleg was clearly broken—wrapped and twisted around the green metal
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piping that made up the fence panel. The animal lifted his head and looked right at me, in
the eye. We both had the green eyes of their fathers.
I left the leg as it was, freeing him might worsen the situation. I unsnapped my
over-shirt and wrapped it around the horse’s head, covering his eyes, for both our sakes.
The horse jerked a bit. I wrapped my right arm around his nose and forced him down,
only for a moment, and then he laid still.
I poured some oats into a feed bag and strapped it over the horse’s mouth and
around the shirt, securing it as a blind fold. His upper lip moved the oats about, but he
didn’t eat anything. I wished he would eat.
I walked back into the house, got the .22 pistol, and checked the ammunition. It
was the wrong kind. I took out the birdshot and replaced them with slugs. I set the gun on
the kitchen counter, on a new coffee stain. I opened the phonebook and started calling
nearby vets. Staring out the window over the sink, watching the horse lay there, in the
dust and sun. No one could come out with a syringe and take the inevitable task away
from the young man—too busy or at a conference in Sun Valley.
After 15 or 20 minutes of suffering I finally asked how it should be done. “Draw
an imaginary ‘X’ between the bases of the ears and the eyes. Hold the barrel close and
perpendicular to the skull right there and squeeze off two rounds as fast as you can. The
.22 is enough gun.”
I had held guns before and had used them with reasonable skill, but I wondered
how to hold the gun as I walked back out to the pens. It was heavier and felt awkward.
Dirt blew into my eyes, and the irony was lost. Other horses looked from the back pens; I
wished they were all out in the pasture. All of them.
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I kneeled for a bit, without the gun, and removed the feed bag. I untied the shirt
sleeves and looked into the horse’s eyes again. Apology exchanged, and a longing for
forgiveness, another damning of the dusty wind. I draped the shirt again, lightly over the
eyes, and reached for the pistol through the fence.
With my left hand on the horse’s nose and jaw, firmly holding it down, I did the
deed as I had been told to do so. Suffering should be ended. The bodied stiffened,
excrement and air were forced out, and the nostrils gave way under my hand. Later I
thought how they never show those details in movies.
There was hardly any blood, I didn’t hesitate to leave the shirt there, tucking it
under the dead horse’s cheek so the wind wouldn’t blow it away. I set the pistol on a bale
of hay outside the pen and unwrapped the leg from the panel. There were small awful
noises and movements inside the leg. I took down the pen, moving the panels to the side
of the barn. I picked up the wire and shoveled the shit. Looking back, I don’t know why I
did any of that.
My parents found me on the back porch, opposite the side of the house that faced
the pens. It was late afternoon, and I explained what happened slowly and directly, trying
to read my father’s reaction. Dad said he’d take care of the remains tomorrow, early. A
firm callused hand gripped my shoulder tight. Reassurance came forth. It had been done
terribly right.
That evening, after I had done what I had to do to ease that horse’s suffering, my
father told me that he had never had to do such a thing. I was taken aback. He had to put
down working dogs, cows, sheep, and even a mule—but never such a creature as a horse
and never such a specimen. “You’re a good horseman, Casper. A good man, too.”
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In order to ethnographically support a general model of pastoralist ethics, I have
asked my subjects and myself to focus on the object of fulfillment, specifically in terms
of strife and striving to be an actor of a certain ethical sort. These subjects are from both
ranching and rodeo backgrounds, but their notions of fulfillment—especially in how it is
performed, felt, and embodied—resonate with many previous and contemporary
pastoralist lifestyles. While these contemporary US pastoralist subjects have congruency
with others from elsewhere, the notion of fulfillment can also illustrate what has come to
be specifically American, Christian, capitalist, and/or traditionalist about their daily
pursuit of being good animal husbanders, land stewards, and kinsmen.
For pastoralists, I have argued that the ethical domain is often a complex one,
comprised of three ethical subject positions, each with its own non-exclusive, idealized
domain. First is the domain of animal husbandry, and it governs much of the day to day
practices, language games, and ideological signs or symbols. Second, the domain of land
stewardship and the maintenance of the home: this domain I have argued reveals the most
dynamic characteristics of an open system of pastoralist ethics in the contemporary.
Lastly, the domain of kinsman is far and away the most traditionally held domain, and it
is also the most comparable domain in terms of connecting ethnographic records.
Over the years of doing fieldwork with ranchers and rodeo contestants, I abided to
the basic Geertzian premise that what we are often doing in the field is seeking out
subjects who will tell us stories about themselves. Early on, I asked my interlocutors to
either tell stories or offer hypothetical tales as to the “best day ever.” I expanded this
topic with those that seemed interested in how this strategy steered our conversations into
the realms of the best lives and individual moments ever or possible. One of my few
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comments was to this end at a conference at Rice University that brought together a
number of anthropologists of ethics, literary theorists, and other interested academic
types. From the conversation that followed, I realized a necessary shift from notions of
best, or most, or least, and that I needed to be asking about the fulfilling moments, days,
and lifetimes. From here an analysis of these thick stories might reveal what is
particularly fulfilling about being an ethical actor of a certain sort. That is, I needed to
recalibrate my ethnographic strategy to gain a deeper analysis of what was fulfilling
about being a contemporary pastoralist and whether that fulfillment ever satisfied what I
had idealized in a theoretical model of pastoralist ethics.
While James Faubion has redeployed Michel Foucault’s ethical system such that
it can now recognize complex ethical subjects, it retains the important elements of
continual self-governance and the constant remaking/reproducing/and temporally fleeting
moments associated with an actor consummating an ethical position. Simply put, the
work is never really done. In this light I asked rodeo and ranch cowboys alike if they had
ever thought or used the phrase, “this makes it all worth it.” Like most of us, they had.
Then there is the matter of sorting out what “this” and “it” were and how the making of
their worth went about.
… for at heart [the Nuer] are herdsmen, and the only labour in which they
delight is care of cattle. (Evans-Pritchard 1969:16)

One contemporary working cowboy made the comment about death that “I don’t
need to be remembered as a good rider or roper. If they say I was a good cowboy then
others can assume that stuff about me and better yet that I was also a good husband and
father. That is what cowboy can mean.” Here we can see the senses in which the
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occupation of cowboy denotes others values, such as fulfilling other masculine roles like
husband and father. While working horses and cows may or may not make better
husbands and dads, we may certainly see that the pastoralist needs to account for them
together and as sometimes inseparable.
First and foremost, a pastoralist ethic must account for a particular relationship
with livestock. From its base to its furthest variations, and in a very real way, animal
husbandry is what the pastoralist is about. The body of knowledge and values required in
the care for animals become measures of self as a pastoralist. Animals are also the
reasons for requiring certain types of land and mastering the movement across its terrain.
The relationships between animals and humans and the influence of animals on
relationships among humans govern an array of constellations of ideas, i.e. economic,
political, physical bodies, etc. Animals, specifically livestock, occupy a significant role in
the retirement account, the marriage contract, as measures of aptitude, and as muses.34
The souls of pastoralists have their relationships with livestock at the forefront.
The man in rodeo is a specialist in his profession, and so the animals are
bred to exhibit those qualities that are essential to their part of the work.
(Westermeier 1940:182)
All rodeo groups rely on animal athletes more than any one human athlete or group
of athletes. Roughstock animals (bucking bulls and horses) and roping/riding horses
enjoy notoriety equal to that of any human champion. There are year-end “horse of the
year” awards and an entire section of the Rodeo Hall of Fame dedicated to rodeo’s elite

34

Molly Mullin has reviewed the anthropological record of human-animal relationships through the turn
of the twenty-first century, and while she does not narrow her focus to pastoralism, she cites those works
that do(1999).
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animals. Roughstock events are judged both with respect to the cowboy’s ability and the
animal’s performance, literally fifty-fifty on a hundred point scale. The timed events in
rodeo are even more dependent on its stock, at least in terms of participating bodies.
Animals have reputations, names, personalities, good and bad days, and all are equally
important and significant to the event’s results. It is here that I see the greatest link
between modern performers, working cowboys, and other pastoralists. A reliance on
cattle and horses creates a need for pastoralists, cowboys, and rodeo athletes alike to
account for them, value them, and ultimately be defined by them. A pastoralist ethic is
defined by possessing knowledge of such animals, as well as knowledge of how to utilize
the animals’ abilities in a given setting. Proper behavior is defined by having respect for
animals and knowing their value, while poor treatment is met with ridicule and, in rodeo,
significant formal sanctions.

4.2 A Spanish Evening
In the winter of 2009 I traveled to Colorado Springs, Colorado. I conducted a
brief two-part study while I was there. I attended the PRCA Judge Certification School
and explored the archives of the Rodeo Hall of Fame and the PRCA Headquarters,
conducting interviews with both groups. During an interview with a PRCA editor, I was
informed that they were announcing the first PRCA-supported, though not sanctioned,
professional rodeo tour of Europe at the Hall of Fame. Though this was not the first
endeavor to bring rodeo performances to Europe, it was the first supported by the PRCA.
More importantly, though, this series of rodeo would be the first to have all the events,
complete with prize money, and series-end awards. This is as opposed to the previous,
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isolated exhibitions of cowboy acts of skill within the wild west show. Moreover, these
rodeos were required to be performed by card-holding professional cowboys, cowgirls,
and judges. I was brought on as a bareback bronc rider, judge, and writer/blogger with the
tour.
The announcement was simultaneously telecast between Colorado Springs and
Madrid, Spain. When the press asked “Why Spain?” both producers and sponsors cited
the tradition of American horsemanship and its significant roots in Iberian military and
mounted-herding practices. To quote them directly, “We are linked through a common
heritage of horsemanship.”
Another explanation for the decision to launch this series of rodeos in Spain was
the preexisting institution of bullfighting. Producers and primary sponsors felt that the
tradition of bullfighting in Spain provided the tour with three major assets: a common
market of sponsors, the high profile and utility of bullfighting arenas, and a common
audience. In addition, those potential audiences would also include young children who
are not normally allowed into bullfights. The targeted audience was certainly something
like the middle class family normally found in American rodeo audiences.
The tour consisted of 60 or so US and Canadian cowboys and cowgirls, some of
whom also brought other forms of expertise, i.e. certified judges, farriers, and CDL
certified drivers. It was emphasized that even though we had world champs on the tour,
the producer was looking not for the best, but the most professional rodeo athletes. This,
since we were viewed as ambassadors of the sport. We also had a regular Spanish barrel
racer and later, two others who joined the cowgirls in competition. Livestock was brought
from the United States, Spain, and France. Sixty horses, both roughstock and riding
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stock, were flown from Kansas in a jumbo jet months earlier. Cattle could not be brought
from the United States due to disease control regulations. As a consequence, timed-event
cattle were bought in Spain, and bucking bulls were furnished by a French amateur rodeo
producer and stock contractor who also joined our tour. The tour produced fourteen
performances in nine cities in three different regions of Spain. While producing the
rodeos was central, we were also asked to promote a positive presence within Spain. It
was within these contact zones that new and useful ethnographic moments emerged.
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To begin with, we were invited to be guests of honor at a number of bullfights.
Here I will focus on the reactions of the cowboys at the first, more formal performance
we attended.
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Image 8, rodeo cowboys observe the décor in a café near one of the bullfighting arenas used during the
Spanish tour
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Before the fight, a middle-aged judge and respected team roper remarked to me,
“I’m only going to be polite. I’m pretty sure that it’s gonna turn my stomach to watch
these guys harass these bulls.”
Early on in the fight a young bronc rider, veterinary student exclaimed to the
group, “Shit! There’s four of’em and now here comes two more on padded horses. How
is this fair?”
In response a senior cowboy and previous champ said, “It’s not and it’s not
supposed to be. Remember, they don’t get scored.”
An all-around cowboy in his mid-twenties noted, “Look at those picador horses,
blindfolded and working for these guys like that.”
In agreement and addition, another young cowboy looked back in the stands and
quietly remarked, “You know what’s better? I heard Portuguese bullfights work the bull
from horseback.”
Early in the matador’s solitary performance a senior, but still active Canadian
cowboy, pointed and laughed, “Man, those are some tight pants! My wife has got some
like that, but not with near that much sparkle.”
Later the same cowboy remarked, “Look how he reads that bull and leans into
that pass. I’d be half way up that fence.”
A young bullfighter agreed, “Yeah I know bullfighters back home that would not
get that close, at least not holding still like that.”
Finally, at the fatal end of the fight, I saw almost half the group turn away or look
down, perhaps guilty for even having been there. One cowboy was given the ear of a
finished bull by the matador, a rare and significant tribute, and an acknowledgement of
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our presence at his fight. The cowboy later wavered on whether he should keep it.
Another athlete, particularly disgusted with the performance, saved him the trouble and
took it and threw it away. “Cattle, especially those bulls, deserve dignity in death. We
should be careful of associating our sport with that, it’s not a sport and isn’t cowboy.”
While this particular evening was full of ethnographic significance, let me attend
to a select few. The rodeo cowboy is a hyper-masculine archetype, as is the matador, but
we can see how these two types diverge and converge during the evening at the bullfight.
The critique of the matador’s masculinity is particularly revealing about how rodeo
cowboys’ imagine their own senses of self. One need not cite the irony when a cowboy
declares a pair of pants too tight. The feminizing of the matador’s dress was extended to
observations of “ballet slippers,” “look at him tip-toe,” and “look how he stands crosslegged.” This can be read as a working class critique of an elite, highly stylized
performance of not only sport, but of gender.
It is not simply left there, though. The admiration of the matador’s knowledge of
the bull’s movement and his courage wins over many of the cowboys. Moreover, we can
see the how the trust between the picador and his blindfolded horse is highly valued, and
for similar reasons, so is the Portuguese style of bullfighting. Along these contours we
can map a common performance and its meaning that is directly related to the
masculinity within the constellation of pastoralist ideals. That is, the masculine herding
actor traditionally is measured by the knowledge of and productive relationship with
animals.
A significant divergence, though, is the notion of fairness. Before I draw upon this
particular example, let me add another ethnographic vignette.
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In many ways the arenas themselves became spaces of frontiers. We cleared them,
manipulated them, put the space to our use, and repopulated the space with a particular
group of people and animals. Rodeo arenas are often long and oval to produce short
bursts of competition. The bullfighting arena is very circular to promote continuous
movement, though it tends to be slightly oval to orient the final moments of the
performance to be in front of the dignitaries’ seats. Every arena was slightly different and
often demanded an entire day to designing the configuration of chutes, gates, and panels.
Our first arena setup revealed one of the most critical differences in the spaces—
the dirt. Rodeo arena floors are often flat, soft, deep, tilled dirt. Bullfighting arena floors
are domed, hard, slick, and decades-old clay. The pastoralist blood may be said to have
grains of the soil on which he and his stock depend. In that sense, the bullfighting arena
was truly foreign soil that our pastoralist knowledge was forced to work on behalf of
ourselves, but most of all for our livestock.
“We can’t ride on this! We’ll injure every animal we’ve got.”
Hours of tractor work began to be a regular chore. Groundskeepers had to be
convinced that we knew what we were doing. More often than not, grounds crews would
sit in the stands, smoke cigarettes, and laugh or cringe at our efforts.
After experiencing the bullfight, many cowboys commented that the arena dirt
was another unfair advantage for the matador.
“He gets a track surface and the bull gets an ice rink.”
“No matador, or his buddies, could handle to those bulls in an American rodeo
arena.”
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“At least we give the animals a surface on which they can show their athleticism.
They’re taking a lot away from those heavy shouldered bulls.”
Here again rodeo cowboys make a distinction between the elitist elements in
bullfighting and its lack of fairness. This sense of fairness is salient among American
cowboys, but the sense here is that animal athletes are deserving of such values as well.
Dominating animals is an uncommon rhetoric in rodeo, despite perhaps more popular
conceptions of its goals in competition. There is a greater sense of teamwork and the
athletes’, and subsequently the entire industry’s, reliance on high quality, well-kept
animal athletes. Arena dirt and movement within the rodeo become signs of egalitarian
values that are felt to be a more traditional and natural relationship between animals and
humans. When these relationships and their meanings were presented within a
transnational contact zone, professional rodeo cowboys were drawn to the same critique
and admiration that can characterize those that witness their own performances.
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The events that took place in Spain in the autumn of 2009 were revealing of many
characteristics relevant to not only the pastoralist ethic that exists in the rodeo world, but
also the gendered nature of its performances, both inside and outside the arena. I begin
with an analysis of masculinity.
The only arenas for the performance of manhood (being distinctive and
independent) were the traditional ones of the mountains and foothills –
places where both men and the very air itself were pure and
uncontaminated by practices that he could not recognize as Cretan.
(Herzfeld, 1985:95)
The American cowboy is an archetype of masculinity both in the historical canon
as well as in the contemporary. North American professional rodeo cowboys certainly
share this imagery, performance, and sense of being. Many would argue that there is no
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Image 9, barrel racing during one of the Spanish tour rodeos, the metal gates, chutes, and panels are
examples of what was necessary to transform a bullfighting arena into a rodeo arena
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single masculinity that all these actors, past and present, share. Indeed, we live in a period
where masculinity is better understood as masculinities. To quote cultural historian
Michael Kimmel, “Nor are all American men alike. What it means to be a man in
America depends heavily on one’s class, race, ethnicity, age, sexuality, region of the
country. To acknowledge these differences among men, we must speak of masculinities”
(2006:5). What I put forth here, though, is a defense and description of one particular
understanding of the masculine that has continuity with a traditional constellation of
ideas, histories, values, and knowledge. That is, American rodeo cowboys, though our
contemporaries, are compelled and guided by a pastoralist ethic that is largely premodern but thrives in compromise with and resistance to modernity. A significant means
of mapping this ethic, both in its traditional senses as well as its modern variations, is the
understandings and performances of masculinity.
Masculinity is generally recognized as a “constantly changing collection
of meanings” that is both historical and socially constructed (Kimmel
1997:224). Despite this variability, many writers recognize a “hegemonic
masculinity,” or a dominant image of masculinity of those men who hold
power and which men must position themselves in relation to (e.g.,
Connell 2000, 1995; Kimmel 1997, Davis 1997). Even hegemonic
masculinity (or hegemonic masculinities) must be seen as existing in
tension with competing definitions and understandings. (Frank, 2002:19)
Katherine Frank is right to compel students of feminist thought and those
interested in gender studies to not simply discount those hegemonic masculinities as
monolithic and secure from the pluralizing world of gender and sexuality. Importantly
then, though I argue rodeo cowboys are performing some of the most powerful senses of
colonial dominance and hegemonic American masculinity, they do so in a contemporary
context. To that end, the performance of the masculine and its associated values is
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towards meaningful ends that reflect many others. What is especially critical to this
discussion of rodeo cowboys is a both/and logic that takes on issues of simultaneity and
departure within conversations of modernity/tradition. So in the face of the continuity
expected from tradition and the insecurity of knowledge in modernity, the pastoralist
ethic and its senses of the masculine is an important sphere of values, knowledge, and
senses of self that reflect and resist alternatives. In the contemporary, what we may
generalize as ‘cowboy masculinity’ is not the leading hegemonic ideal. I would agree
with sociologist Erving Goffman, also quoted in Kimmel’s work, that “there is only one
unblushing male in America: as young, married, white, urban, northern, heterosexual,
Protestant, father, of college education, fully employed, of good complexion, weight,
height, and recent record in sports…Any male who fails to qualify in any one of these
ways is likely to view himself—during moments at least—as unworthy, in complete, and
inferior” (1963:128). Reiterating Frank again then, “Masculinity, like social class, can
thus be seen as process rather than an achievement or state of being” (2002:20). In this
respect, we may contextualize a contemporary notion of masculinity, but also give its
history and preceding performances due attention.
The defense of a traditional pastoralist ethic in our contemporary demands some
explanation. Ulrich Beck, Anthony Giddens, and Scott Lash argue in Reflexive
Modernization. Politics, Tradition and Aesthetics in the Modern Social Order that the
modern period is marked by its reflexive individuals and institutions and a departure from
traditional senses of self and social collectivity (Beck, et al., 1994). I would agree that in
the modern or late modern period we see senses of selves as pluralized and ‘the social
juggernaut’ does not allow for traditional cohesive senses of collectivity, at least not
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many. Rodeo cowboys have always been a diverse lot to begin with, so as a modern
institution, yes, there are a variety of senses of self as masculine. However, the starbursts
of senses of the masculine self among rodeo cowboys is a recent phenomenon related to
what Giddens argues as the detraditionalization effects of modernity and its acceleration
in late modernity. What I posit here is that in the midst of what seem to be symptoms of a
juggernaut is a traditional ethic, one with a strong sense of what exactly is masculine,
which is thriving in our contemporary, albeit a small community. That is, the pastoralist
ethic is a pre-modern constellation of values, intellectualism, imagination, and sense of
self amongst others that, I argue, thrives today despite its diverse performances.
I will briefly lay out what masculinity (or masculinities) might mean or signify
within such a grouping of ideas. It is here where I also intend to present the American
cowboy of the late nineteenth century as both a critical change in the performance of the
pastoralist ethic and a significant embodiment of its sentiments. Again, most importantly
here is the degree to which there is continuity amongst those masculinities that emerge at
this time. Secondly, I defend that the contemporary rodeo cowboy is not only
significantly tied to his nineteenth-century predecessor, but that we can still map a
common pastoralist ethic and sense of the masculine. While disruption and modifications
have been made and misinterpreted, the relationships rodeo cowboys maintain with
landscape and land, as well as with animals and each other, resemble that pastoralist ethic
we see currently and theorize in history. Mapping today’s rodeo cowboys’ senses of
masculinity reveals not only this continuity that they share with other contemporaries, but
also the effects of the modernization of the American pastoralist industry that make them
unique.
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While much work remains in explicating the rodeo cowboys’ senses of the
masculine, my experience with fellow rodeo athletes at a Spanish bullfight highlights
some important points of conversation. The cowboy and matador are very similar in the
sense that many come from working class status, value their animal counterparts as equal
investors in the performance and industry at large, and are archetypes of certain, highly
stylized, masculinities that are now often subject to popular consumption. The working
class critique of the matador’s style, feminizing his appearance and movement, are signs
of what is particularly American about the rodeo cowboy masculinity. The egalitarian
sentiments and critique directly reflect the economic class and status of
agricultural/pastoralist communities that endured the rise of a capitalist super power
within the United States. While we recognize the difficulty of arguing for a true
egalitarianism, at the level of the “rodeo family” the sentiments are much more powerful.
The simple critique of which kind of dirt better serves contests reveals the depth to which
these are real values and bodies of knowledge.
Of equal importance here are the common notions of masculinity with which the
cowboys reendow the matador. His knowledge and courage in the bullfight, performing
them in the face of urban counterparts, the trusting relationship with at least horses, and
the performance of risk are all well appreciated. I find that they should be appreciated,
too, since they seem to be at the core of the pastoralist ethic and its senses of the
masculine. Both masculinities are tied to notions of dominating and culturing nature,
specifically animals here, but retain the mutual respect and reverence that those animals
deserve. Though history has made the matador and the cowboy very distinct, and those
changes are critical, their similarities, especially in a transnational Euro-American
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context, fascinate me, since we are supposed to be in a time when tradition was to have
already been gored or at least bucked off by the juggernaut of late modernity. Men can
and do change their behaviors and attitudes, and battles over the meanings of gender and
the gendered distribution of power are continually fought in the economic, social, and
political spheres (Frank, 2002).
Rodeo is a performance and representation of the American West. It is also a
lifestyle, a mode of westness in a contemporary period. Rodeo life and its formal
performance is not solely one of the past or simply an invented tradition, perhaps of what
was won and lost over a hundred years ago. As Frank encourages us to remember above
all, is that even the most dominant or celebrated masculinities are subject to change, not
only because of contemporary critique, but from within their adherents. Where the
pastoralist may be misinterpreted as traditional in his selection of technology, gender
roles, and occupations, he may also be characterized as traditionalist if we allow him the
benefit that he may just be highly selective in uncertain times.
The American-pastoralist-turned-folk-hero history is shallow history and does not
leave room for cowboys, rodeo and working, as real contemporaries with modern
knowledge. We cannot discount them as tapestries of a complicated past because of
certain performances, especially their masculinity, as their own have faced as many
disruptions as any others. The pastoralist ethic, its rigor and compromises with changing
contexts, is a source for their success and, I think, the high degree to which rodeo
cowboys are admired and condemned simultaneously. Rodeo, then, is a contributor to
and the subject of a transnational, global circulation of ideas, anxieties, and desires about
a temporal-spatial edge where the concepts such as the rural and the urban, the idealized
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working class experience, and perhaps especially the confluences of modernity and
tradition intersect and confuse their conventional understandings. Here I have only
attempted to map such confusions briefly with a discussion of masculinities across time,
space, and performances.
In American Rodeo: From Buffalo Bill to Big Business (1985), Kristine
Fredriksson reexamines the beginnings of US professional rodeo and picks up where
Westermeier left off in the middle of the twentieth century. The title implies that the Wild
West Shows and their influence on professional rodeo will be examined. While
Fredriksson does account for them in the first chapter and to a degree in the thirteenth, it
is far less than could be done. Her dating of dude ranches could be extended back, and
she could have incorporated them more as the early audiences of cowboy spectacles.
Other important criticisms would be that she does not include an analysis of other
economic players in rodeo, (i.e. contract performers, equipment makers, celebrity
athletes), or the growth of high school and college rodeo, etc.37 A similar text today
would also have to examine the influence of television, video games, and other forms of
media.
Importantly though, Fredriksson immediately denaturalizes the presence of
nineteenth-century working cowboys in the American West and exposes the migratory
patterns (east and west) and seasonal nature of their work as related to the rise of Wild
West Shows (11). Her history of rodeo is decidedly framed within an economic analysis,
and others have done similar work (Haney, 1999; Pearson, 1999; Peñaloza, 2000, 2001).
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The growth and organization of college rodeo as well as its relationship with professional rodeo is well
documented by Sylvia Gann Mahoney in College Rodeo from Show to Sport (2004).
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While she largely ignores the plurality of the origins and development of rodeo, her text
is likely the most complete in terms of understanding rodeo as a professional sport born
out of industry and subject to many modern economic forces. She aptly includes analysis
of the tension between desiring independence and organization, the emergence of animal
rights activism in the post-WWII context, and the growing connection between rodeo and
corporate sponsors.
Fredriksson’s text (1985) acknowledges the social and economic forces that
influenced the rise in popularity of rodeo contests on working ranches. She also does well
to recognize the migratory status of the nineteenth-century working cowboy, something
that Westermeier and Allen naturalize and, in the end, idealize.38 However, her omission
of Hispanic influences and the lack of interdisciplinary citations do not bode well as a
place to start. In many ways these history texts must be thought of as a puzzle, and
Westermeier remains the most complete portion. Allen certainly provides the greatest
contribution in terms of mainstream US professional rodeo cowboys as they are
appropriated and consumed in US popular culture. He also does well to at least provide a
greater amount of space discussing alternative rodeo associations. Fredriksson provides
the best economic history of rodeo, which is essential, since in many ways the historical
imaginations of rodeo cowboys are principally ones of labors and skills.
The importance of a particular rodeo is often measured by its longevity and the
size of the purse awarded to the winners. The largest rodeos and most generous purses
often take place in major urban centers including Denver, Houston, Dallas, Reno, and Las
38

Historians Richard Slatta and William Savage (and others) have expanded the field of cowboy studies
across the Americas and the Hispanic influences on the nineteenth century US cattle industry.
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Vegas. Where urban centers demanded the beef produced by working cowboys, large
urban venues, sponsors, and audiences plan year-round for the next time rodeo cowboys
come to town and transform a basketball or football stadium into a dirt-filled, fenced-in
rural space, complete with livestock and their human counterparts. In comparison to
Herzfeld’s observations of Glendiots, the arenas themselves may not replicate a particular
landscape, but rather a technology that was both enabling and crippling for the North
American pastoralist. Closing the range with fencing challenged the working cowboy’s
mobility but enabled conservational relationships with the remaining available land. The
mobile rodeo arena is an innovation and refuge of pastoralists faced with a dwindling
landscape. The rodeo arena recreates a space very similar to those in which working
cowboys were occasionally defined and animals worked. The mobility of the urban
freeway, replacing those spaces and forms of mobility that were lost with the
privatization and bureaucratic takeover of rangeland, often bring about the nostalgia for
landscape that Herzfeld describes.
The image of the Romantic cowboy is in direct opposition to urbanizing,
industrializing, and increasingly sedentary forms of social life. Therefore, the cowboys’
presence in town becomes an opportunity to showcase their differences. This is elemental
to the temporary nature of their relationship with urban space. However, critical to a
rodeo cowboy’s measure as a competent actor is the ability to navigate many urban
institutions, e.g. bars, restaurants, casinos, hotels, sponsors, venues, and audiences. The
pastoralist ethic, especially for rodeo cowboys, therefore includes the ability to navigate
urban space, retain pastoralist prowess, and manipulate different landscapes to benefit
themselves and their livestock. Individual victory at rodeos is not the sole measure of a
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rodeo cowboy’s worth. The arrival, successful performance, and the wherewithal to move
on to another site are all part of an ideal that holds up certain practical skills, but also
distinct relationships with certain important places.
Professional rodeo is constantly in motion. Seasons are year-round and can
consist of 13 months of competition. Summer is the height of rodeo competition, and
cowboys will “go hard” for 3 months or more, meaning a commitment to traveling
despite other obligations like primary or second jobs and families. After all, formal
success in rodeo is measured in dollars won by year’s end. The reality of financial gain is
that prizes get spread out between travel partners, paid towards the maintenance of stock,
and invested in the cost of moving down the road to the next rodeo and paying its entry
fees. Though prizes seem lavish, there are many respected rodeo athletes who remain in
debt or on decidedly working-class budgets. Unlike common conceptions of travel as
privileged leisure, the labor of rodeo is perhaps best defined by the necessity of being
mobile, despite limited resources. Therefore, good travel partners will share winnings to
stay mobile, and keeping a whole family on the road is a sign of both financial and social
success. While cowboys certainly value the freedom of the open road and regard it as
critical to their senses of selves, freedom is also recognized to have a cost, and is
something to be worked for. Despite the pageantry, prizes, and excitement around
fenced-in performances, the most enjoyable part of rodeo life can be the open window of
a moving truck on a cool night along a dark highway, where the stars are not drowned out
by city lights.
Rodeo trails mark the routes that many cowboys take year after year, following
annually scheduled rodeos. Knowledge of animal athletes, prizes, competitors, and sites
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themselves are necessary for success. Like the pastoralist, who maintains marginal
ecologies by keeping his livestock moving, the successful rodeo cowboy draws on a
knowledge of social and economic ecologies. Knowing routes and mustering the strength
to drive all night between performances are important characteristics of a quality rodeo
cowboy. This knowledge is enacted in the form of mobility and resourcefulness in
marginal/foreign spaces. Furthermore, as professional rodeo becomes more global, the
value placed on these travel smarts will only increase as cowboys face new landscapes,
take new routes, and materialize rodeo in new sites. Rodeo trails encourage rodeo
storytelling that recounts journeys through strange places, often as minorities. Mobility is
essential for rodeo cowboys to mark themselves as different and distant from society. It is
also a key means to understanding senses of marginality along such a journey.
Sorting out the inherent risks of rodeo is often at the forefront of self-explanation
and storytelling and includes being socially marginal, marginal ecologies, and being at
the edges of physical injury and death. The daring that seems to be inherent to pastoralist
life is worth mentioning. In particular here are notions of marginality in nationalist
discourse. I am reminded again of Herzfeld’s work with Cretan sheepherders.
Here, in fact, is one lesson that Glendi may be able to teach history: that
perhaps the concept of a dedicated class of brigands, occupationally
defined as such, may be something of an illusion. The notion of a
chronologically and definitionally bounded category of kleftis belongs to a
more official ideology than it does to local discourse. Professionally,
Glendiots may be shepherds, not thieves. Kleftis is a performative term: it
is only when a shepherd has pulled off a series of particularly daring or
retributive thefts that he is known for a while as kalakleftis- a man who
knows how and when to steal. Glendiot men may become thieves in
Kenneth Burke’s sense of an “occupation”: they are known for their
daring in particular kinds of circumstances, and these become generalized
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to an ethical structure that categorically justifies the activity of rustling-in
short, to an ideology.
There are two complementary dimensions to the ideological status
of animal theft in Glendi. On the one hand, Glendiots justify this activity
as a continued after-effect of Turkish oppression. On the other, their
embarrassment when it is mentioned in the presence of foreigners or nonCretans springs from their awareness that, in the official view, it is
definitively un-Greek. As a result, Glendiots can end up sounding more
nationalistic than even the police. (1985:30)
Rodeo cowboys, like Glendiots, articulate their non-conformist status, a particular
relationship/performance with animals, and expressions of a nationalist, though certainly
pastoralist, identity in historical and ideological terms. Their awareness of the risks they
knowingly present themselves with is met with emotionally passive reactions,
embarrassment in the Glendiots’ case and humility in the cowboys’ case. In both
histories, these modern pastoralists reiterate that a tradition has been placed upon them or
actively adopted, and that the marginal income, perhaps unpopular routes, and risks of
working with animals are inherent to the meaning in their lives. Absorbing and facing
these risks is the most popular expression of authenticity. They are often absorbed and
encouraged by nationalist discourse and make sense of the risks as a part of something
greater than themselves. Nonetheless, differences and similarities in their expression
circulate within pastoralist constellations of values and ideas that continue to motivate
adherence and performance. Rodeo cowboys and Glendiots both perform acts of nonconformity with general society; these acts at the margins can be read as a particular
nationalist discourse as to what is more or less in line with the nationalist imaginations.
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4.3 Pastoral Care: Any Ditch Will Do
“When I leave this world, I hope my jeans are as worn on the knees as the
sheepskin under my saddle—that I prayed about this world as much as I
rode through it.” (Interview, 2012)

A subject exuding a palpable ethos of husbandry may not be a husbander in the
sense that is unique to pastoralism. He, she, or it may act in accordance with a caring
managerial spirit, but it may be performed or thought of in a manner in which they are
not recognized as pastoralists by others or, importantly, by themselves. The embodiment
of husbandry, then, spans a number of possible ethoses besides pastoralism. That is why I
use the phrase ‘pastoralist ethos of husbandry’ and not vice versa. It is worth briefly
delineating the elements of husbandry in the practice of pastoral care in the traditions of
the Christian church. Such an explication is valuable because it makes the pastoralist
ethos of husbandry and its ethics more qualitatively distinguishable.
Pastoral care is the ministry and counseling provided to a religious congregation,
normally Christian, by a religious leader such as a pastor—a title that has its etymology
in the Latin phrase pascere meaning to lead to pasture and to graze. According to Psalm
23:1-2, God is certainly a shepherd of sorts: “The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing.
He makes me lie down in green pastures, He leads me beside quiet waters, He refreshes
my soul.” Similarly in Psalm 78:52, “But He brought His people out like a flock; He led
them like sheep through the wilderness.” God again performs the acts of a shepherd and
His people that of the flock. Pastoral care, then, is acting in a Godly manner in the care,
management, and guiding of others to and within His church. This can be seen in
Jeremiah 3:15: “Then I will give you shepherds after My own heart, who will feed you on
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knowledge and understanding.” The ethos of husbandry in the act of pastoral care is one
of managing God’s people through example and teaching. Pope Gregory’s sixth-century
text, Regula Pastoralis or The Book of Pastoral Rule is a guide for Christian leaders and
model Christians in the keeping of not actual flocks but of the husbanding, caring for, and
occasionally rounding-up of congregations. It is no surprise, then, that the role of a
husband in the Christian household has very similar responsibilities as a pastor in the
church or that some nations and regions would promote such a responsible station in
identitarian projects. An example such as this distinguishes pastors from pastoralists, but
also displays how both may strive as ethical subjects to be good in their practice of
husbandry.
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Image 10, a photographic representation of the common image associated with Cowboy Church
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There'll be pastures of green for ole Pecos as we ride up the great Milky
Way.
There's a ranchhouse awaitin' in heaven, and I'll meet you up there some
sweet day.
When at last the big round-up is over, and the stray ones are all herded in,
When at last the storm clouds have all settled, then the big glory will be in
heaven, at the ranchhouse up there in the sky.
We'll shake hands with all the good cowboys, who have gone to that sweet
bye and bye,
There'll be pastures of green for ole Pecos, there as we ride up the great
Milky Way.
There's a ranchhouse awaitin' in heaven
And I'll meet you up there some sweet day.
I'll meet you up there some sweet day.
-Austin and Alta Fife's Heaven on Horseback

In 2008, the Associated Press reported on the boom of cowboy churches across
the United States. Cowboy churches emerged in the middle of the twentieth century and
rapidly multiplied after 1980. The American Fellowship of Cowboy Churches “strives to
remove as many of the barriers as possible that might be found in more traditional church
settings and offers a more relaxed, come as you are atmosphere where everyone is
welcome!” (original emphasis). Cowboy churches are representative of an effort to
evangelize rural North America. While most congregations have formed in the western
United States, there are growing numbers throughout the nation, in Canada, and Mexico.
The mission statements of many current cowboy church associations are explicit
in their mission to reach those unbaptized souls in the ‘cowboy culture.’ These
evangelical church organizations are not only meant to represent rural values, farm and
ranch culture, and cowboy sensibilities—they are deliberate extensions of other more
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organized church bodies meant to recruit folks from the dirt road country who feel more
than one degree of separation from urban institutions like organized congregations.
Moreover, these evangelical movements have capitalized on the loose attitudes towards
an all-powerful Lord. Specifically they have cited the belief that agricultural communities
feel welcomed and obliged to return to the earth in only a partially religious cycle. As one
church mission states, “cowboys have a creator-creation relationship with God, but do not
realize that their eternal soul is on the line.”
During my childhood, weekends that were not taken up with farm and ranch work
were meant to be spent with family and friends under blue skies, out of the house, and
enjoying God’s creation. My mother still calls it the Church of the Big Blue Dome. We
rode, went fly-fishing, floated the rivers, and skied down mountains and across the
valleys nearly once every weekend for as long as I could remember. Even if it was a
couple laps around the pasture via horseback or cross-country skiing, I was taught that
was where any appreciation for or faith in a deity was to be had. Weekends were also
allowed to be spent at the various arenas throughout the Rocky Mountain West and
Northwest when I began to rodeo. Those arenas became other legitimate arenas of
worship, or non-worship is fitting as well I suppose. I learned to appreciate a very natural
relationship with an overseeing power that valued my treatment and skill with livestock,
my knowledge and affection for the land, and a sincere gratitude for my parents and their
place in the world.
So, in terms of cowboy church, I was the ideal subject for salvation. One now
very well-known rodeo pastor, also a former bareback rider, offered to simply dip me in
the ditch behind my family’s house. I had just happened to start a few streams to irrigate
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our horse pastures. We sat there talking rodeo and suddenly, at least it seemed to me, we
were talking about my eternal soul. My out, as it were, was that I would rather make such
a commitment with family friends present. I did not want to be rude. The pastor’s
response was that “any ditch will do,” and that the very stream of water that nourished
our pastures and our stock was ideal for my own salvation.
A few years later I found myself in charge of a horsemanship program at a
Christian youth ranch across the sound from Seattle, Washington. My contributions to
staff bible study were few and often generated from my interest in religious studies
generally. Perhaps I caused more questions than anything else. I also played an outlaw
cowboy hero based upon John the Baptist in the ranch’s western style rendition of Jesus’
death and resurrection. I was selected for the role, because I had gone to the Idaho state
drama finals and was skilled enough to prophesize, ride, and shoot all at once. I repeated
the act every Monday afternoon when the new lot of campers and their families arrived,
enjoying tours, the show, and a generous barbecue.
The culmination of my journey at the Christian ranch was a sermon, my own. I
repeated and expanded upon the notion of vulnerability during my tenure there. Simply
put, a bareback bronc rider is rewarded with points for showing vulnerability. They must
give themselves over to the physical power and momentum of the bronc when they begin
and finish a spur stroke. The contestant must then regain control by beginning the motion
over again and then repeating throughout the ride. I argued that a good Christian must
also learn to endure their vulnerability, to give themselves over to a higher power in an
established pattern or balance of control and faith. Both relationships were testaments of
oneself more than a reflection upon anyone else. It was not a matter of scoring more
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points than another contestant; it was a matter of scoring the most points possible with
this particular bronc, being both vulnerable and aggressive all at once in this one life.
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Chapter 5

~Late Modernity in the American West~

5.1 A Social-Historical American West 5.2 Contours, Formations, and Regionalization
5.3 Modernity in the West 5.4 Back in Owens Valley 5.5 1960’s and the New West

5.1 A Social-Historical American West
In what follows I explicate the recent social history of the American West as a
distinctively modernist project. The historical project here uses San Francisco and Owens
Valley, CA as objects of interest. I intend to draw attention to how the American West is
thought about, represented, and performed as modern. I then assert that after the 1960s,
shifts take place in the regionalization of the West. These shifts, in one way or another,
are perhaps representative of the emergence of the New West. In this manner I see the
American West as an idea, symbol, and performance undergo a plurality of
transformations. Examples are drawn from the New West movements within the works of
the imagined West such as literature and film. I also draw from my own ethnographic and
lived experience in the rural American West, the urban based academy, and as a
contestant, judge, contemplator, and lover of American rodeo.
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first discusses the theories of
modernity under which I am working, the particularities of each that seem valuable, and
how this work is not a wholesale application of any one theorist’s program or focus. My
synthesis of concepts and their relationships is then explicated, and I emphasize that this
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investigation is an effort in a particular place and time, the American trans-Mississippi
West since roughly the beginning of the nineteenth century. The object of Owens Valley,
CA is then introduced. The Owens Valley example is revisited throughout the text for
two reasons: One, it displays a regionalization at the more local or periphery and is a
focus other than a city, emphasizing that the West is not ever an easily homogenized
whole. Two, the discussion of San Francisco is an effort to be detailed in my synthesis
and application; the Owens Valley discussion is concise in order to show it can be
convincingly so.
The second describes the regional contours of modernity and the formations
emerging in the American West, with a specific focus on San Francisco and its
relationship with the greater West. I will examine how the American West may be
understood as a modern social project. I furnish historical material that will flesh out
Giddens’ dimensions or contours of modernity (1991). These ‘contours of modernity’
derive a plurality of responses with regionally unique content, style, and form. I select
particular formations, whether they are events or institutions, not because they are the
first or ultimate example of a contour of modernity. Rather, I select formations that are
regionally distinct and may exist at interesting intersections. The appropriating of these
formations into ideas and performances attributed to the West are the key results to be
gained from the work done in this section. The American West is also as an imaginative
concept working within modernity. The imagined West is as inherent to the study of the
American West and its social modernity as the lived West. The contours of modernity in
a region, then, may be understood as expressed by unique formations, but also in their
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epistemological relationships within social imaginations, often expressed as equally
unique ideas, symbols, and performances.
In the third section I first recount the social activity of the 1960s in the American
West. That San Francisco is often associated with the new social movements of the ‘60s
makes it a poignant example. The social and political opposition to these movements, not
just the movements themselves, are significant. The generally conservative entrenchment
of those invested is not simply reactionary but strategically formed to deal with modern
anxieties. Films, literature, and social performances can be seen navigating these shifting
and formalizing movements. These efforts seem explicit in the academic New West and
their traditional opponents. The New West, intellectually and socially, seems in one sense
a symbol, idea, and performance of a greater awareness and engagement of tragedy in its
contemporary and its regionalized histories.
The fourth section is a continuation of the discussion of the New West, but as it is
expressed in both narratives of positive innovation and the anxieties surrounding the
authenticity of day-to-day life. I emphasize an alternative to Judith Butler’s concept of
performance here, explicating how individuals practice their narratives and often invite
degrees of change and variations in performance (1993). I contend that the politicization
and moralization of some of these symbols, performances, and ideas are contemporary
examples of such anxieties in the New West. Innovative actors emphasize and exercise
symbols, performances, and ideas that confuse those moralizations and politicizations.
They also make efforts to tell coherent narratives that make sense of the various shifts in
a regional history and myth. These are in part what I take to be the ‘cultural innovations’
that Alain Touraine describes (1971). A number of examples are drawn from a recent
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work in critical rural literacy studies (Donehower, Hogg et al. 2007). I also draw from 10
years as a rodeo cowboy and as contemporary hayseed in the urban academy. These
narratives seem to point at meaningful anxieties and innovations in the New West.
In the concluding pages I argue for simple resolutions. I regard our contemporary
moment to be very much like what some social theorists have proposed. I defend the
epistemological work of modern actors as equally important to understanding current
questions and concerns of modernity as the contours that define it. I make positive efforts
through a discussion of rodeo cowboys and rural literacy in the contemporary American
West. This may point to the explication of a meaningful lifestyle actively engaging the
contemporary anxieties. Modernity then may not be a meaningless existence, but a
moment when we must be innovative in our navigating between comedy and tragedy.

5.2 Contours, Formations, and Regionalization
Arguments of modernity, late or otherwise, often give some distinguishable
features to indicate its presence, and always as a social product it seems. In this sense, we
may argue that modernity does not simply appear, but is a creation of society, its
institutions and individuals. In the following section, I appropriate some of the work done
by Anthony Giddens, Michel Foucault, and Jean-François Lyotard. In Modernity and Self
Identity: Self and Society in the Late Modern Age, Giddens refers to the institutional
dimensions and dynamisms of modernity as: the institutional forms of industrialism,
capitalism, surveillance and organizational power, industrialized warfare, and the
dynamisms of the separation of time and space, disembedding mechanisms, and
institutional reflexivity (1991:10-34). I take these features of modernity as my own, but
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do not place them in a system that explicates individuals’ constructions of self and the
dialectical relation between the local and the global as Giddens does.
I am interested in how these institutional dimensions and dynamisms form
physically on the ground and in actors’ imaginations. I began with a belief that
modernity, however global or of the western world, looks and feels different depending
on where, when, and who one is. I summarize Giddens’ features of modernity, as they are
usually only analytically distinguishable, and their constant interaction as contours of
modernity. This term exercises the relevant geographical nature of my argument, but also
helps give meaning to the regionally unique formations of modernity. These formations
become the substance of history and imagination, but it often seems as though they are
better understood contextualized in micro-narratives rather than as a part of some metanarrative of human existence. The value of micro-narratives is also an important feature
of modernity, certainly if anyone wishes to discuss modernity and regionalism.
In The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (1984), Jean-François
Lyotard argues for a version of postmodernity defined by the collapse and failure of
meta-narratives. Put into doubt are the endlessness of scientific discovery (and its
positive force in humanity), the linear progress of history, and the possibility of total
freedom (what some would reduce to the end of Marxism). The prevalence and value of
micro-narratives then become a feature of the contemporary period. While I form my
argument more in terms of modernity and late modernity, rather than Lyotard’s
postmodernity, his discussion of micro-narratives and Wittengenstein’s language-games
are essential to understanding the variations in actors’ epistemological relationships that
may exist around the same contour or formation of modernity. In other words, these
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narratives and language-games, their substance in the particular, are my means to be
descriptively thick. The regional character of those narratives and language games
discursively locate, or perform the locating of the formations as a result of
regionalization.
Regionalization generally is “the temporal, spatial or time-space differentiation of
regions either within or between locales” (Giddens 1984). Regionalization is taken here
to be the work of both actors and collectives mapping epistemological relationships with
both the contours of modernity and the regional formations along them. I understand
historians, literary critics, writers, performers, and ethnographic informants as indicating
formations and often qualifying them within their narratives of the American West. There
are regionally distinct forms of modernity that are the physical manifestations of the
institutional dimensions and dynamisms of the modern era. Actors’ epistemological
relationships with and among these forms, institutional dimensions, and dynamisms are
expressed through micro-narratives. The content of those micro-narratives contain
regionally distinct ideas, symbols, and performances as a result of regionalization. In
reporting similarities and differences between them, we might better stand back from
seemingly incoherent narratives, make some sense of them, and place them in a particular
social history.
As a method then, much of this project is a very specific archeology of
regionalization and the American West. In The Order of Things: An Archeology of the
Human Sciences (1973), Michel Foucault presents a methodology for explaining the rise
of the social sciences in terms of the discontinuity in the ‘episteme’ of the Western world
between the Enlightenment and the modern age. The ambitions here are considerably
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smaller and retain the spirit of Foucault’s discussion, but cannot be a wholesale
translation. The archeology of the American West, as a symbol, idea, and performance, is
an investigation of some measure of both continuity and discontinuity in certain
narratives engaged in regionalization. It does not seem to be the case that one episteme
suddenly gives way unto a new one, like modernity giving way to postmodernity. Rather,
ideas, symbols, and performances shift within modern actors’ epistemological works.
These shifts can be more or less significant, but nonetheless express the meaning between
actors and their sense of place and time.
I would like to quickly explore an example of the various regional formations that
can emerge on the contours of modernity with an example from the peripheries of the
imagined West and the historical West. Surveillance and organizational power can be
understood in the formation of Manzanar, a Japanese internment camp in central
California, and also as the disembedding and mobilizing of war time policy. No doubt
other contours and expressions can be gleaned from the formation of any Japanese
internment camp. Manzanar, though, embodies a particularly poignant example of the
American West because of its location in Owens Valley, CA. A quick review of the
micro-narrative of this location reveals the layering and shifting of the contours of
modernity. Owens Valley was once the familiar land of the Paiute Indians, then colonized
by foreign farmers and ranchers in the 1860s. The Bureau of Reclamation then acquired
the land and water rights early in the twentieth century and proceeded to drain the water
for the sprawling city of Los Angeles (Limerick 2000). The subsequent arid land was
chosen by the War Relocation Authority, whose agents were largely recruited from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, for one of ten or so Japanese internment camps located in the
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West (White 1991). Manzanar, a Spanish word for apple-orchard, becomes a tragically
ironic name for the desolate camp of the Japanese prisoners. Patricia Nelson Limerick’s
retelling of the Owens Valley narrative is evidence for the ‘cycles of conquest’ that we
can find in the West. Richard White discusses Japanese internment in terms of the effects
of World War II on the West. Both are apt and in the vein of the New West History
movement I will discuss later.
In this particular example, Owens Valley does seem to symbolize conquest and
the forced relocation of people and resources. Conquest seems to be an idea and
performance relevant to many eras, especially when history is written with a concern for
social justice. What if it is drawn out with a concern for the contours of modernity? My
defense of the American West as a modern social project demands that I be able to
answer the questions: How are social activities of Owens Valley particularly modern (and
therefore maybe something other than conquests)? What other symbols, ideas, and
performances can I point to that seem to lend equal or more meaning to the variety of
narratives of and about Owens Valley? I will return to the Owens Valley narrative later.
San Francisco seems to be more at the center stage of the forming of the American West,
or at least it is given more attention by historians and mythmakers.

5.3 Modernity in the American West
The example of San Francisco emerged when I discussed my dilemma of how to
express the trends of modernity in the West simply with a colleague who was also raised
in the rural American West. History texts, written the past 25 years, and in both
conservative and liberal veins, made notes that San Francisco had become more like New
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York than say Billings, MT. This seems like a safe generalization, perhaps especially
from the rural point of view that my colleague and I shared. While any Californian might
cringe at being likened to a New Yorker, and vice versa, a native Montanan seems to
have a similar leverage of difference on them both. When did San Francisco, sometimes
the epitome of the American West, become so logically identifiable as being nonwestern? There is no one particular year; there are exceptions, but the casting of history
here should help make some sense of the matter. I quickly move through the California
Gold Rush of 1849 to the middle of the twentieth century.
In terms of the Euro-American conquest, San Francisco should probably first be
thought of as being northern, what the Spanish and Mexican folklorists regarded as the
very edge of the Northern Mystery. In 1776 Spanish Franciscans founded twenty-one
missions, and secular groups founded six garrisoned towns, including a fort at San
Francisco (Hine and Faragher 2007). To formally consider the naturally isolated bay
American and western would have to wait until the Mexican Cession of 1848. The
West’s national boundaries, after a half-century of Jeffersonian ideals such as an “empire
of liberty” and manifest destiny, would be drawn by war, diplomacy, utopian aspirations,
and ‘sectionalist’ ideologies. The phrase “empire of liberty” speaks to the sometimes
incoherent manner in which the West was made American. In some sense, it was a
violent empire in the shadows of Europe’s history, but in another sense new bureaucratic
diplomacy and the opportunities available to a rising middle class do seem to whisper the
idea of liberty. Nonetheless, I begin with how the West becomes American.
With an undersized government and army to maintain the vast territory America
acquired during the first half of the nineteenth century, it was the migrations of groups
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and individuals, many of foreign origins, that established the land as American.
Historians, such as Richard White, have described nineteenth-century western migrations
as being of three kinds. They include: first, kinship-based migrations, such as the
Norwegian settlements of the northern plains; and second, the utopian migrations, such as
the Mormon settlements (1991). White states that the third type is the most ‘modern’ of
the three. These migrations were fueled by the desire by individuals to accumulate
property (largely bound up with extraction economies) and depended on mass
communication of the opportunity to do so, newspapers being important examples. A
good example is the thousands of Asian men traveling to “Gold Mountain” and, like
many with these ‘opportunistic migrations,’ had the goal to return from the American
West wealthier. The West is not an example of a purely free capitalist market. The
modern contours of capitalism in the West can be formulated in its relation to the federal
government: initially to spur migration in the recent federally purchased or conquered
land, then to control natural resources through bureaucratic power and big business, and
finally to industrialize the West for World War II.
The American West, more than any other section of the United States, is a
creation not so much of individual or local efforts, but of federal efforts.
More than any other region, the West has been historically a dependency
of the federal government. (White: 1991)
The early settlement of the West though went largely unsupervised. Federal
surveillance was largely dedicated to the “non-American,” meaning what little power and
resources available to the government was spent supervising Indian relations and
conflicts, as well as suspiciously independent groups like Utah’s Mormons (White 1991).
California would receive one of the most iconic and fervid migrations in nineteenth170

century America in 1949. Newspapers released the discovery of gold at Sutter’s Mill
throughout 1848, and in December President Polk confirmed the discovery of gold to
Congress. Between 1848 and 1852, the non-Indian Californian population would increase
from 14,000 to 223, 856, largely attributed to the metaphorically rich gold fever (White
1991). San Francisco would become the entrepreneurial center for the extraction
economies. While many in the mines would likely find themselves poorer than when they
had set out for the hills, those selling the commodities that enabled the booms would
prove to be the ones that had truly struck it rich. One need only think of Levi Strauss’
uniquely tough fabric, or the marketing of boots made from Brazilian rubber, as an
example of such timely, innovative commodities. The greatest benefactor being the
United States and its permanently settling the territories.
The boom and bust character of the nineteenth-century extraction economies that
fueled migrations and formations were largely reflected in the urban settlements that were
the center of those rushes. Cities like San Francisco, Denver, and Seattle were surrounded
largely by unpopulated, unutilized lands (White 1991). The average experience of the
nineteenth-century American West was urban, heterogenic, and driven largely by new
economic opportunity. San Francisco reflects such a spike in population and urban
growth, but also an entrance into a global economy in its needing to import many
commodities, such as food and mining technology. The cavalry soldier and guide/scout
predate and accompany migrations by exerting power to control and subdue Indians,
other ‘non-Americans’, and secure routes. Industry, though, seems to follow these spikes
in migration in the West. Farming for self-subsistence becomes the business of feeding
urban centers; horse and cattle demands necessitate the greater development of ranching
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and the cowboy profession; and transcontinental business demands efficient connection,
encouraging the largely federally funded railroad and telegraph networks. San Francisco
forms then on the modern contours of the entrepreneurial aspects of capitalism, the
separation of time and space via news print, and the disembedding mechanisms of
government protection and its encouragement to seek riches in the unregulated claims to
extractable wealth, such as gold, silver, timber, cotton, etc.
Particular regional formations along these contours then become meaningful in
how the West is thought of. Without the regulatory powers of the government and
thousands of eager entrepreneurs, one can imagine that the West was indeed ‘wild’ in the
often violent relationship with other groups, but also in the experience with nature and
domestic social activity like establishing mining claims or creating banks. The fact that it
was a heavily male gendered population is significant as well. If the West had been
entirely the product of kin-based settlement, perhaps the woman settler would have been
a more prolific symbol in the early regionalization. Rather, the forty-niner stages an
opportunistic migration that builds cities like San Francisco, cowboys feed the miners
and other urban settlers, and the cavalry soldier engages the violent measures it took to
clear the way for them. In what may have been the average experience of the nineteenthcentury American West, it begins to be represented by the wildly individualistic men who
quickly subdued its resources and built cities that best enabled that process.
Patricia Nelson Limerick is right in many regards to defend that the Gold Rush
that built San Francisco, also “shook the West” (2000). With the same emphasis, but
reading history as the work of epistemological cartographers, I would claim that: 1) The
California Gold Rush, and other ‘boom’ migrations, represents the rapid and significant
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emergence of the contours of modernity, especially capitalism and disembedding
mechanisms. 2) Upon those contours regional formations like San Francisco, Denver, the
Bank of Italy (and later America), and the railroad emerge. 3) The symbols, ideas, and
performances that become associated with formations like San Francisco take on
characteristics reflective of those particular contours present and also of those absent or
less influential. In other words, ‘opportunistic’ is an idea and performance that represents
the trust in expert systems like newspapers and leaders that report the presence of gold
and to then migrate West; ‘miners’ are a symbol of the male gendered extraction
economies and an individualistic migration; ‘violent/wild/adventure’ are ideas and
performances of lives with little or unrecognizable social organization and surveillance;
and ‘cowboys’ are symbols of the agrarian industries that emerge to enable the large
urban settlements. 4) These ideas, symbols, and performances may generate a particular
regionalization of the West that is meaningful in its time and place.
Buffalo Bill Cody, westerner and entrepreneur, developed one of the most
significant theatrical performances of the American West. It would bring these
nineteenth-century ideas, symbols, and performances to live audiences throughout the
world in his Wild West Show. That Cody had actually lived as a scout and adventurer in
the West is important. Moreover, often the stage performances of cavalry, Indian
warriors, cowboys, and sharpshooters were fulfilled by the actual persons, meaning
Calamity Jane was playing Calamity Jane. This would have been special, since many of
these persons were celebrities before their arrival to the stage, their adventures
established by the recent popularity of the dime novel. Their appearance and performance
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of skill must have lent some legitimacy to the hyperbole of the West presented in the
storybooks.
Historian Richard Slotkin highlights the wild west shows, like Cody’s or the 101
Ranch, as ‘the ritualizing of the American West as history’ (1998). Certain celebrities,
like the cowboy, soldier, and warriors, are brought to the forefront as the symbols, ideas,
and performances thought to be particularly western at this time. Cody’s European tours
ran from 1887 to 1892. European migration to America was extensive during these years,
and immigrants largely reported having envisioned Buffalo Bill Cody’s America (Slotkin
1998). His 1893 season earned over a million dollars and included an unofficial
participation in the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago, where historian Frederick
Jackson Turner would present his famous work “The Significance of the Frontier in
American History.” On that hot Chicago day, a person could have taken a stroll from one
end of the midway to the other and seen the establishment of the American West as both
historical and imagined.
The last years of Cody’s European Tours seem especially telling of what the West
came to represent. The romanticizing and grandeur of cowboy skill and the
sharpshooter’s steadiness are regular images in the performance of the West, emphasizing
a masculine individuality and self-reliance. Later shows also display the quiet,
industrious lives of miners and agriculturalists. Also, after the actual Battle of Wounded
Knee in 1890, historian Richard Slotkin notices a new performance in program of the
Wild West. The reenactments of battles like Little Big Horn and Wounded Knee take on
new scenes of closure: enemies shaking hands. The ceremony of reconciliation between
Whites and Indians is a deliberate effort to frame the West in a particular way. It
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performs the West as a symbol of America, coming of age, establishing an empire
through industry and violence by individually valued people who were often enemies, but
who have now forged friendship in pursuit of ideas like liberty. Indeed, it seems that the
early American West embodies the direct meshing of imagination and lived experience,
especially through the new medias of dime novels and wild west shows that separate time
and space, but with historically rich imagery. The early twentieth century would continue
to use the West as its canvas for representations of American development and conflict,
but new modern formations would challenge old ones. The ideals, symbolic characters,
and performances of the West from this era are caricatures of their contemporary and not
simply imaginary. “The poetic ideas of the garden and the Western yeoman were noticed
by Tocqueville and others, but not taken up in the literary imagination until the late
1870s, their fictional emancipation” (Smith 1950). Their roots in the real will become the
handle by which they are appropriated and their imaginary wings of fantasy will power
the seemingly fluid epistemological shifts in the future regionalization of the West.
A quiet revolution began in the West in the 1880’s…The federal
government asserted permanent ownership…of the remaining public
domain and began to manage and supervise use of those lands. (White
1991)
The bureaucracy’s minimal surveillance of the greater settlement of the West
would no longer be the norm in the first half of the twentieth century. In many ways the
American West was having its cake and eating it too in the nineteenth century. They had
federal funding with no serious oversight. Early organizational bodies, like the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the US Geological Survey, and the General Land Office, were made to
manage the West, but only in as far as promoting settlement and extraction economies
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with as little interference from the government or the land’s previous occupants as
possible. A reading of the history between 1880 and 1930 shows the gradual rise of
bureaucratic power and its relationship with private business, and is littered with agency
acronyms and federal dollar amounts. The professionalization of those western
bureaucrats at the turn of the twentieth century created much of the oversight and red tape
that became the targets of the Populist and New Right movements. One strategy
developed to counter federal power but maintain its financial and intellectual investment
can be seen in the ideological divisions and muddling within agencies. These conflicts
and stalemates would become the notable characteristics of the American bureaucratic
process and point at the political trends after World War II. In this sense, then, we can see
the beginnings of a more intimate relationship between the federal government and the
American West, where friends are kept close and enemies closer.
Federal presence was far greater in the West than the East. The day-to-day life in
the West included constant negotiations with the organizational powers. The creation of
national forests by conservationist politics is telling of such federal power and its
reception. Grazers and lumbermen were at the forefront of the anticonservationist battle
for unhindered access to federal lands that were now being managed by the US Forest
Service. In 1907, President Roosevelt signed away his “power to create anymore forest
reserves in Oregon, Idaho, Washington, Montana, Colorado, and Wyoming, but only
after having created 21 new national forests the day before” (White 1991). In 1910, the
local advisory boards created by the Forest Service would provide access to bureaucratic
power to western laymen. Resistance from within the organizational bodies would prove
to be a new western profession.
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San Francisco, like many Western cities, wished to promote growth and control
over resources. In 1913, the Taft Administration allowed the city to dam and flood Hetch
Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park. Conservationist leadership was fervidly
divided on the proposition (White 1991). The controversy over the reservoir, as a
destruction of an aesthetic good or the bettering of public good, spurred an ethical and
political battle into the thoughts of most Americans that continues today and on a global
level. The city of San Francisco’s “utilitarian” conservationists, aligned with federal
power and powerful business associates, dammed the valley and siphoned the water and
power production to the urbanizing Bay Area. John Muir, a leader and founder of the
Sierra Club, fiercely opposed the Hetch Hetchy damming. The Sierra Club would begin
to symbolize preservationist ideals. Utilitarian goals were being forwarded by those
established bureaucracies like the Forest Service and the Bureau of Reclamation. In 1916,
the National Park Service became the preservationists’ bureaucratic body (White 1991).
It would compete with other agencies for control over western lands to fulfill political
and moral agendas. Both utilitarian and preservationist agencies would greatly impact the
lives of westerners who had been tied to the land before their fury of interest.
The Hetch Hetchey narrative also displays another trend during this period. The
urban archipelago of major Western cities grew significantly in population and in their
own bureaucratic power, especially in procuring water rights. Puget Sound, Portland, the
Bay Area, Los Angeles, and San Diego lined the coast. The interior West’s major urban
centers were Tucson, Albuquerque, El Paso, Denver, Wichita, San Antonio, Dallas,
Houston, and to a lesser degree, Salt Lake City, Boise, Topeka, Wichita, and Omaha. Los
Angeles and San Francisco were the largest, with Los Angeles surpassing San Francisco
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by 1930 (White 1991). Urban planning and city boosters began to actively build and
reconfigure plans for modern cities. Progressive reformer and Democratic Mayor James
Phelan shifted San Francisco into the City Beautiful movement. City Beautiful was part
of a greater trend in the West of cities beginning to provide services like sewer,
education, law enforcement, etc. (White 1991). This was in part to alienate private
services that were largely corrupt and owned by companies based in the East, but also to
encourage the immigration of both individuals and the growing corporate sector.
California in particular had grown independent of Eastern manufacturing and was
importing raw materials and providing the capital for new opportunities in the West
(White 1991; Milner, O'Connor et al. 1994).
President Roosevelt’s federal relief from the poverty of the Great Depression
would be largely welcomed by the West, especially the rural. “Between 1933 and 1939
the West led all other sections in per capita payments for work relief, relief, and loans”
(White 1991). The Works Progress Administration (WPA) employed over 2.5 million
workers, gave out over $2 billion in appropriations, and succeeded in building bridges,
roads, check dams, schools, and sewer systems. The Drought Relief Service bought up
more than 8 million cattle, and for a moment the federal government became the largest
cattle owner in the world. The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 brought grazing under federal
management. The Soil Conservation Service became experts in proper farming
techniques and processes. The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 established a
program where lands would be rested, and the government would purchase surpluses at
set prices. The program assumed many of the risks, but also favored those farmers that
could afford to rest the greatest amount of land. Those that could not find work, with the
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WPA or otherwise, headed for California. California had been a usual migratory location
seeming to always have jobs. The 300,000 heartlanders, or “Okies,” could not all be
employed, and were often discriminated against in the same manner that other minorities
were and became the “poor white trash” stereotype (White 1991). America’s agrarian
icons were indeed a great federal concern and became the wards of a new expert system
and organizational and surveillance power over the West’s agriculturalists.
James D. Houston provides an apt discussion of the literature that exclaimed the
disappointment and burning out of the agrarian utopian dream. The Grapes of Wrath
(1939) and The Day of the Locust (1939) both represent critical moments in twentieth
century California. Steinbeck’s Joads stand together in a Californian orchard reduced to
mud despite their arduous journey. The 1940 film would portray Tom Joad as the ideal
populist outlaw hero. The Locust protagonist, Todd Hacket, is continually working on a
giant painting entitled “The Burning of Los Angeles.” These works encompass the
burdens set forth by the Dust Bowl, the Depression, and the toll taken on California in the
mass exodus from the Heartland, but also the physical disillusionment with America’s
‘progress’ (Kowalewski 1996). Bay Area-based authors Frank Norris and Jack London
would also use the western landscape and cityscape as active forces in their prose. Frank
Norris was the first author to use San Francisco as the location for his western novel
McTeague (1899). He also posed the agrarian versus industry ideologies in his novel
Octopus (1901), that cast ranchers against the railroad. Jack London’s The Valley of the
Moon (1913) is the portrayal of the solace found in the western landscape at Beauty
Ranch. London did actually seek solitude at his own Beauty Ranch (Milner, O'Connor et
al. 1994).
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The regionalization of the West from the 1880s to the 1930s is greatly an effort to
deal with the growing bureaucratic powers and their opposition, but also to appropriate
previous symbols, ideas, and performances strategically in periods of hardship and
failure, i.e. the First World War and especially the Great Depression. The West, having
previously been largely free from surveillance and steeped in agrarian and extraction
economies, is forced to reckon with both the failure of previous formations and the
growing awareness of the inconsistencies in previous ideas, symbols, and performances.
Differences in the contours of modernity are linked with these conflicts and efforts. 1)
Capitalism remains significant, but it is largely tied to the expanding contour of the
organizational and surveillance powers of the federal government. Conflicting politics,
ethics, and industries seek power within the expanding bureaucracy and create systems of
institutional reflexivity in order to compete for organizational power over many of the
same resources, lands, and social activities. 2) The regional formations of these contours
deal with the rise in industrialism, but often through organizational power. San Francisco,
and other western cities, promoted growth through booster movements and serviceorientated city management and planning. San Francisco required water and power in its
efforts to provide public services. The modern formation of the Hetch Hetchy reservoir
emerges along these contours of the organizational power of federal and local
bureaucracies and its increased relationship with big business and capitalism. The Sierra
Club also emerges but as a social opponent to the increased use of the West’s natural
resources in what was felt to be an unethical manner. These preservationist ideals,
embodied in the formation of the National Park Service, emerge out of the same contours
as the Hetch Hetchy dam. National parks and dams, like Hetch Hetchy or the Grand
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Coulee, are modern formations in this period and certainly occupy many different senses
of what the West represented at the end of the 1930s.
That a dam could come to symbolize success, failure, progress, and
commercialism all at once is a sign of its varying location in epistemological
cartographers’ regionalization of the West. The same could be said of a national park as
being either a waste or a national monument. The social relationship between an invested
actor and these formations is also important, as they may be incoherent. The example
widely used is a Sierra Club preservationist who lives in San Francisco and drinks Hetch
Hetchy reservoir water while despising its construction. The conflicts within bureaucratic
powers, failure of the stock market, agrarians’ plight of the Dust Bowl, and the
intensifying in racial and labor conflict are all recognizably at odds with the performance
by Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show decades earlier. In the 1930s, the New Deal Projects,
Hollywood’s films, and the debates over land and labor pointed at the West in similar
ways. The migrations and capitalism of the nineteenth century had made the western land
American. The utopian garden of early settlement was no longer. Nevertheless, the
bureaucratic powers reoriented social activity towards a new ‘public’ settlement that
fueled the economy and the regionalization of American life. The West becomes a
symbol of the entire nations struggle, depicting the Depression often in agrarian
performances of poverty, migration, and family solidarity. It also expresses the ideas of
the utility and character of the landscapes.
The brief renaissance of the western film from 1939 to 1941 points I think to what
the West was thought to represent. The Federal Writing Projects at this time were
deliberate efforts to encourage patriotism in the face of the rising fascism in Germany,
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the Soviet Union, and Japan. These folklorists and ‘historians’ were generating the
“progressive” narratives revitalizing Teddy Roosevelt’s and Frederick Jackson Turner’s
frontier theses, but with an emphasis on the Anglo-American place in leading the world’s
nations (Slotkin 1998). Hollywood would follow these examples and begin to produce
the new “historical epic” Western. A poignant example for our discussions later is Santa
Fe Trail (1940), wherein Ronald Reagan portrays Custer against radical leftists (Slotkin
1998). The Outlaw Western also arises during this time. Henry King’s Jesse James
(1939) is an important example, picturing Jesse’s gang as deliberating robbing the corrupt
railroad companies to preserve the integrity of local agrarian communities (Slotkin 1998).
These performances treat the West as place with corrupt groups within it, but also as a
place where democracy and heroism still matters, even in martyrdom.
The Second World War is critical in the encroachment of modernity. The wartime
efforts would change the West forever, but as in other moments of history, its sudden
mass industrialization is largely a federally funded effort. The West would become more
industrial than the East, including when private manufacturing would acquire the
facilities built for the war. The West’s population would become as urban as the East’s,
the technology separating time and space increases, and western laboratories, contracts,
and universities will produce much of the military science and laboratories that
industrialize warfare into the nuclear era. Probably the most critical aspect of the WWII
West is that national power, commerce, technology, and life materials become distributed
equally for the first time in American history. At the war’s end, the West seems to have
finally fully joined the American nation-state.
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Industry has been a part of the Anglo-American West from its outset. Economies
of extraction, i.e. mining, timber, agriculture, and eventually power, sustained the
livelihoods of western immigrants throughout its history. Industrialism, though, may be
more difficult to generalize as a constant feature in the West. I, like Giddens, understand
industrialism as general social project of production widely engaged with material power
and machinery in its production (1991:15). Mass industrialism, in its most significant
emergence, comes to the West with the American entrance into World War II in 1941.
“Never in western history did changes come so quickly or have such far-reaching
consequences as between 1941 and 1945. It was as if someone had tilted the country:
people, moneys, and soldiers all spilled west” (White: 1991).
The government provided 90 percent of the capital to industrialize the West for
wartime activities, California securing 10 percent of federal wartime monies (White
1991). Along with the funds came workers, and along with them the need for
infrastructure. This boom in not only ships and planes, but houses, food, and roads
spurred a mass production in need of expert management. San Francisco-based Bank of
America, founded by Amadeo Peter Giannini, was a principal financer in the West’s
aviation industry, and in 1945 surpassed New York’s Chase Bank as the world’s largest
bank (White 1991; Milner, O'Connor et al. 1994). San Francisco, though, would be home
to the better part of the shipbuilding contracts.
Another key organizer of industry was Henry J. Kaiser. Along with his associates
and bureaucratic allies, Kaiser facilitated the building of roads, dams, pipelines, bridges,
ships, steel mills, magnesium mills for bombs, and just about any other mass produced
item in the West (White:1991). This particular occurrence sets into the western economy,
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and other social projects, those individuals who were not experts in any particular
profession, but could manage and organize any group of professionals. This boom
economy is more than just another system of extraction of resources. It was a mass reskilling of workers; a large expert system of wartime management and intelligence
requires more trust. The reskilled workforce can be readily disembedded and be capable
of moving almost anywhere on a global scale, something that the West had never seen at
such a scale (Giddens: 1991; White: 1991).
Experts came in more forms than just managers. Scientists and public science
become a significant part of the western economy and education system. Land grant
universities, federally and state funded, were only weakly tied to national and
international research. Their efforts were principally to aid the local extraction
economies—better farming and mining techniques for example. During the war, those
centers of research became directly engaged with international issues and military
science. Western universities received $99 million, more than all the universities’
research expenses since their founding (White 1991). The prestigious chemistry and
physics departments at the University of California at Berkeley and the California
Institute of Technology can largely be seen as a result of this attention. These research
and development projects are directly related to the industrialization of war (Giddens
1991). Much of the nation’s nuclear power and war science was taking place in the
isolated deserts of the southwest. In many ways, nuclear war capabilities will become an
icon of the western landscape, especially as a means of employment. Nuclear labs in the
high mountain desert of Idaho develop nuclear submarines and power the first ‘atomic
city.’ Isolated military bases and research centers like Los Alamos, NM develop a strange
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position in the desert and modern myth of the West. Alongside these discussions of total
war and their position in the West come apocalyptic social movements dotting the
landscape, and the search for extra-terrestrial life becomes works of fact and fiction
within the clear skies of the West.
It was not only scientists and managers that flooded the West’s growing industry.
People of all walks of life (both women and men) began to participate with the wartime
economy. Many of the “Okies” that had settled the San Joaquin Valley during the
Depression became factory workers. Eight million people moved to the West, and nearly
half of them to the coast. In 1942, the bracero program procured Mexican farm laborers,
but only with the guarantee that they could not be drafted; a total of half a million would
come to the United States during the war (White 1991). Some of the wartime industries
hesitated in hiring women and minorities. Federal policy and aid along with union
movements worked to undo this with varying degrees of success. Cities swelled to
capacity; San Francisco feared that many of its facilities would break down. Racial
tension also grew, and many cities practiced segregation; 80 to 90 percent of San
Francisco was closed to nonwhites (White 1991).
The 1940s and 1950s truly made the American West modern. The
industrialization of war and the industrialization of the economy occurred in a matter of
years following 1941. The formations of factories, laboratories, and highly influential
academic institutions all emerged on these wartime contours. Large groups of intellectual
elites emerged, as well as numerous skilled industry workers. Cities grew and sprawled
with large migrations westward and from the rural. Old prejudices produced racially
divided cities and were marked with minorities living in ghetto conditions. The wartime
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boom also produced a larger, mostly white, middle class. The suburban growth, ranch
style homes, barbeques, and cars became more common in the West and iconic of
America’s idealized standards of living. Behind every perfect picture, though, was
increasing racial tension, the looming of the cold war, and the race between democracy
and communism. Along with the formations of industry and technology came the
realization that humans could end the world many times over. Television and music
revealed the growing cultural divides and the divide between the baby-boomers with their
parents widened as well.
The American West after the Second World War and into the Cold War was
finally an equally powerful and populated region of the United States. In many ways, the
West was symbolic of the growing middle class. More than anything though, the West
assumed an important role in the mass media that America was producing for itself and
abroad. At the end of the war, western movies and novels began to reel out into the
popular consciousness. Women were actively cast into more dynamic an strong
characters, such as the 1941 Gangs of Sonora or Jane Russell’s portrayal in the 1943 film
The Outlaw (Milner, O'Connor et al. 1994). Classic characters would arise from this era
as well: Shane (1952), or any of the John Wayne movies like Stagecoach (1939) or Red
River (1948). Television westerns like Bonanza and cowboy stars like Gene Autry reared
up many of the baby-boomer generations who sat in front the screen more than any other
generation before them.
By 1958, Westerns comprised about 11 percent of all works of fiction
published in the United States, and Hollywood turned out a Western
movie every week. In 1959 thirty primetime television shows, including
eight of the ten most watched, were Westerns. (White 1991)
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Most of these imaginative works stayed on with the progressive, epic model of the
Western as history, but would see moments of change and blatant reversals in the decades
to come. There were also live experiences of the West. Rodeo waned during the war, as
many contestants joined the service. After the war, though, rodeo saw an increase in
public interest; some of the first rodeos on television were aired, and product
sponsorships began to appear. The Marlboro Man was a mainstay in worldwide
advertising from this period forward. Roadway tourism increased in the postwar years as
well. National parks and the occasional dude ranch became favorite family destinations in
Western vacations. Indeed, it seems the West was a symbol of America as an industrial,
military power, and following the war was more of a symbol of American traditions
through troubled years and through a world war. These performances of predictable
white, masculine, middle class values would come under fire in the turbulent 1960s.

5.4 Back in Owens Valley . . .
The history visited here may also be regarded as the cycles of conquest that
Limerick set forth to describe the history of Owens Valley, CA. Perhaps here though,
what is more telling, is what would make the ‘conquest’ of Owens Valley particularly
modern, as conquests seem to be timeless tragic strategies. Rather, in the terms and
relationships I have set out, perhaps Owens Valley is a symbol of the changing
relationship between the federal government and the use of western lands. The case of
Owens Valley seems to follow the general pattern of the increased power of surveillance
and organization of social activity. The displacing of the Paiutes by settlers was likely an
unfamiliar type of displacement, as we can imagine that in the hundreds of years prior to
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European presence, other bands had displaced each other time and time again. Perhaps
what was modern, but by no means justified or progressive, about Euro-Americans
forcing the relocation of the Paiutes was its regionally distinct form of agrarian
settlement. Settlers were early entrepreneurial land-yearning capitalists. These actors,
most likely kin groups, were disembedded by mechanisms made up of the symbolic token
private ownership of land and through the government policy of the Homestead Act, both
enabled by the organizational powers that moved and kept Indians under surveillance.
When urban centers and federal agencies gained more control, and their demands for
resources increased, they displaced the agrarian community, not through forced removal,
but through bureaucracy and politics.
It was during the years of World War II that surveillance and its associated power
took a distinct form in the American West. The Japanese internment in 1941 was largely
a federal project that used a distinctly western landscape and social climate to enable its
existence. Eight of the ten internment camps were isolated in the landscape of the West.
In 1943, the efforts transitioned to assimilating the Japanese groups into American
society. White, protestant church groups frequented the camps, and eventually 4,300
college aged students were released to attend American universities (White 1991).
Internment ended in 1945 when the Supreme Court declared the imprisonment of “loyal”
US citizens unconstitutional. Reparations were not awarded until 1988.
To regard all of these displacements as simply conquest almost reduces any
migration in the modern as the result of conquest. There is no doubt we can see power
being exercised in particular ways in the narrative. Each relocation, though, can be
described by the organizational power of western lands and peoples. The Paiute
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relocation is representative of the government’s limited, but effectively narrowed power
to (often violently) clear the land of Indian presence. The agrarian community actually
participated in its own removal, some voting to enable the City of Los Angeles and the
bureaucratic powers to have the land and water rights. The Japanese relocation was the
better example of conquest, but again was an increase in federal power in the West.
Indian conflict was a known reality at times in the West. The attack on Pearl Harbor, and
its large presence in the growing media, was all that the US government would need to
enact the Relocation program and for non-Japanese to largely stand by and watch or
encourage. The ability to find, subdue, and physically move Japanese citizens to what
were essentially concentration camps, sans genocide, was more a level of federal
organizational power and desire for social surveillance. In this manner, though, we can
tell a narrative of Owens Valley that is coherent, because of the continued relationship
with the contour of modernity, specifically here the federal government’s organizational
power its surveillance of social activity. From this point one may interpret this history as
the lack of social justice and conquest, or as the progress of the United States as a world
power. Many in the 1960s would choose the former to motivate critique and change.
Others would choose the latter to retain the sense that the United States remained a good
project, then and now.

5.5 The 1960’s and the New West
When John F. Kennedy referenced a “new frontier,” I think he meant those days
after America had risen as a world power, engaged in a nuclear race, and began to live in
what seemed like science fiction. The term “frontier” carries a heavy, incoherent burden
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in the West. For this particular moment, to me, it also signals the days following the West
finally engaging all the institutions of modernity, and exercising equal influence over the
modern nation-state. The separation of East and West becomes a symbolic qualification
in regionalizing the West. Differentiating of the two was valuable when the East was
essentially exercising colonial power. The regionalizing of the West would become more
complex, and often look to the global and the local within the West to define the region.
Regionalization exists within the dialectical relationship between the local and the global
(Giddens 1991). However, a key point of departure is the temporal focus of
regionalization, historicizing locales, relationships, and actors. “New frontiers” in 1960
would be less a physical exploration than a ‘pioneering’ of new ways of understandings.
The social shifts in the 1960s are not limited to the ideological. Let me first turn
to the economic and organizational changes that happened specifically in the West. The
shift from goods to services is a significant change in what westerners did with their
workday. In this sense, a region witnessed its key iconic occupations begin to slip into the
past and transform into something else. The rise in the service industry and the rise in
tourism acted as dual disengagement from the traditional occupations of the West. The
West of ranchers, miners, and farmers began to give way to lawyers, bureaucrats, and
managers (White 1991). Although beef consumption rose from 60 pounds per person in
1950 to 116 pounds by 1972, it was ironically the beginning of the demise of the small,
family owned spread (White 1991). Large farms and ranches absorbed and often
displaced their own neighbors. The size of ranches increased, but their number decreased
disproportionately. Between 1950 and 1970, one out of every three Texas farms was
bought as a part of the expanding corporate farms. Miles and miles of single crops grew,
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with no homes amongst them. The technology available and necessary to work these
ranches and farms replaced the need for labor. There was need for farm managers, not
farmers. In another stroke of irony, the land grant universities, once a place directly tied
to its local farmers, was developing the technology and chemicals that would claim their
work. In 1949, 10 percent of cotton was mechanically harvested; that number rose to 96
percent by 1969 (White 1991). In this sense, we can see the physical disappearance of
some of those iconic figures that were simultaneously making the region (in)famous.
The shifts that had taken place in the 1960s did not always resonate immediately.
That farms and ranches grew in size but shrank in number seems straightforward enough.
Coupled with this came an agricultural market attached to world recessions and political
embargos, and reliance on foreign oil. One long-term result of that was seen in Montana,
where in 1987 there were half as many ranches as in 1940, twice the size, and the average
age of its main operator 51 years. Young ranchers and farmers have become a rarity in
the western landscape. Many who could not farm or ranch turned to tourism and the
entertainment industry. Hollywood and Las Vegas lit up their images and those of the
mythic Old West. The merger of the symbols of the mythic West and the lived West were
presented as not only the performance, but now a commodity and a desirable lifestyle.
Hollywood especially presented the mythic cowboys of the West, but in some of the most
splendorous sceneries captured in film. The awesome reality of the landscape seemed to
legitimize any myth that was played out underneath its sky.
The landscape was hardly a pristine body. It was hardly ever pristine to begin
with, but the level of sustained use of the land greatly accelerated in the post-war West.
The efforts to provide places like Las Vegas and Las Angeles with water and power
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required extensive systems of dams and aquifer irrigation. The West in general should be
known for its aridity, but because of the extensive damming, the amount of irrigated land
increased from 19.4 million acres to 36.6 million acres from 1945 to 1974. By 1966, the
Missouri had become a series of slack-water reservoirs, much like the Columbia from
years before (White:1991). Timber was directly associated with many of the images of
the not-so-arid West. By 1970, national forests had gone from producing 9 percent of the
nation’s lumber to nearly one-third. These operations though transformed from the small
“gyppo” operations of the 1940s and 1950s to the large, underbidding timber companies
with grade-marked lumber.
These noticeably accelerated, industrial extraction economies did not go unseen.
Preservationist policy was soon shaped into the environmentalist movement. David
Brower, head of the Sierra Club, had fought dam building through the 1950s, stopping
the building of two dams on the Colorado River. A similar victory in the 1960s, though,
revealed the contradictory program that environmentalist movements from then on would
have to face: urbanization brought power and funding to their agenda, and provided the
individuals with homes and jobs, but simultaneously demanded the harnessing of the
natural resources the environmentalists so ardently wanted to preserve. This conflict
between the local interests of rural extraction economies to support metropolitan growth
versus the tighter federal control of western lands and the greater good envisioned by
environmentalists, becomes an iconic struggle between the rural and urban Wests in the
contemporary.
During the 1960s, the urban versus rural divide widens the most significantly in
western history. “Two different, but intertwined Wests had emerged: one mostly rural
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and largely powerless, and the other largely metropolitan and increasingly powerful”
(White 1991). In 1962, the Supreme Court in Baker v. Carr enforced an absolute equality
in apportionment of representatives in state legislatures. The overrepresentation of rural
areas had been a political stronghold, especially in the face of metropolitan growth. This
political shift relegated the rural West to feelings of being under the colonial rule of ever
growing urban, but now Western, centers. Controversial urban renewal programs also
came to fruition in the 1960s. The charge of city skylines upward was evidence of this,
such as in San Francisco and Denver in the early 1970s. Urban population growth was
visible in the incorporated cities, the most famous being in the Silicon Valley. San
Antonio added almost 200 square miles and many western cities averaged a growth of
100 square miles from 1950 to 1974 (White 1991).
Many of the disparities between classes, races, and marginalized groups were
expressed in the social and political shifts of the 1960s. The rise of the New Right would
tap into the ambitions of the suburban middle class of the West as well as a disgruntled
rural constituent. Ronald Reagan’s victory in California’s 1966 race for governor
surprised a divided democratic party with an inactive voter membership. Critical to this
victory was the targeting of common enemies. Racial rioters, student protesters, corrupt
federal bureaucracies, and the Welfare State seemed to speak many westerners’ anxieties,
often guised as victimization. “The genius of the New Right was its ability to take white
western self-images of rugged individualism and victimization and combine them into
coherent political symbols” (White 1991). In this complex shift, a vote for the New Right
was a strike against a government that seemed to be mismanaging a war against
communism, mismanaging the land and rural economy, allowing violence to take over
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urban streets, and allowing the upcoming generation to turn their backs on anything that
was considered of American value just ten years before.
The physical formations of modernity in the 1960s do not seem to alter very
much, or at least not nearly as much as the 1930s to the 1950s. The social movements had
beginnings in the previous eras as well. Often race and gender tensions were expressed in
the form of labor and wage conflicts. African American movements were the most
fervent pre-1960’s minority movements. The 1960s had no creative or stimulating work
for an aspiring baby-boomer generation, largely intact racial hierarchies, university
systems suppressing revisionist or far left thought, and a controversial and violent foreign
war televised daily. In the West, you could also add the following trends: far fewer
traditional jobs, a greater rural-urban divide economically, politically, and in terms of
organizational power. The West of the 1960s seems to symbolize the dichotomization of
the United States. While the social movements wished to create a new system of values
based largely on social justice and eccentric thought, traditional Americans began to
grasp at the guiding history and myth under fire.
Hollywood found a niche between the two. The Outlaw formula persisted, while
many of the more traditional, progressive formulas receded. Films like The Misfits, The
Cowboys, The Lusty Men, Hud, Cool Hand Luke, and many of the early Clint Eastwood
films like For a Few Dollars More presented a passing of the torch from the classic era
of John Wayne and Clark Gable to new Western characters played by Eastwood and Paul
Newman. Beyond the simple rise and fall of actors, the old characters portray the dying
of a way life, the famous Gable scene in The Misfits is him trying to hold onto the wild
horses he has caught for cannery sale while Marilyn Monroe’s character keeps untying
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them and urging them to run back into the desert, with Gable exclaiming that his way of
life is ending. Paul Newman in Hud portrays a disillusioned westerner, balking at his
conservative father’s West, but turning his admiring nephew away from his chosen path.
The nostalgia for the old ways and the complexity of the contemporary are general
themes for a number of films from this era. Music, too, participated in deepening of the
country and western genre. The triple homicide in The Redheaded Stranger album by
Willie Nelson and Honky Tonk Heroes, largely written by Billy Joe Shaver and sung by
Waylon Jennings, churned up interest in the singer song writer traditions of their
generation. “Ballads of Bad Men” earned the musical movement an Outlaw title. Again,
the complexity of western themes entangled in this music speaks to the symbols existing
in the divide of a nation and its generations. It appeased nostalgic sentiments and
rebellious spirits with equally frustrated prose.
In the academy, many of those seeking social justice began to reorient their
research to the margins of society. Like the popular imagined West at the time, historians,
authors, and cultural critics sought complexity; it had been a too tidy tale. “Postwestern
studies date back to the early 1970s before the postmodern turns in the humanities, when
scholars called attention to new films that were critically restructuring the Western”
(Kollin 2007). Critical regionalism like the work produced by Krista Comer, Stephen
Tatum, and Neil Campbell represent a turn to a reorientation of senses of place. The
Western genre having been a decidedly ‘placed’ genre demanded critiques of place in
order to achieve the complexity that seemed to be driving the social imagination. In the
same fashion of Limerick’s cycles of conquest, recognizable locales revealed rather
recognizable people. They revealed the marginal stories that had contributed to the lived
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West and been forgotten in the imagined West and, perhaps with greatest sigh, the
historical West.
The New West History had its earliest in formations in the works of individuals
like Pomeroy in the 1950s and 1960s (White 1991). The Western Slope legitimated the
reorientation to a history of place. It revealed the complex racial, gender, and class
struggles that had created the early Far West in cities like San Francisco. Its resonance
with many was that since, its industrializing and becoming home to various social and
cultural rebellions, urban and eccentric California had earned its general exile from the
‘Church of the (Traditional) West.’ Those farms and ranches on the other side of the
Sierra Nevada had seemed to resist the easterly urbanizing and the globalizing of culture.
This trend would formalize in the 1980s with the works of Limerick and Worley (Milner,
O'Connor et al. 1994). In 1989, in Santa Fe, NM the Western History Conference, themed
“Trails: Toward a New Western History,” gave birth to the formal New Western History
(Limerick 2000).
The social movements of the era were organized groups making efforts to gain
power and create societal levels of change. The same levels of social reorganization
might have been attempted through similar means during and after the Great Depression.
Americans of that era, though, found opportunities in developing cities and public
projects. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s constant leadership, an expanding bureaucracy, and
seemingly underdeveloped landscape would both diffuse and focus those anxieties. The
1960’s anxieties could not be so easily diffused. Environmental controversy and budget
restraints invested in wartime activity meant that there were no real federal projects to
recruit workers; private industry had grown more powerful than ever after the selling off
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of war time industry; and heavily funded university departments were steeped in old
politics resistant to reform. In the midst of the tension, the assassinations of John F.
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, as well as Watergate, pointed to the fragility of
leadership.
The West of the post-1960s could no longer represent the nation as an idea of an
“empire of liberty” nor as a performance of it progress. Those meta-narratives had failed
as a guiding force in the Vietnam War, as well as in the Americanization of the next
generation. The West being divided and frustrated spoke to the national character, but the
critique of the old character, having taken on the West’s symbols and performances,
became the rhetorical and revisionist targets in the fury. It was as if the American West
had purposefully warped and defiled the American character, instead of what may have
been an equal endeavor on both parties. With the failing of the progressive model, there
was an epistemological upheaval to discern the contemporaries complexities without
losing what seemed to be a relevant, if not romantic past. Where tradition had been
cathartic in the pre-modern for the ‘unknown,’ perhaps innovation is the cathartic source
for the modern in its dealing with the ‘unknowable’.
A number of regulatory discourses may be at work or in flux. One contemporary
concern that may be at work in the New West is that of a mistrust or reorientation away
from meta-narratives of intellectual, knowledge-producing institutions like science,
government, and education (Lyotard, 1984). The New West, having also perhaps lost the
meta-narrative of the Old West, may be characterized as having an anxiety over its
authenticity (Giddens, 1991). One response seems to be to appropriate concepts from the
modern and even the pre-modern for sources of identity. Similarly, Alain Touraine
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(1971) offers up for us a characterization of a post-industrial society which as a collective
can be self-reflective and act upon itself. This may shed light upon what the New West is
as a collective social project. It may be that institutions, like universities, coupled with
abstract systems that foster specialization and problem-solving abilities in the
surveillance of knowledge, move academics to blur the borders around their subject. This
blurring may be a necessary practice in the contemporary academy, as well as a feature of
the late modern professional.
Rodeo is intimately associated with the American West, and one of its most
influential, controversial, and sought after symbols, is the cowboy. Rodeo is a social
performance and Western lifestyle that can provide detailed content to the discussion of
this particular social history. I claim that the professionalization of rodeo cowboys, the
lifestyle, and the rodeo industry are projects of modernity that reckon with the forces and
circumstances of the New West. Like historians or writers of the West, the possible skillsets and specializations of rodeo cowboys lend themselves to senses of authority and
authenticity, but they now include day-to-day efforts of sorting out possible anxieties,
incoherencies, and tragedies. These additional skills demand innovation to the degree that
it defines a lifestyle. The innovation of lifestyles, whether lashed to organized social
movements or not, can be generative of a meaningful sense of being and in a calculated
place in a recognizably global theater. Rodeo cowboys can be understood as distinctly
well-off when I consider what enables an innovative lifestyle. Thus, there may be a
particular story that resembles something like an informed comedy. In the same manner
though, we can also explain tragedy, both within an innovative-lifestyle, but also as a
possible theme for particular self-narratives.
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It could be said by many that this is a work of the late modern self: me writing
and working out what I may regard as my biographical narrative in a larger historical
context with an eye to the possibility of some reflexively organized futures. However,
living in what Anthony Giddens regards as late or reflexive modernity, this practice is
matter of day-to-day life (Giddens 1991). The contemporary moment demands our being
self-reflexive, both in our present and in our organizing possible futures.
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Chapter 6

~A Valley of Conclusions, or the Land of Lost Chapters~

6.1 Ethnography of the Ethical 6.2 Translating Pastoralist Ethics 6.3 Reading Farm and
Ranch Journals in a New Light

6.1 Ethnography of the Ethical
“An anthropology of ethics must ground itself in practices” (Faubion 2011: 93).
We must assume then that an anthropology of ethics demands a continued presence in the
field, and that it should be as intimate as the ethnographic corpus and traditions would
have us believe. It is for this reason, and others, that Weber remains relevant to the
theorization of an anthropology of ethics as well as its ethnographic practice. As Lambek
notes, “Weber appears to anticipate much of contemporary discussion” in his theorization
of modes of orientation: 1) rational orientation towards rational ends; 2) rational
orientation towards absolute value; 3) affectual values; and 4) traditional or habitual
orientation (2010:24). My vision for this text is as a case study contributing to an
emerging anthropology of ethics. My project required fieldwork within my domestic
domain, or at least what had been my domestic domain for quite some time. I revisited
the places and practices of my past. Like many anthropologists, this project also
beckoned me to engage in a considerable amount of self-reflection. In regards to Weber’s
modes of orientation and their manifestations, some of the most productive encounters
emerged when the familiar was faced with rupture, change, and the foreign. The contours
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and content of an ethical program become more distinguishable when the ethical actor
faces challenges and alternatives to their closely held domains.
A cattle ranch installing wind turbines and a US rodeo tour of Spain – these field
sites revealed elements of the ethical dimensions with degrees of difference and exposed
the edges of their conceptualizations. Rodeo contestants, contractors, and fans have
sorted the urban-rural divide fairly well in the American context and often use the
performances as showcases for their esteemed qualities. Rodeo cowboys confuse the
urban-rural divide and its associated lines of difference. Rodeo cowboys embrace
modernity and tradition equally at times, using one to express the other and also to create
value in their relationship. The rodeo as a ‘sublime’ public performance secures an
unsequestered lifestyle from death and pain for the cowboy; his doing it publicly secures
a level of admiration and critique. Cowboys’ border-crossing into the urban becomes a
regular performance of not only adventure but also dependency. They seem to revel and
prosper in the incoherent, good and evil, history and myth, imagined and lived, urban and
rural, political and anti-political, authority and humility. In this way I think they accept a
broken historical narrative as the ebb and flow of modern society from tragedy and
comedy, rather than the predestination of either in their given era. The melancholy
thematics of failure are absorbed as therapeutic truths and a part of their being innovative.
That being said, the series of rodeos through Spain pressed, stretched, and helped
define the place of pastoralist ethics within those performances, because of the contrast
with Spanish bullfighting. The differences between American rodeo and Spanish
bullfighting exposed many ways that rodeo cowboys feel about their relationship with
rodeo stock and the meaning behind their performances with those animals. A palpable
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note of injustice could be felt among the group with the deaths of the fighting bulls, even
if there was admiration for the matadors’ bravery, knowledge, and skill. These admirable
qualities came to help elaborate my understanding of masculinity in pastoralist worlds.
However, while certain characteristics were thought to be shared, they were practiced
within a different program of conduct. Presenting the foreign face-to-face in this way
displayed how ethical subjects may find differences within seemingly similar actors. For
the animals, the long healthy lives of bucking bulls were held in direct contrast to the
irrationally tragic deaths of fighting bulls. In another example, providing animal athletes
an advantageous surface on which to perform became a clear priority when comparing
different arena dirt floors. Fairness was due to rodeo stock, and in that spirit, rodeo
cowboys often felt closer to the stock than their foreign hosts.
In the case of the Big Green Ranch, there are particularly revealing moments as to
how the three ethical domains of animal husbandry, land stewardship, and kinship
overlap and intersect. Trevor Durbin and I encountered a simple case. The occupants of a
large historical Texas ranch were preparing to engage in large-scale wind farming in
addition to their well-established practices of raising cattle and horses. When pressed for
rationalization, Bob Green cited the three ethical domains seamlessly. Wind turbines
were more logical for land stewardship, because they do not produce grass damaging saltwater like oil arms sometimes do; game birds and other wildlife reside happily in the
turbines’ shadows; and the installation and maintenance contracts provide the rancher
with opportunities to better survey and maintain his land. Bob Green felt that the turbines
would also improve his cattle herd by providing more grassland and supplying more
capital to invest in breeding programs. He happily explained that he had seen cows
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resting idyllically near the humming turbines. More than any other domain, though, Bob
Green felt that the turbines were the best means to provide a secure future for his family.
The capital would allow children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren to have a
higher education as well as return to the ranch in any capacity they desired. Moreover,
the turbines were the continuation of an important tradition of adapting modern
innovations and technologies to secure many more happy lives dedicated to livestock,
land, and kin.
When rodeo cowboys or ranchers reference the Cowboy Code, or any version of
that code of conduct, it is often playful and similar to citing a good book or film. That
does not take any weight away from what the individual tenets of the code might be.
Rather, it proves the point that ethics is a matter of practice more than anything else. The
code is an object of film and literature and is an important element in the myth of the
American West. Contemporary cowboys do not abide by the tenets of these codes
because they are written down and have a place in the national imagination. Rather,
cowboy codes have come to describe the ethical tenets of good pastoralism in the
American West as well as its adaptation to describe patriotism and the conduct of good
citizens. The code contains the three domains I have sought to illuminate here as well as
the cultural and regional trappings that make it identifiable with the American cowboy of
both history and the contemporary.
There are many versions of the Cowboy Code. As a part of my conclusion here, I
will cite a personal favorite—Gene Autry’s Code of Honor:
1. A cowboy never takes unfair advantage—even of an enemy.
2. A cowboy never betrays a trust. He never goes back on his word.
3. A cowboy always tells the truth.
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4. A cowboy is kind and gentle to small children, old folks, and animals.
5. A cowboy is free from racial and religious intolerances.
6. A cowboy is always helpful when someone is in trouble.
7. A cowboy is always a good worker.
8. A cowboy respects womanhood, his parents, and his nation's laws.
9. A cowboy is clean about his person in thought, word, and deed.
10. A cowboy is a Patriot.
There could be an entire manuscript dedicated to the multiple versions of the
Cowboy Code and its historical transformations. As but an example of that kind of
project, one can immediately see the differences in the adaptation of the Code of the West
that James P. Owen proposed that today’s Wall Street abide by (2008):
1. Live each day with courage.
2. Take pride in your work.
3. Always finish what you start.
4. Do what has to be done.
5. Be tough, but fair.
6. When you make a promise, keep it.
7. Ride for the brand.
8. Talk less and say more.
9. Remember that some things aren't for sale.
10. Know where to draw the line.
Both codes clearly focus on work ethics as well as being trustworthy. Most
significantly, Autry’s Cowboy Code offers much more descriptive instructions about
cowboys’ treatment of others. Owen’s code is certainly designed towards business and
generalized to accommodate many more subject positions. My purposes in discussing the
Cowboy Code in this conclusion are to emphasize that the work presented here went far
beyond what a contemporary Cowboy Code might be. However, it should be noted that
the ethnographic content represents much of the substance of those codes. If a new
Cowboy Code is required, I believe the resolution for a National Day of the Cowboy is
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more than adequate. If this text accomplishes anything towards that end, it is as a sample
of contemporary ethnographic content verifying some of the tenets.
That is not to say that these chapters could not be improved upon, or that new
chapters could not have an important place in this work. Whether this text can actually
become the intended case study it is meant to be depends on what is valuable and
included here, as well as what is sorely missed. The following portion of this conclusion
summarizes what this text is and calls for what it may become.
To begin with, the first chapter fully defines the theoretical elements of a
pastoralist ethic and its contemporary consideration. The Big Green Ranch serves well as
the most concise and descriptively thick case to illustrate such a theoretical program.
More than anything, I believe this chapter needs to be in conversation with works like
Anand Pandian’s.40 Specifically, I believe the long-held practice of comparing
ethnographic and historical cases could be particularly revealing. The history and
contemporary practices of pastoralism in the American West could be made more
illuminating when compared with Pandian’s descriptions of agriculture and the Piramalai
Kallars of South India (2009). The Kallars are often condemned as a criminal caste in
Indian society. Pandian seeks to describe the complexities of using agriculture as an
exercise in the Kallars’ societal reform. His descriptions of how virtue is cultivated
through the acts of agricultural cultivation, how institutions have become invested in such
processes, and the means with which certain ethical traditions are maintained or adjusted
40

Another important text the first chapter could be brought into to conversation with is Alasdair
MacIntyre’s After Virtue (2010). My arguments about ethics and their place in contemporary are largely
assumed. In correcting this, pastoralist ethics could be argued to have particular relevance to a larger
modernity.
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seem ideal for such a discussion. Direct correlation could be made with the US legal
system’s use of farming and ranching within prison labor systems as well as methods of
reform upon convicts’ reentry into society. Rodeo has been a part of this system as well,
but its presence has waned in the last three decades.
The second chapter presented me with difficult tasks. On the one hand, I present a
nuanced understanding of traditionalist ideologies in the contemporary. On the other, I
attempt to present an alternative history of the rodeo industry through the complexities of
late modern identity politics. The second task was designed to run alongside the classic
history that describes mainstream, professional rodeo as well as the path to its ranks.
Mainstream rodeo is an important focus throughout this text, as it describes my
experience as well as that of the majority of rodeo contestants. However, the
predisposition to focus rodeo studies this way has created an assumed whiteness,
maleness, and Christian character of the sport more generally. My presentation of women
and Native American rodeo reads largely as a literature review. This needs amending.
These examples would likely occupy footnotes in another version, but I believe they
speak to an important argument about tradition in today’s identity politics.
In regards to the other task of the second chapter, to fully realize what a spirit of
traditionalism consists of requires a more detailed account of how certain histories are
manifested in processes of actualization and becoming. Suitable means of accomplishing
this will have to be coordinated through further analysis of Max Weber’s texts as well as
work like Dominic Boyer’s analysis of the dialectical of spirit and system in modern
intellectualism (2005). I accomplish the important task of defining tradition’s possible
place in modernity for not only pastoralists generally but rodeo contestants specifically. I
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also establish how modern identity politics can coincide and be amplified by the shoring
up of certain traditions and histories. However, the further analysis of what a spirit of
traditionalism consists in practice would be an appropriate addition.
In a strictly Weberian way, a spirit of traditionalism describes the way a life is
directed to and meant to be conducted within certain traditional frameworks. Following
Hegel, Boyer presents the notion of a spirit as something that can endure the ruin of one
historical configuration and transform in such a manner that it can reside meaningfully in
another. The spirit of traditionalism I have presented here is a continuation of both types
of discussion. On the other hand, the spirit of traditionalism in the American West is
often particular to the historical configurations of pastoralism in the region. The
performances and practices marking a traditionalist spirit often have the trappings of the
past and the aesthetics of an imagined American West. Where this work could go further
is in identifying the transfigurations those ways of life and their ethical domains have
undergone. While portions of chapters 2 and 5 begin to identify these changes, they do
not begin to describe the full spectrum of mechanisms that either brought about senses of
ruin or enabled such a spirit to thrive.41
My discussion of auto-bio-ethno-graphy and/or a domestic anthropology of the
contemporary in the introduction should be brought together more fully with the
representational methodology presented in chapter 3. While both presentations are whole,
they do not necessarily speak to each other well enough to convince the reader of the
experience of doing fieldwork among people I had already known quite well.
Specifically, incorporating Michael Herzfeld’s conceptualization of disemia and its
41

This would also be an important point in reference to Anthony Gidden’s notion of detraditionalization.
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distinction between the intimate and the formal/public could be an effective way to
accomplish this task (Herzfeld 1987; 1997). Disemia describes the tension that often
exists between self-knowledge and self-presentation (122). While Herzfeld is primarily
concerned with the political culture and nationalism found in Greece, the term could
prove effective in my work here on two levels.
First, the tension in being a native anthropologist, conducting auto-bio-ethnography, or engaging in an ethnography of the domestic contemporary often presents a
significant tension between self-knowledge and self-presentation. This is true while
conducting fieldwork with people with whom previous relationships exist or with those
who seem so familiar that they feel like old friends. The same could be said if the
anthropologist was especially aware of existing, less admirable qualities among his
interlocutors. During our fieldtrip to the Big Green Ranch, Trevor Durbin observed parts
of conversations between Bob Green and I where it appeared as though we were talking
shop so thoroughly that I had drifted away from the anthropological register. Indeed, I
had. It takes careful balance to maintain certain intellectual tasks while allowing actions
and language to remain familiar, convincing, and effective.
Second, disemia effectively describes the experience that ranchers and rodeo
cowboys have as they engage in what seem ancient practices and callings, while also
having significant ties to modern institutions like global markets, urban-rural politics, and
accelerating technology. In the third chapter, I utilize Steve Tatum’s conceptualization of
chiasmus and its use in western literature. Chiasmus and disemia could work in parallel
throughout, but especially in discussing the relationship between the local and the global.
This sense of disemia is more akin to Herzfeld’s use and could help draw more analytical
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weight into the second and fifth chapters, as well as tie the introduction and the third
chapter closer together. It is in this second sense that disemia could also be an effective
aide to my arguments about traditionalism and its relationship to ethics. The tension that
might exist between a certain ethical tradition and its lack of place or relevance in the
contemporary may manifest itself in a disruption between the ethical subject’s selfpresentation and self-knowledge.
My analysis here and an anthropology of ethics could also go further in
contributing to literary theory, specifically New Regionalism and the theorization of the
western genre. The examples and discussion at the end of chapter 3 are earnest attempts
to begin such an intellectual path, but they could be enhanced by the elaboration of two
other concepts: the ecology of a pastoralist ethic and the picaresque figuration of the
contemporary pastoralist’s imagination. In discussing pastoralism, the ecological is the
most robust thematic shared by both anthropology and literary criticism. An ecological
focus incorporates all three of the ethical domains found in pastoralism. The ecological
allows for elaboration of the differences among ethical programs that share actors,
objects, practices, landscapes, etc. To continue one example from chapter 3, surfer girls
share commonalities with how cowboys and other westerners experience significant
places. We may assume they also disagree with each about proper practices and methods
for being good stewards of those places. Nonetheless, the ecological is a productive
forum for such a discussion about ethics, actors, and places.
In terms of contemporary pastoralism, anthropologists have often turned to an
ecological focus and have done so for some time. They have observed ruptures in
practices due to industrialism and nationalism, and these often reveal pastoralists
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upholding some values and disavowing others. The waning of nomadic pastoralism, for
example, is a product of changes in the mode of subjectivation as land stewards.
Admission of the capitalist design of US ranching without foregoing all the values is
possible when conducted through the making of good ecological conditions for livestock
and kin. In terms of evangelizing this ecological focus, recruiting the contemporary
rancher, or any ecologically savvy actor, land stewardship can readily take on a biblical
sense. It becomes a calling to become and maintain oneself as a keeper of the garden as
well as the other beings present there. This mode of subjectivation is particularly modern
because of how land tenure has been used in the political governance of certain groups.
Landscape is a good indicator of when the myth of cowboys emerged as
something truly beyond their day-to-day actions. The skills of pastoralism became
professionalized and heralded as the best indicator of the actor called cowboy during the
period of industrialization and urbanization. The contrast between landscapes was so
convincing that we have romantic cowboys with no cows, just horses and contests
between men. The subject became significantly detached from the myth when landscapes
devoid of cattle became the dominant stage for cowboys. The American icon and
nationalist hero called cowboy is born in a publicly imagined ecology where the value of
the livestock is reduced, and the landscape and masculinity were escalated. Furthermore,
the cowboy heroes in this ecological frame are allowed to control, not care for, minorities
and women because their relationships are out of character, i.e. the cowboy icon devoid
of cows does not make a good husband or brother partly because he does not practice
husbandry (except for maybe Trigger). This is just one example of how an ecological
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analysis can explicate a version of a pastoralist hero that represents societal values more
than a complete model of pastoralist ethics and its ethos of husbandry.
In addition to taking on the ecological thematic, another continuation of my work
could provide an explication of the picaresque figurations that exist in contemporary
American pastoralists’ imaginations. Such a discussion could contribute to not only New
Regionalism and representational ethnography, but also a discussion of working-class
intellectualism. I have concluded that rodeo cowboys are thoughtful contemporaries that,
contrary to their popular representation, do not always experience or perform the role of
the mythic cowboys held in US nationalist imaginations. Moreover, the cowboys of those
imaginations are often discontinuous with the historical figures of nineteenth-century
working cowboys. That myths do not always align with reality is, of course, no great
revelation. My specific intervention here, though, could be to grant contemporary rodeo
cowboys (if not all working cowboys, punchers, and poets alike) some subjectivity in this
intellectual and imaginative exchange of discourse. My intention is to open up a space for
a cowboy intellectual tradition that actively sustains marginal positions within US
nationalist discourse, and does so through identifications with a pastoralist ethic. I argue
this could be accomplished through a picaresque internal rhetoric that is bound up with
and resists icons of nationalism.
The picaresque story is a fictional tale of a clever rogue hero, usually of a
subordinate class, set in realistic description wherein the protagonist sets about an
adventure that exposes the corruption, ambiguities, or contradictions in his or her society.
This unveiling is often accomplished through humorous satirical means, and in its
traditional formation leads to some religious or spiritual redemption of the hero and his
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consociates. Here, I am loosely following Strecker’s work on Miguel De Cervantes
Saavedra’s (The Ingenious Gentleman) Don Quixote of La Mancha, an icon in the
picaresque subgenre of literature and a key text for the Rhetoric and Culture project
(Cervantes Saavedra and Starkie 2001; Strecker and Tyler 2009). Don Quixote is easily
seen in this light when he is dismounted while jousting with a windmill. Don Quixote is
not defeated by the windmill; rather the sorcerer Freston succeeds in changing the giants
that Don Quixote had originally been tilting against into windmills. Thus, Don Quixote is
defeated, but not by the windmill that unseats him. This fantastic internal rhetoric is an
example of what Strecker and Tyler characterize as “culturally induced madness” (2009:
28), a description prefigured by Strecker’s reading of Don Quixote as an allegory of how
culture can unsettle people (Strecker 2007). Furthermore, I would argue Don Quixote
performs a sense of nationalism, but one out of its time and, of course, with dramatic
embellishment. Readers root for Don Quixote, because in the end, they sense that it is far
more absurd and fantastic to invest oneself in a nation that does not believe in chivalry
than to behave chivalrously in a nation that does not believe in its citizens.
I often think of Don Quixote contemplating the name of his horse for four full
days. Don Quixote concludes that the broken down workhorse must carry the name
Rosinante: Rosin, rooted in the term for a nag or workhorse and ante, as a playful pun on
the past, or the self-recognition of becoming a part of the past. Possible meanings
abound, including an interpretation that accords the horse a degree of transcendent
subjectivity. More modestly, though, Don Quixote may simply need to assure himself
that he is riding into his journey on a war horse. In either case, it is clear that a war horse
is essential to the identification, performance, and experience of being a knight.
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Unlike the pastoralist ethic, the picaresque story does not strictly require the
presence of livestock. Mobility, though, is essential to the picaresque figuration of
storytelling. A physical journey is required of the hero, just as movement has been
thought to be essential to the pastoralist experiences of land, animals, and society. Thus,
Don Quixote as picaresque hero may not need to move through Spain as a knight, but he
must move. Read from the vantage point of the pastoralist ethic, though, Don Quixote
cannot simply believe that a war horse is between his knees and then bounce down a hill
on a cart. He must thunder forward with a particular animal and experience the horse’s
movements; otherwise, it is simply not the performance of a knight.
My use of the picaresque as a diagnostic reflects its emergence in the Spanish
Golden Age of arts and literature during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as well
as its trans/international reach and its cross-cultural legibility. The picaresque novel is
distinctly modern, and I use it to examine the equally historically and geographically
specific institution of the North American cowboy. Rodeo life is defined by journeys
through a society in which rodeo cowboys are exceptional and often idealized. The belief
that rodeo is a way of life, not simply a sport, is crucial in understanding its picaresque
figuration, perhaps best noted by common phrases like “it ain’t a great way to make a
livin’, but it’s a great way to make a life.” Rodeo cowboys often come to describe their
lives and justify the risks as a source of freedom from normal society. Rodeo cowboys
play the role of tricksters in the urban, knowing full well that their ultimate satirical thrust
is mashing down the gas pedal of a rig headed out of town. The picaresque story often
then formulates an internal rhetoric rodeo cowboys deploy in explaining their love of the
sport, the higher quality of life, and justifying many of its risks.
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Pastoralist arts, particularly poetry and lyrics and their textual nature, viewed
through the anthropological lens, contribute to many current conversations within the
discipline and others, not limited to intellectualism, the relationships between tradition
and modernity, the urban and the rural, civilization and nature, and the complexities of
class. That is, American rodeo cowboys, though our contemporaries, are compelled and
guided by a pastoralist ethic that thrives in compromise with and resist to modern
complexities. The poetry associated with their lives reflects and contributes to such an
existence and its intellectual workings. This cowboy intellectualism challenges
conventional understandings of what intellectualisms and intellectuals are and do.
Moreover, cowboy intellectualism displays a more complex relationship with US
nationalist identity, a regional character within the United States and the North American
West, and finally a significant temporality and historicity. As should be clear by now, this
can only be an effort at scratching the surface of the relationships among these topics, but
a specific one nonetheless. That this is possible, I argue, is due to certain relationships
and values within pastoralist ethics, particularly the constellations of marginality within
the pastoralist intellect.
Needless to say, there is much that can been done to improve the content already
here, and there are a number of chapters that could be considered missing or at least
beckoning for inclusion. This manuscript will certainly have multiple lives. There will be
the document submitted to Rice University’s Office of Graduate Studies, the publishable
manuscript or its divisions and extensions I have aspired to in this last section, as well as
the translation of this material for use in agricultural health and safety. The next sections
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are dedicated to introducing this last end and the influence this work will have on my
future projects.

6.2 Translating Pastoralist Ethics
In the fall of 2013, I assumed a new post as an Associate Research Scientist at the
National Farm Medicine Center in Marshfield, Wisconsin. This was certainly an exciting
opportunity to move from the final stages of doctorate training directly into a tenure-track
research position. Moreover, it was an opportunity to work with of all types of
agriculturalists. This overlap in commitments has left a small mark on this manuscript
and a larger one on my own thinking about its significance beyond graduate school.
Therefore, I feel compelled to say something in these closing pages about the possible
lives of this text beyond its submission to the Office of Graduate Studies. First of all, I do
hope there is room in the anthropological record for this dissertation as a whole
manuscript. I have already stated the tasks that must be completed before I believe it is
eligible for such a second life. Whether in the form of a book or as individual articles,
there are important contributions within these pages about the contemporary American
West, pastoralism, masculinity, and ethics. The third life of this text must, however,
strive to keep those notable contributions while translating them to an applied field of
agricultural health and safety.
It is an understatement to say that healthcare is a large and vibrant topic in this
country today, and I believe it has interesting implications for an anthropology of ethics
and rural ways of life. In a far too basic explanation, the Affordable Care Act of 2010 is
part of a larger movement to entice American citizens and our healthcare system to be of
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certain kinds, arguably better versions of themselves. Simply put, legislation like this is
an effort to recruit and train people to engage in preventative healthcare, to take care of
themselves, to be disciplined, and to conduct themselves in good and healthy ways
through daily practices. Such legislation is also pursuing change at institutional levels.
Value-based care and financial incentives to keep people healthy rather than rotating
them through their physicians’ doors are meant to transform the means of care provided
by medical institutions as well as insurance companies.
How these programs and institutional changes impact different groups will
certainly be an issue for contemporary anthropologists and sociologists. For the
anthropologist of ethics, it will be an exercise in describing a programmatic attempt to
establish systems of behavior that have been deemed good, right, and fair for all. Happy
and healthy are certainly large parts of the telos of such a program. For rural
communities, however, the ways such proposed changes and programs manifest
themselves in daily life will be particular and unique. The efforts to keep farmers and
ranchers, their families, and their laborers safe and healthy have been a part of this
country’s agenda from its formation. One need only cite Thomas Jefferson’s agrarian
vision and its demand that international relations and commerce to keep America’s
agriculturalists well supplied and healthy enough for their work and propagation.
The question in front of me at the National Farm Medicine Center is whether
people who predominately abide by a pastoralist ethic or an agrarian ethic, in all their
contemporary, national, and regional trappings, can be compelled to accommodate a
system of preventative care. In many ways, this chapter of rural American life is an
extension of Leo Marx’s Machine in the Garden (1964). Machinery as the sign of
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progress was a common idea in the eighteenth century. The cost of progress, the cost of
conducting a life alongside and intertwined with machinery, has also been a measure of
progress in society. Indeed, the relationship between laborer, machine, and garden
became an ethical one. The intimate use of man and machine to form a nation was an
ethical calling inspiring the formal harnessing of nature.
However, in many industries the price of life and limb began to be looked upon
with a critical eye. Labor unions and industrial standards began to protect workers.
Agriculture in many ways, however, operates as it did a hundred years ago. In terms of
child labor and industrial standards, agriculture exists largely in a state of exceptionalism.
There are certainly important differences, and most of them are technological, but
nonetheless, it remains the most dangerous sector of labor in the United States.42 The
technology of safety and healthy lifestyles designed for agriculture is directly tied to the
physical welfare of agrarians in both their work and domestic life. More than any sector,
the boundaries in agriculture between labor and lifestyle are blurry. Safety and
preventative health measures are often sold, incentivized, and made convincing for
agriculturalists through classic venues. Saving the bottom line financially by promoting
the avoidance of life-altering injury is but one common example. However,
agriculturalists have not been overwhelmingly compelled to utilize these precautions.
Simply put, agriculture, especially at the family-operated level, remains a dangerous
vocation despite the better practices and safer technology, because of what seems to be
cultural rationalizations.

42

Agriculture as an occupational category also includes fishing and timer industries.
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My contribution to making American agriculturalists a healthier, happier
population remains basic and broad in my junior years. In the widest terms, I endeavor to
discover which institutions and organizations have a significant reason to desire a healthy
agricultural community. This obligation is obvious for some; the National Farm Medicine
Center is but one example. However, the degree to which insurance companies, money
lenders, implement manufacturers, and accountable-care organizations are invested in
safer agricultural processes and ways of life remains in question. This is especially true
under pressures due to the reorganization of national healthcare, the increasing age of the
average farm owner-operator, and the requirements of nourishing a rapidly expanding
world population. If farmers and ranchers and their families, as well as laborers and their
families, are the central object and focus of study, the many businesses and organizations
that may have an interest in their care and well-being have varying degrees of influence.
These spheres of influence expose the complexity surrounding the care of the agrarian in
America. This career path will build and expand upon my work in ethics. It will also
generate a detailed understanding of the various groups enveloped in such a system of
care.

6.3 Reading Farm and Ranch Journals in a New Light
When an early season blizzard (named Atlas) moved into the Black Hills
of South Dakota, Wyoming and Nebraska on Oct. 4 and 5, 2013, no one
anticipated the havoc it would leave. With temperatures in the 70s just
days prior to the storm, man and beast were gravely unprepared.
Hours of heavy rain, followed by 3 to 4 feet of snow and 60 mile-per-hour
winds, created “perfect storm” conditions. When the snow and wind
stopped, “war zone” were the words many used to describe the devastating
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scene of dead cattle carcasses that littered the landscape across hundreds
of miles of western South Dakota. (Gordon, 2013)

When I arrived in Marshfield, Wisconsin in November, 2013 the recovery from
the Atlas blizzard had just begun to show signs of progress. I had been following the
story in Houston through social media, web news, and the occasional phone call from
friends in the area. My father reiterated the various impacts through his interpretations of
the daily agricultural markets. I was more up-to-date than usual because of my new
routine at the National Farm Medicine Center of browsing local and national trade
journals from the world of farming and ranching. I wish I had read more of them during
my graduate study, as they revealed the contemporary issues relevant to many of my
constituents. Another version of this manuscript should include more citations and
reflections upon those journals.
The reporting around the recovery from the blizzard Atlas revealed and revisited
many of the themes I have presented here as a part of a pastoralist ethic. Ranchers were in
despair over what the herd kills meant for the future of their livestock and their own
families. It also raised the issue of climate change and what it might mean for
stewardship strategies. The blizzard serves as a very recent and dramatic example of the
contemporary nature of US pastoralism, as well as its continued place in certain episodes
of history. Ranchers and writers alike were comparing the early storm to the devastating
storms at the end of the nineteenth century. These were the same storms that nearly wiped
out the entire American beef market and forced the US government to place pastoralism
on a federal ecological tether. The repercussions will not be the same, despite the large
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numbers of loss due to the natural event. It does reconfirm, however, that the pastoralist
condition on the western United States is both timeless and historically distinct.

****

Anthropology, ethnography, pastoralism, ethics, traditionalism, masculinity, and
nationalism are all important themes and objects broached in these pages. They are also
all subject to change and transformation. So is the anthropologist. This is the end of this
manuscript for now. It is not at a place where it can be come upon and left. I do not
suppose any manuscript worth engaging is ever simply left behind. It will transform in
both small and large ways, as will I, and eventually so will those that choose to engage
the topics broached within these pages. That reminds me of a poem.

Reflections upon the Path – Harold Bloom (1997)

Riding three days and nights he came upon the place, but decided it could
not be come upon.
He paused therefore to consider.
This must be the place. If I have come upon it, then I am of no
consequence.
Or this cannot be the place. There is then no consequence, but I am myself
not diminished.
Or this may be the place. But I may not have come upon it. I may have
been here always.
Or no one is here, and I am merely of and in the place. And no one can
come upon it.
This may not be the place. Then I am purposeful, of consequence, but
have not come upon it.
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But this must be the place. And since I cannot come upon it, I am not I, I
am not here, here is not here.
After riding three days and nights he failed to come to the place, and rode
out again.
Was it that the place knew him not, or failed to find him? Was he not
capable?
In the story it only says one need come upon the place.
Riding three days and nights he came upon the place, but decided it could
not be come upon.
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Image 11, the anthropologist back on the ranch, photo by Kyle Weems (2013)
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